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THE LATEST NEWS FROM THE WORLD OF INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT 

Sega joins Bandai 
in mammoth merger 

Sega coin-op classics could reach non-Sega consoles as Japanese giants form alliance 

Success for 
Saturn in States 

The Saturn may be 

consolidating its position 

in the US, despite 

pressure from the N64. 

Ted Hoff, vice president 

of Sega of America, 

claims that sales targets 

have been reached and 

that he is more than 

satisfied with the Saturn's 

installed user base. 

This announcement 

was prompted by the 

results of the recent TRST 

survey which showed the 

Saturn's share of the 

industry double from 

10% in November '96 to 

21.2% in December. The 

success was put down to 

a new Saturn bundle 

which includes the 

console and Virtua 

Fighter 2, Virtua Cop and 

Daytona USA. 

Sega's Japanese HQ. whose Inhabitants 
will no doubt be contemplating profits 
from a number of luaatlve licenses 

S 
ega Enterprises Ltd has announced 
a surprise plan to merge with toy 
manufacturer Bandai. The two 

entertainment giants. set to join forces on 
October 1, 1997, will form a new company 
called sega Bandai Ltd, with assets in the 
region of ¥588bn. Although both companies 
have cited other benefits, the most exciting 
consequence of the merger. as revealed by a 
Sega spokesperson in a recent speech, is that 
Sega titles like Virtua Fighter and Sega Rally 
can now be licensed for development on 
other formats. 

Reaction to the plan, however. has been 
mixed. Sega's own press release covering the 
merger is characteristically upbeat. pointing 
out the strengths of both companies and how 
the two might be combined to advantage in 
the future: 'Sega will provide leading-edge 
entertainment technologies. including digital 
content, virtual reality and computer graphics. 
while Bandai will contribute its expertise in 
character development, merchandising and 
visual/music technologies.' 

However, despite Sega·s positive tone. 

financial commentators have suggested that 
weaknesses may have played a bigger part in 
the merger than strengths. Although Bandai 
made a profit in the fiscal year up to March 
'96, the company is expected to post a ¥9bn 
loss for the period between March '96 and 
March '97. The company's Mac-based Pippin 
console has sold badly, and the Mighty 
Morphin' Power Rangers are currently mightily 
morphin' into a dead loss as fickle children 
turn to newer heroes. 

Furthermore, Sega is facing falling profits 
due to competition from Sony and Nintendo: it 
has forecast a net income of ¥5.3bn, but this is 
down on an original forecast of ¥10bn. Some 
question what the videogame company can 
accomplish from the merger. As Sega's 
president, Hayao Nakayami, stated, 'Sega's 
main customers are high school and college 
students. Bandai's users are younger children.' 
He probably meant to accentuate how the 
companies could help each other, but in effect 
actually highlighted the fact that they are 
two very different companies 
manufacturing very different goods. 
The merger, then. could well be a 
desperate move by both 
companies to stay afloat rather 
than the powerful alliance to 
strengthen dominant positions 
suggested by the press release. 

As for possible fruits of the coalition, 
nothing has been officially announced, but it is 
believed that Bandai licenses such as the 
Power Rangers may well find their way into 
forthcoming videogames. The Guardian (Jan 
24) recently ran a report suggesting that 
Bandai also has links with Disney and Mattel, 
and that Sega is hoping to use these in 
forthcoming projects. However, as the report 
kicked off with the rather misguided words 
'The violent world of Super Mario.' Edge 
cannot vouch for the overall accuracy £ 
of the rest of the piece. 
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Bandai's Pippin (top), 
and perhaps its 
strongest assets, the 
Power Rangers (above) 



Shadows of the Empire, 
Super Mario 64 and 
PilotWings 64 will 
accompany the N64's 
UK launch on March 1 

Nintendo 64 poised to 
storm Europe 

news 

After success in Japan and, especially, the US, the N64 is about to hit UK shores 

Onlf. 20,000 UK N64 machines will be 
available for purchase at launch, and 
many of those have been pre-booked 

m intendo is on a roll, and, judging by 
the reactions of us consumers to the 
company's 64bit console, is set to 

seriously endanger the European dominance 
currently enjoyed by Sony. 

According to the latest TRST (Toy Retail 
Survey Tracking System) report in the us, 
Nintendo captured 50% of the entire next
generation console market in the last three 
months of '96. The TRST also calculated that 
vamauchi's company had gained 44% of all 
industry revenue during last year, compared to 
28% for Sony and 26% for Sega. The survey's 
findings back up a recent press release from 
Nintendo claiming that 4 million N64s have 
been sold to date. The indications, then, are 
for a massively successful European launch, 
completing a global triangle of ascendancy. 

Nintendo is certainly taking the Euro 
market more seriously in the run up to the 
March 1 launch. Last year's dismal 'You can't 
buy this' adverts probably did more harm than 
good for the console, especially considering 
Sony's outlandish, eye-grabbing advertising 
antics. Now, however, exclusive UK distributor 
THE Games is running a more subtle 'Believe 
the hype' campaign, and there's barely a 
Premiership football team in the country which 
isn't sporting a 'Nintendo 64. March 31st' 
advertising board somewhere around its pitch. 

Importantly, it seems that THE (or at least 
its ad agency) has switched its focus from 
children to adults, capitalising on the 
20-30 year old market exploited by Sony and 
Sega. Consequently, the machine has been 

receiving 
wide 

cover~ge in 
men's lifestyle 

mags: FHM reviewed 
Super Mario 64 in its 

March issue, while Loaded 
characteristically referred to the console as 
'the dog's bollocks' - an appraisal that would 
probably perturb the Nintendo board in Japan 
were it to ever come under their glare. 

Europe will, however, be a tougher nut to 
crack than the us and Japanese markets. First, 
over the last two years, consumers have been 
battered with the message 'carts are the past 
and CD-ROM is the future', forcing less 
informed punters to interpret the N64 as some 
sort of backward step. They may well also 
interpret the £60-£70 software price tag as 
over-expensive and stick to the comparatively 
cheap £45 mark offered by the Playstation and 
Saturn. Then, of course, there are the losses in 
performance the machine will suffer due to 
the conversion from NTSC to PAL (see this 
month's supplement, page 7). 

Even if UK consumers do decide to make 
the jump to 64bit, a great majority of potential 
N64 owners are likely to be disappointed on 
launch day. Only 20,000 machines are being 
made available to British stores on March 1 
and only a fraction of those will make it onto 
the shelves, most having been pre-ordered 
months ago. Rest assured, though, plenty 
more are due to become available in the 
coming months. 

Although the European market is a difficult 
and subsidiary one, Yamauchi and co will no 
doubt be watching the N64 sales figures 
closely. The PlayStation has a very strong user 
base here, and a victory over Sony in this 32bit 
stronghold will be a symbolic one for 
Nintendo. Taking into consideration the 
company's successes elsewhere, it's £ 
hard to see Europe resisting the lure. 

Turok shock 

Acclaim's forthcoming 

N64 title Turok: Dinosaur 

Hunter is unlikely to 

retail for anything less 

than £70 in the UK. 

Virgin Megastores, one 

of the largest retail chains 

in the country, is said to 

be decidedly unhappy 

with the situation and is 

currently considering not 

stocking the title. 

Retailers have said that 

they do not blame 

Acclaim for the high price, 

as it is a direct result of 

the manufacturing costs 

set for Nintendo licensees. 

Turok's price point will 

be a big concern to 

Nintendo devotees, who 

also suffered from high 

thirdparty game prices 

during the 16bit SNES's 

boom period. 
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·1 ATEI 97: Microsoft 
poised to enter arcades 

The world's biggest computer company has set its eyes on the arcade industry 

Bushnell's back 

PlayNet Technologies, 
headed up by ex-Atari 
supremo Nolan Bushnell, 
is producing a range of 
coin-op products which 
will offer networking via 
the lntemet The 
company's first release, 
PlayNet. is a counter-top 
video unit utilising touch
screen technology that can 
hold between eight and 12 
videogames at a time. The 
system also offers Internet 
access and an IRC·type 
system which will allow 
players to send text and 
voice messages. Titles on 
show at ATEI were puzzle 
games, similar to Connect 
4 and jigsaws, and 
although these titles do 
little to whet the appetite 
of the hardcore video 
gamer, the system could 
be a surprise success. 
Tests begin in March. 

The most original driving game at ATEI was Konaml's GTI Club. It 
has now been adapted to use Konaml's Road Rage simulator (right) 

F 
or the last three years the coin-op 
industry seems to have been 
enduring a perpetual downturn but 

ATEI '97 - the UK's largest annual coin-op 
event - at last saw some rays of sunshine 
break through. 

The presence of PC leviathan Microsoft 
raised the eyebrows of many industry pundits. 
Although its plans are still at the R&D stage, 
the company held a seminar explaining exactly 
what Microsoft plans to bring to the electronic 
amusement trade. The basic premise is to 
develop a standard hardware platform based 
on Windows 95 (what else?) which would 
enable software designers in both the coin-op 
and consumer industries to develop arcade 
titles on CD-ROM, therefore reducing costs 
from manufacturing right down to the 
operating level. The project is still in its infancy, 
but the benefits are obvious. Reduced cost is 

the key factor in its favour. and a wider range 
of games can only be good for all concerned. 
The big question, however, is whether 
consumer software houses can produce 
successful coin-op titles to compete with the 
dedicated high-end resources of the leading 
Japanese players. Microsoft intends to sit 
down with major manufacturers, and 
subsequently software houses. in the near 
future with a view to releasing the first games 
in nine to 12 months' time. 

Joint winner in the 'most-awaited game' 
category was Sega's Model 3 racer Scud Race 
and Konami's GT/ Club. The former is currently 
only available in deluxe format with a moving 
cabinet, but the Model 3 graphics are amazing 
and this, coupled with its eight-unit,linkup, 
should make it a winner. Konami's GT/ Club, 
with its innovative slant on the traditional 
racing format, was another big hit, and Konami 
is capitalising on its popularity, having adapted 
the software for use in its Road Rage (aka 
Speed King) two-seater simulator. There was 
also much speculation of a sneak preview of 
Konami's Cobra system, but unfortunately all 
the company was prepared to show were a 
few graphics stills. 

While the quality of the new coin-ops 
was high at ATEI, there were fewer new titles 
than has been the case in previous years, 
indicating that the arcades are polarising even 
further towards bigger, more expensive 
dedicated games. 

A detailed report from the Tokyo AOU 
show. which promises to offer many £ 
more new coin-ops, will follow in E44. 

Spanish coin-op firm 
Gaelco showed polygon 
racing title Speed Up 

other ATEI titles 

Also debuting at ATEI: 

Tekken 3 (Namco) 

Speed Up ( Gaelco) 

San Francisco Rush (Atari) 

Maximum Force (Atari) 

Street Fighter EX (Capcom) 

Bubble Bobble 3 (Taito) 

Return of Arkanoid (Taito) 

World PK Soccer V2 (Jaleco) 



news 

Vultures circle Scavenger 
Premier league US videogame developer hits rocky ground 

Scavenger's Amok (above left), Scorcher (above right), and its most 
eagerly anticipated game, the dungeon-based Into the Shadows (main) 

nJ 
umours abound concerning the 
future of once-feted PC developer, 
scavenger. Reports suggest that the 

company, formed just two years ago, has 
ceased trading. Phone lines have been either 
disconnected or left to ring in all of 
scavenger's UK and us offices, and GT 
Interactive, which have the publishing rights to 
three of scavenger's titles, has refused to 
comment, as it is currently entering into 
litigation with the development house. Details 
of the legal situation are sketchy, but it's likely 
to be connected with the fact that not only 
have scavenger delivered its titles over six 
months late, but that its most promising 
project, Into the Shadows, has been canned. 

This leaves GTI with Amok, PC and Saturn 
racer scorcher, and no Quake-beating 
blockbuster for '97 from a company into which 
it has reputedly invested over £2m of 
development and marketing cash. 

If all this is true, it will be a sad end to 
director Daniel small's dream. Only last year, 
when scavenger showed ten games to an 
impressed audience at E3, the company 
was believed to be worth somewhere in £ 
the region of $50m ... 

Creation croaks 
Creation, Bullfrog's long

awaited nautical strategy 

game, has been canned 

by producer EA. 

Apparently the title was 

simply not living up to its 

original concepts and 

design goals. 

Rumours has it that the 

move has caused friction 

within Bullfrog with some 

members of staff, 

including the Creation 

team leader, leaving to 

set up their own 

development house. 

Of course, director Peter 

Molyneux may also leave 

Bullfrog when Dungeon 

Keeper is completed. 

Philips quits games market 
The Dutch electronics company hands over software assets to lnfogrames and Ocean 

The CD-i (above) never 
found a niche in the 
multimedia market -
one reason why Philips 
has decided to call it a 
day. Forthcoming titles 
like UEFA Soccer (left) 
will be passed on to 
lnfogrames and Ocean 

m fter a year of closures and job losses, 
Philips, the Dutch electronics giant 
responsible for the ill-fated CD-i, has 

finally ended its direct involvement in the 
game industry. The company is now passing 
on all its assets in this area to lnfogrames and 
its UK partner ocean. These include various 
European offices as well as all games now in 
production under the Philips monicker. 

Philips purchased a 13% share in 
lnfogrames several years ago, and should see 
this boosted by a further 12% when the 
transfer is complete. The electronics giant now 
hopes to reap the benefits of successful titles 
without having to cope with the management 
headaches of publishing and distribution. 

The withdrawal marks the end of an era 
for a company which, like Sony, entered an 
unfamiliar industry with a brand new piece of 
hardware. When the CD-i failed (due to poor 
hardware and software performance), the 
company moved on to game publishing, but 
made a series of bad decisions in this area too. 
Edge assumes that the rumoured 
CD-i2 project has also been canned. £ 
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Square delivers 32bit 
gaming fantasy 

Square Soft's biggest game to date has caused a momentous stir in Japan 

Final Fantasy VII breakJ new ground in more than simply sales terms 
- ifs delivered on three discs, and even has a competitive price point 

I 
t takes a brave company to forecast 
sales of four million for any game. but 
when Square Soil's second 

PlayStation title, Final Fantasy VII, launched in 
Japan on January 31, it more than justified the 
hype it's been receiving since its 
announcement more than a year ago. 

While it was already the most pre-ordered 
game in history (1.8m in the week before 
launch) the three-disc RPG notched up sales of 
nearly 2.04m units in just three days through 
Square's new policy of selling through its 
Oigicube subsidiary into convenience stores as 
well as traditional video game outlets. While 
shelves were full of unsold Saturns and 
Nintendo 64s, the chances of purchasing a 
Playstation were almost zero during the week 
leading up Final Fantasy Friday. 

Fans of the previous NES and SNES 
incarnations who were worried that Square's 
apparent desire to create something more 
akin to an interactive movie (with FMV 
interludes) would mean a trade-off in the 
quality of the story and characters need not 
have worried. While the incredible 
prerendered backdrops inhabited by realtime 
30 Gouraud-shaded characters are easily the 
most striking thing about the game (and in the 
process have made Square SGl's largest 
desktop customer). the storyline. which again 

mixes magic and technology, is as large and as 
complex as any Final Fantasy tale yet. The 
huge industrial city seen in the recent demo 
disc given away with polygon fighter Tobaf 
No. 1 is only the start of the game. After 6-7 
hours play the huge overworld map becomes 
available. finally shaking off its SNES Mode 7 
flatness for a true 30 version, giving access to 
a huge range of locations. FMV interludes are 
small. unobtrusive and seamlessly integrated, 
and while the frequent random battle 
encounters are still very much in evidence. 
bringing them into full 30 and packing them 
with amazing graphical effects more than 
offsets the fact that they're still turn-based and 
menu driven. 

America will have to wait until September 
7 to see if the western version of FFV/1 can 
repeat its success outside of Japan. while the 
UK could see a release before Christmas. 
Already, though, some of the more adult 
themes in the game are causing Sony and the 
game's translators headaches. Brothels. cross
dressing and the usual Japanese open attitude 
to sex could all mean either censorship or at 
least a teen rating for the game. Although not 
wishing to offend traditionally sensitive us 
sensibilities is admirable. Edge wonders if far 
more effort should be spent trying not to 
destroy any of the original's atmosphere with a 
glib. localised translation that is so often £ 
the downfall of this type of game. 

The game uses a style of play that will be familiar to Japanese RPG 
fans (above right), but introduces some fantastic CGI (top right) 
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out there 

(out there) 
REPORTAGE FROM THE PERIPHERY OF THE VIDEOGAMES INDUSTRY 

Games for iris 
T he well known and, until recently, 

highly accurate, axiom that girls 
generally do not play videogames may be on 

the verge of abolition. Barbie Fashion 

Designer, a PC CD-ROM from Mattel, sold 

200,000 copies in its first month on release 

in the States, and Mattel has now shipped 
more than 500,000 units in the US alone. 

Most impressive, though, is the assertion 

printed in the Washington Post, that the title 

has already outsold C&C: Red Alert - one of 
the most acclaimed PC titles of last year. 

This level of success is in marked contrast 
to the fate usually suffered by games aimed 

at girls. Publisher Her Interactive saw its 

premiere title, a PC dating adventure called 

McKenzie and Co, fail miserably when 

released at the end of '95 and even Barbie 

has seen her fare share of failure in this 

difficult market: Barbie Goes Shopping 

bombed spectacularly on the Game Boy a 

few years ago. 

Mattel puts some of the success of its 

latest product down to wise marketing. 

Instead of advertising Fashion Designer in 
videogame mags, which girls invariably don't 

read, the company used ads on children's 

television and displays in toy departments to 

attract the attention of young female 
consumers. Mattel has also been careful to 

give Fashion Designer a more creative slant -

perhaps to combat one of the criticisms 

usually aimed at videogames by girls: that 

they're a completely pointless waste of time. 

Hence, any Barbie clothes designed with the 

product can be printed out onto thin fabric 

and used to clothe a real doll. Barbie Goes 

Shopping, of course, missed out on this vital 

creative element. 

Inevitably, a rush to produce similar 

products is imminent. Her Interactive, which 

specialises solely in videogames aimed at 

girls, has two new products due out this year 

and no doubt more will follow from similar 
companies desperate to cash in on the 
success of Fashion Designer. 

But is current optimism in the girls market 
misplaced? Fashion Designer was, after all, 

released just before Christmas, a time when 

parents tend to make many of the purchasing 

decisions. Many of those 200,000 copies of 

Mattel's game could well be lying unused 

next to family PCs across America. Also, even 

if the product were appreciated by its target 

audience, it is likely to be more because of 

Barbie herself - one of the most recognisable 

icons of the 20th century - than the CD-ROM 

content. Non-Barbie games, however good, 

could well be eternally doomed to failure. 

The product has also provoked a 

smattering of adverse comment in the States. 

Feminist critics see Barbie as a bad influence, 

claiming that she reinforcing stereotypes of 

female beauty and forces girls to live up to 
impossible physical standards. In turn, some 

industry critics are disappointed that, if an 

upsurge in the girl's multimedia market does 

come about, it should be led by such a poor 
role model. However, exploiting stereotypical 

behaviour is nothing new in videogames -

Doom is, after all, a hi-tech version of boys 

playing soldiers. 

Whatever the political and social 

implications of Barbie's success are, though, a 

question mark remains hanging over the 

future of the girl-specific game market. 

Fashion Designer is aimed at a very specific, 
and very young age group - one that is more 

interested in finding new ways to interact with 

Barbie than it is in finding new ways to 

interact with a computer. Companies like Her 

Interactive have to discover what sorts of 

games will appeal to older girls if they are to 

create a steady growing audience. 

Ultimately, a gender-specific software 

market may not even be necessary. Titles like 
Tetris and Puyo Puyo have hugely appealed 
to female gamers - it's the violent stuff that 

girls generally reject. What the game industry 

needs to do, then, is increase awareness by 

advertising its non-violent games in new 

areas. So, Super Mario 64 adverts in Just 

Seventeen? Stranger things have happened ... 
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Game site and patch 

GT lnteractive's site 
(above). Impulse I's site 
(right) will appeal to fans 
of id Software's Quake 

[j ou know the scenario. You might 
even have experienced it first hand. 
You rushed out to buy a game the 

second it arrived in the shops, only to find 
that the developers had been in a similar 
rush to actually get it out on time, leaving a 
tidy pile of 'undocumented features' lurking 
in the code. In the past, the only option 
would have been to take it back to the shop 
in the hope that a more recent version had 
turned up, or maybe take your grievance 
direct to the publisher, and eventually receive 
a patch disk that fixed the problems. 

That was then and this is now. A sizeable 
portion of the Internet is taken up by 
game-related sites, many of them simple fan 
pages, but a lot of them invaluable sources 
of patches and other programs to help users 
really make the most of their games. The 
trick is to know where to go for them. 
As a starting point, Edge would suggest 
Games Domain (http://www.gamesdomain. 
co.uk/) or Happy Puppy (http://www.happy 
puppy.corn/), the Net's two leading general
purpose gaming sites. 

Here you'll find the latest patches and 
updates, all the cheats and tips you'll ever 
need, as well as an assortment of other 
gaming goodies. If you don't want to risk 
buying an incomplete, or just plain bad 
game, you'll also find a host of demos 
available for download so that you can get a 
taster of what you'll be buying. 

Demos are big business, and most 
software houses now have their own sites 
where you can get your hands on them first. 
Of course, Apogee really set the demo scene 

Where do you go 
if your games are 
bugged, you're 
sick of the same 
old action or you 
just feel the need 
to cheat? All the 
answers are at 
the other end of 
your modem 

Segasoft 
turns on heat 
5egaSOft Is currently running 
beta tests for Its own onllne 
gaming network, Heat. 

The service promises hlgh
speed/low.Jatency multlplayer 
gaming and wtll lndude popular 
CD-ROM t!t!es, as well as games 
only playable on this site. 

Heat Is catchlly described on 
5egaSOft's brilliantly designed 
website as a 'safe' outlet where 
Violent tendencies are not only 
accepted, they are rewarded 
with prizes and stuff. It should 
be up and running property by 
the Spring. 

To sign up as a beta tester. visit: 
www.seguoft.com 



New Stuff at Happy Puppy! 

GOTTAHAVITI - Goods ond Goodies 

• Win en IBM Multimedia Computer b\l Playing The He&dbone Ps!Cb\11 
• !R.r!J.m.\lllll1!!w Enter theContest,Order the CDI 
• l!:!l..tl..Q.K.111.!l9~1W1!JJ. -EnterlfYouDarel 
• free G§me.s for o Yar from Vlrqln lnteracttvecourtes11ofSut>,pece! 
• Becomea Clr-:fkit,-te,terl 
• ~ - Dlrect,Seeure, Better Then Everl 

H 

Check outo ur l, ,tof~ 
~ fortlle,eprlZM,endMOREI 

Happy Puppy's website is among the most popular game-related spots 
on the Internet. offering a healthy amount of downloadable data 

rolling years ago, and it's still churning out 
titles, the most eagerly awaited ones 
coming from its 30 Realms division 
(http://www.3drealms.com/). If you still 
haven't tried Duke Nukem 30, that's the 
place to find it. Other corporate websites 
worth a look for demos and patches are 
Virgin (http://www.vie.com/ ), GT Interactive 
(http://www.gtinteractive.com/), Interplay 
(http://www.interplay.com) and id, 
developer of Quake (http://www. 
idsoftware.com). 

With Quake, the patching and hacking 
scene has gone into overdrive. Its open 
architecture makes it a doddle to do all sorts 
of things to the game, more so than with its 
predecessor, Doom. All manner of Quake 
enhancements are available over the Net, 
from simple cosmetic changes through to 
total reworkings (one particular favourite at 
the moment is a MechWarrior 2 patch, 
complete with hulking robots and killer 
weapons). The sheer adaptability of Quake 
is reflected in the number of sites that cater 
for Quake developments. Edge 
recommends: Impulse 1 (http://easyweb. 
easynet.co.uk/ -inferno/ impulse 1 /), The 
Quake Stomping Grounds (http://www. 
stomped.corn/) and Blue's News 
(http://www.bluesnews.com). 

Other developers are catching on to the 
whole hacking scene now, and positively 
encouraging the general public to delve 
within their games and have a go at doing it 
better. Last year's Command & Conquer: 
Red Alert came complete with an editor for 
creating scenarios, so it's no surprise that 
sites have appeared offering new maps to 
download. If you've taken Red Alert as far as 
it will go, then help yourself to a new 
challenge at http://www-sd.usc.edu/-nieh 
/redalert.html. 

Even when developers don't make it 

easy to do your own thing, someone's 
bound to find a way. Sick of racing the same 
old cars round the same old tracks in Grand 
Prix 2? Give the vehicles a lick of paint and 
change those dull old hoardings while 
you're at it - you'll find all you need at 
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/ 
homepages/tkellaway/gp2.htm. 

Disregarding all of today's technology, 
however, some gamers wish that things 
could be like they were in the good old 
days, when games were simpler and 64K 
was a positively elephantine amount of 
memory. Those types, who rue the day that 
they sold their Colecovisions and Spectrums 
through the classified sections in their local 
newspapers, bring back happier days with a 
visit to Archaic Ruins (http://www.futureone. 
com/ -damaged/ AR/), the Internet's 
premier emulation site. It holds programs to 
emulate just about every old format of yore, 
from the Speccy through to the SNES, and 
by hunting around it's possible to find games 
to go with them. The process isn't strictly 
legal, of course, but hey, the underground 
spirit is part of what makes the Net so much 
fun. (Look out for a full guide to £ 
emulators in next months' issue .. ) 
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Y 
ou don't mess with Nintendo president 

Hiroshi Yemeuchl, because he never loses. 

At least that's how it's always been. Until now, 

where the videogame industry has seen Sony raise the 

stakes with one of the most successful product launches 

of the decade. Now, the most powerful man in the 

videogame industry appears to be on the back foot. 

Nintendo has never had to trade blows with its 

competitors, remaining resolutely aloof. However, in 

recent times the steely eyed Yamauchi has 

uncharacteristically taken to getting his hands dirty by 

publicly attacking the PlayStation. Competition is a word 

that he struck from his dictionary some 48 years ago. 

In 1949 Hiroshi Yamauchi was appointed president 

of Yamauchi-Nintendo Corporation. His first presidential 

move was to fire anyone and everyone who might 

oppose him. Every manager, no matter how senior, found 

themselves in danger of losing his job. The recent death 

of his grandfather, though tragic, provided the young 

Yamauchi with the opportunity to rid his company of the 

conservative elements that he despised, allowing him to 

rule unopposed. Things would never be the same again. 

At that time, Nintendo's core business was playing 

cards, or, more specifically, 'Hanafuda', the traditional 

Japanese variety popular with the low-life gambling dens 

that had sprung up in Japan since the war. The cards 

turned a modest profit, but nothing spectacular, and a 

frustrated Yamauchi decided to embrace the more 

fashionable, plastic-coated cards favoured by westerners. 

He struck a deal with Walt Disney, put Mickey Mouse on 

the backs of the cards and virtually doubled the company 

profits over night. In 1959 he went public and Nintendo 

Company Ltd was born. 

Even then, competition was a secondary concern. 

Nintendo had a virtual monopoly thanks to its extensive 

distribution system which put NCL cards in just about 

every outlet, from tiny shops to the newly established 

department stores and toy shops. That was Yamauchi's 

first success. His second was hiring a young engineer 

called Gumpel Yokol to head up a new internal division 

- not for cards, but for games. According to Devld 

Scheff, author of 'Game Over', when Yokoi asked what 

he should make, Yamauchi replied, 'Something great.' It 

preceded the N64 by many years, but in 1970, 

'something great' amounted to a hugely successful toy. 

Called the Ultra Hand, Yokoi's plastic robot arm sold over 

1 million units and proved not only that he had a natural 

flair for innovation, but that Yamauchi had an instinct for 

backing the right product at the right time. It was this 

instinct that lead him to push ahead with a games 

console when every market in the world had declared 

videogame consoles a financial dead end. 

It has been said that if you want to know how 

Yamauchi thinks, you have only to observe the way that 

he plays the Japanese game, Go. One of the most 

complex boardgames to learn, players spend many years 

developing their skills and moving up through the ranks, 

which are graded like a martial art. Only the very best 

tacticians could ever hope to move beyond Q 10, the 

'black belt', to reach a Dan grade. Yamauchi is a seventh 

Dan master and his playing style has been described 

variously as forceful, aggressive, open, flexible in defence 

and unstoppable in the face of weakness. 

Arnold Gl'Hnbers, chairman of the then-thriving 

Coleco, never got around to playing Go with Yamauchi. If 

he had, he may never have had to face the explosive 

wrath at the Consumer Electronics Show in 1983 .. 

Nintendo was in negotiations with Atari at the time. 

Lacking the distribution and influence needed to conquer 

the US market, Yamauchi believed the best chance for his 

new Famicom console was to license it to the then

struggling. but still highly regarded, Atari Corporation for 

exclusive US distribution rights. The deal backfired when 

Coleco ran a computer version of Donkey Kong on its 

new Adam system at the CES. Atari execs saw it and 

believed Nintendo had betrayed them. What use was the 

Famicom without one of the most successful arcade titles 

ever? Yamauchi acted decisively. He arranged to meet 

Greenberg and his associates, but he wouldn't tell them 

why. In 'Game Over', Scheff describes what happened: 

'Yamauchi entered the room abruptly and, without 

addressing anyone, stood at the end of the table. He 

became, as one of those present put it, 'unglued'. He 

began with a breathy, high-pitched tirade in a Marlon 

Brando monotone and quickly became loud and abusive. 

With a piercing cry, he swung his arm in an arc in front of 

him, shooting his outstretched index finger toward 

Greenberg .. When Greenberg turned to [Mlnoru] 

Arekawe [president of NOA] for help, he was met with a 

cold stare. By the time Yamauchi wound down, no one in 

the room said a word. The translator finally began to 

speak. "Mr Yamauchi is very upset." the man said.' 

Needless to say, Coleco buckled. Yamauchi 

proflle 

Nintendo's core business for years was the 
manufacture of high-quality playing cards 
for use In professlonal gam'bllng drdes 

threatened to serve a lawsuit that would 'leave nothing of 

the company' if it continued to use Donkey Kong to 

promote the Adam. As it was, Atari never intended to 

launch the Famicom. The company wanted to buy the 

rights, bury the system and leave the way clear for its 

own Atari 7800. In the end, it didn't have the cash and 

Nintendo had to launch the Famicom itself, as the NES. 

Yamauchi must have since breathed a sigh of relief that 

Atari never got its incompetent hands on Nintendo's 

seminal console. If this encounter proved anything. it was 

that there was only one way to do business with 

Yamauchi: you did it his way, or not at all. This was 

something the US market found hard to appreciate, not 

least because of restrictive licensing agreements imposed 

upon it during the Mario boom years. Yamauchi had a 

plan. If he could control the flow of software for his 

machine, then he could control the quality, and if he 

could do that, his instincts would ensure that only the 

best titles would reach the streets. As long as Nintendo 

could maintain the quality, there would be no competition. 

But competition is healthy. As Nintendo grew into the 

most successful videogame company of all time, its iron 

will began to wane. Sega, whose Master System failed to 

make even a dent in Famicom sales sheets, beat it to 

market with the next generation of home gaming 
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<II systems. The Mega Drive hardware, along with a hip 

marketing campaign, left Nintendo scrabbling to catch up 

in the lucrative US market. Yamauchi had underestimated 

the oppos1t1on. He couldn't even conceive of a 

competitor, much less one armed with superior 

technology. While the Mega Drive was only mildly 

successful in Japan, its sales elsewhere in the world were 

soaring. Characteristically, Yamauchi decided to ignore the 

Sega success and concentrate on his latest project, the 

l 6bit Super Famicom. He would rely on his instincts to 

see him through. When the Super Famicom was 

launched in Japan in 1990, it stormed the market. 

Yamauchi knew that Sega's weakness was its 

home marke~ and, true to form, he became unstoppable. 

As a Japanese limited company, Nintendo will always 

put its home market ahead of its foreign commitments. 

Yamauchi's native success with the Super Famicom saved 

the day, though 1t was largely thanks to another of his 

intuitive successes - bringing the best out of designer 

Shl1eru Miyamoto, a young man who had impressed 

the stern chairman with his lively, childish manner, some 

ten years previously. He hired him to come up with 

another 'something great', and he did. Over and over 

again. First Donkey Kong, then Morio, then Super Mario 

and eventually, of course, Super Mario 64. Once again, 

Yamauchi managed to keep the competition at bay. Not 

that he considered Sega a serious competitor, with sales 

of the Super Fam1com approaching SOm units worldwide. 

But that was then, and this is now. Although the N64 

is surging ahead of the Saturn and approaching 

PlayStation sales figures in the US, in Japan, the most 

precious of Yamauchi's markets, all is not so rosy. Both 

the Sony and Sega machines are firmly entrenched 

thanks to a combination of a two-year lead and an 

abundance of the most popular Japanese genres, beat 

'em ups and RPGs. Conspicuously, the N64 currently has 

neither to recommend to its audience. Nintendo now has 

serious competition on its own soil - worse, Yamauchi's 

legendary instinct is beginning to look fallible .. 

1995' 5 Shoshinkai show was a key event for 

the Nintendo 64. It was here a launch date would be 

announced, playable demos would be available for the 

first time, and, most importantly, Yamauchi would have to 

convince an increasingly cynical audience of his console's 

benefits - a challenging task, considering the growing 

success of the PlayStation and Saturn. 

Things didn't begin well. Just days before the show, 

Yamauchi - once again exhibiting his notoriously single

m1nded business practice - pulled ten playable demos 

from the itinerary, alienating both 'Dream Team' 

developers and avid gamers in one fell swoop. In their 

place was an admittedly brilliant playable version of Mario 

64, and a very early version of Kirby Bowl 64. 

On the first day of the event, however, Yamauchi 

made up for this controversial move with a vitriolic 

speech bitterly condemning the current game industry. 

Here he warned of the dangers present in releasing too 

many poor games, and berated software companies for 

their business tactics: 'They will try to develop as many 

titles as possible so at least one of them will be a hit The 

users will simply reject these third-rate software titles.' 

His alternative was simple - to intricately control the 

amount and quality of thirdparty development so only the 

best titles would be released and gamers would not 

become alienated by a flood of poor software. In this way 

he painted Nintendo, and its highly controlled 'Dream 

Team' philosophy, as the saviour of the software industry. 

Onlookers were, for the time being, grudgingly convinced. 

It is a policy Yamauchi still stands by, as he pointed 

out at the recent 'Foreign Correspondents Club' 

conference in Tokyo: 'Some argue the more software 

there is, the better the sales can be, but Nintendo is 

against this kind of opinion. We have elected to release 

fewer titles, and only splendid games will be introduced 

for the N64. That was our big policy for the introduction 

of the N64 to the US and Japanese markets.' 

But, following l 995's Shoshinkai event, it would be a 



long time before material proof of the N64's true abilities 

were delivered. Yamauchi, who had always gone to great 

pains to stress the difference between Nintendo's 

console and the 32bit machines, was determined not to 

launch the N64 within a year of the PlayStation and 

Saturn. A year, he felt, would be enough to stress the 

technological advance represented by his machine 

without keeping people waiting too long. 

All did not go according to plan, as Yamauchi himself 

admitted at the conference: 'The N64 is very different in 

terms of quality compared to its present competitors and 

we could not achieve the progress in designing the 

hardware and software as quickly as we originally 

planned. Our competitors introduced their 32 bit 

machines around December 1994 and Nintendo hoped 

to make its hardware available at the end of 1995, at 

least in Japan. But, in fact, because of the difficulties in 

coming up with good hardware and software, because of 

the vast improvements in quality involved, it was delayed 

by seven months.' 

For the first time in Nintendo's history, the company 

had missed two Christmas seasons with a hardware 

launch. 'It was a big handicap for Nintendo,' admitted 

Yamauchi, and he was right. The Japanese business 

press, impressed by the quality of Sony's machine and 

distinctly unimpressed by the N64 launch delay, began 

speculating over Nintendo's position as market leader. 

Were the company's, or more specifically Yamauchi's, 

days of dominance numbered? 

Six months on from the Japanese launch and the 

slightly di~appointing domestic sales figures reflect the 

cynicism of the country's business press. Things started 

well with a complete sell-out, but, by the end of '96, 

Nintendo had shipped a modest l .85m machines in 

Japan and there were still 140,000 available at retail 

level. In America, 2.41 m machines were shipped in the 

first three months and sold out completely. 

Part of the problem lay with the quality of the 

software - something Yamauchi had stipulated would not 

be a concern. Although Super Mario 64 was everything 

Nintendo had promised (and more besides), other titles 

have failed to live up to expectations, despite the 

supposedly strict quality control measures. A good 

example is Mario Kort 64. At Shoshinkai '95, Yamauchi 

boasted this title would indicate just how advanced the 

N64 was: 'People will not be able to see the uniqueness 

of Mario Kart until it is at least 80% finished.' 

In the end, however, Mario Kart, although a thrillingly 

addictive multiplayer title, was not the triple·'A' product 

gamers had been promised. It is, in many respects, 

simply a graphically superior version of the SNES original, 

with visuals falling some distance short of those so 

famously generated by Super Mario 64. 

So how did this important game get released in its 

present state, despite Yamauchi's assurances about 

software quality? One reason may be that Yamauchi 

doesn't play videogames. He dismisses the importance of 

this, citing the fact that 'the N64 has been praised by 

people in Japan and the US.' Perhaps if the game had 

been playtested more comprehensively prior to its 

release it would not have slipped through the net as a 

slightly flawed product. In effect, the presence of this title, 

and much worse offenders such as Cruis'n USA and 

Shadows of the Empire, show that the Nintendo quality 

assurance programme is far from infallible. 

There are also problems more deeply embedded in 

Nintendo's relationship with Japanese developers. Last 

year, Square Soft - which had produced countless top· 

selling titles for the NES and SNES - announced that it 

would not be producing games solely for the N64. Since 

then, the company has released Final Fantasy VII on the 

PlayStation to glowing reviews and incredible sales. Enix, 

responsible for the influential SNES series, Dragon Quest, 

has also moved over to the PlayStation to further the RPG 

saga, which is perhaps a more poignant blow: Yamauchi 

named the proposed N64 version of Dragon Quest VII at 

Shoshinkai '95 as one of the titles to judge the merits of 

the machine's Bulky Drive (64DD) by. 

Typically, though, Yamauchi now vehemently plays 

down the relevance of such setbacks: 'People who are 

knowledgeable about this matter know that it will take 

four years for Yuji Horii to develop a new Dragon 

Quest title. I would like to ask, who can be sure that even 

a talented person like Mr Horii can, in four years, design a 

game better than its predecessors? During this four-year 

period, Mr Horii could have a slump, or an illness . . 

Anything could happen.' This is a rather unconvincing 

statement, however. 

Square managed to develop Fino/ Fantasy VII within 

two years, and, more importantly, if Yamauchi really 

believed it would take Horii four years to develop a new 

Dragon Quest title, why did he announce that Dragon 

Quest VII would be ready for the launch of Nintendo's 

Bulky Drive accessory? 

Yamauchi is just as dismissive when the topic turns 

to Sony. When asked at the conference if he was 

concerned about the company's plans to release 800 

PlayStation titles in '97, his reply was filled with venom. 

'The software market is in a critical condition because of a 

flood of unimportant, boring videogames. It reminds me 

of when Atari was enjoying a boom in the USA with the 

first generation of videogames. I had the chance to meet 

up with the company's management at the time and they 

were saying Atari would be one of the biggest and most 

profitable US corporations. But, in fact, that was the 

company's peak time. Within two years the industry Atari 

knew had almost disappeared. A flood of uninteresting 

videogames meant that most users abandoned the 

company's game system. Entertainment is not a necessity 

to daily life. When it is not interesting we can leave it and 

ignore it. You point to 800 titles. I just wonder who can 

actually buy 800 titles! I'm afraid you just do not realise 

that many of these will sell less than 1,000 copies. Few 

retailers and people in the distribution channel are 

making money. In fact, what happened to Atari can 

happen any time in Japan!' 

Not surprisingly, Yamauchi believes this year will be 

the turning point in fortunes for the 32bit consoles. He is 

also convinced that talented programmers and designers 

who want to develop for the N64 are being held back by 

companies determined to produce for the 32bit 

platforms. Companies which he asserts are doomed 

because they mistake quantity for quality. 'Some people 

are saying this is the era of software in the industry, but in 

my mind it is not. It is not the age of the software. It is 

the age where only selected software can survive.' 

There is no doubt that as long as games like Mario 

64 are being produced and Yamauchi's sound business 

mind stays focused, Nintendo will retain its quintessential 

place in the games industry. But there are chinks in the 

big boss' armour. Though he is dismissive about his rivals, 

he is objective enough to realise that Nintendo is not 

completely infallible: 'If you ask me about the effect on 

Nintendo that Dragon Quest's departure has had, I would 

have to say there is no concrete effect. However, in Japan, 

image is very important and can have a profound 

influence upon the psychological or spiritual well-being of 

a company. I cannot deny this announcement has had 

some psychological influence on Nintendo. I think 

it is true we have been hit psychologically.' 
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nfogrames, which recently merged with British 

publisher Ocean, is poised to make a triumphant 
return to form following the mediocre Alone in 

the Dark clone Timegate last year with VR Rally, currently 
in development for the Playstation. What marks it out from 

the likes of Rage Racer is the fact that lnfogrames' coders 
have found a way to run the game in the machine's little

used hi-res mode, which gives the title its characteristic 
arcade-style appearance. This involves writing directly to 

the system's GPU and GTE processors, without relying 
solely upon the c libraries provided by Sony. If they really 

can pull it off. with a smooth 3D engine and detailed 
scenery, the Playstation might well give the N64 a run for 

its money, as Rally already looks as good, if not better, 

than any of the racers currently lined up for Nintendo's 

machine. The game will feature a split-screen mode for 

twoplayer games and a split-screen link-up enabling four 

players to race at the same time. Judging by the 
screenshots. which use very little fogging, the game should 

also boast an impressively low level of pop-up. More on 

this next month. 

Bullfrog's long-awaited strategy epic Dungeon Keeper 

Bullfrog's much-delayed Dungeon Keeper is now almost 
-+--"'ff-+- complete, and now exhibits impressive realtime lighting effects 

looks as if it may finally be ready to ship. Peter Molyneux 

instigated a rewrite of the game last year after it failed to 
live up to his high expectations, and it looks as if the wait 

may have been worth it. Cosmetics are never the best way 
to judge a Bullfrog title, as they consistently rely on 

complex gameplay rather than impressive graphics, but 

the most recent shots sent to Edge have some incredibly 

impressive lighting and textures. and Bullfrog has listened 
to early criticisms and included an SVGA mode for those 

with high-spec PCs. Once Dungeon Keeper is boxed, 
Molyneux will almost certainly leave the company, but 

development of his remaining projects, including Populous 3, 
will continue as planned without him. 

Having broken away from perennial loss-makers 

Mindscape, Mindscape Bordeaux has changed its name to 
Kalista and will be releasing a number of major titles this 

year. Dark Earth is a PC adventure game blending 

polygonal hi-res characters with amazingly detailed 

prerendered backgrounds and looks to be a considerable 
advance over the ageing Alone in the Dark series. looking 

more like Square's Final Fantasy VII than an agonisingly 

slow PC title. The game will be the first in a series set in an 

lnfogrames will no doubt surprise many with its incredible-looking VR Rally 
for the PlayStation. The car models and detail promise to be the most 
advanced yet seen on the machine, thanks to some neat coding tricks 



Dark Earth, from Kalista, is blessed with some of the most 
atmospheric and detailed rendering yet seen in a PC adventure 

title. Kalista has recently split from Mindscape and is planning to 
develop across all platforms. Its Power VR-specific racing game, 

Ultimate Race, is now complete and will be reviewed next issue 

Capcom's Battle Circuit is a fourplayer 
beat 'em up planned for the arcade 

Earth of a dark future, which bears a closer resemblance 

to Tolkien's Middle Earth than 'Bladerunner', and Kalista is 

promising a strong storyline to support the game's 
impressive visuals. 

Plots aren't particularly relevant to Nightmare 

Creatures, a Kalista title due for release on Playstation and 
PC. Choosing one of two characters, the player must 

battle his way through 15 varied levels, all set in Victorian 

London, complete with transparent mist effects, creepy 
iron gates and some genuinely scary-looking monsters. 

Characters have a variety of moves available, from basic 

hand-to-hand combat to the rather more involved use of 

weapons.The emphasis is clearly on action blended into a 

Resident Evil-style chilling atmosphere. Edge will be taking 
a closer look at Kalista and its forthcoming games in next 

month's issue. 

Pure Entertainment's first title, Lunatik (above), features 
breathtaking 3D landscapes courtesy of the increasingly 
ubiquitous 3Dfx card. The game is a top-down shoot 'em up 
and will also be released on the PlayStation. Edge will 
feature more on this company and its games next issue 

pre screens 

Kalisto's Nightmare 
Creatures (below, left) 
resembles a particularly 
gruesome Tomb Raider. 
The atmospheric fog 
effects are well done, and 
the Quake-style monsters 
that lurk in the shadows 

Gremlin Interactive has high hopes for its 'Elite on a 

planet' game, Hardwar, which is in the final stages of 

completion at its Sheffield HQ. The game looks set to be 

one of the most challenging games of the '97, as players 

juggle their trading and mercenary responsibilities with the 
need to keep the many and various factions at work on 

good terms. There's a storyline of sorts, but the majority of 

the programming team's efforts have been focused on Al, 
which should be advanced enough to make Hardwar a 

genuinely open-ended experience. In keeping with the 

current trend of blending popular culture into the gaming .,. 

Following the disappointment that 
was The Neverhood, Spielberg's 
games division, Dreamworks 
Interactive, will be hoping that Lost 
World (above) is a huge hit 
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Activision's Dark Reign is a 
Command and Conquer clone 
with a weird time-travelling plot 
that sees the player battling to 
eliminate future warmongers 

Data East's shoot 'em up, Skull Fang, should give the 
Saturn's capable sprite-handling capabilities a real work-out 

Rage Software's Darkfight Conflict is 
-+-'11-,___,f-a PlayStation space shoot 'em up 

~ scene. Gremlin has employed the services of underground 

dance label warp Records to provide the game's 

soundtrack. It's unlikely that any original material will be 

written for the title, with warp instead providing ten tracks 

from its extensive back catalogue. As if that wasn't 

enough, Designers Republic (the crew behind Wipeout's 

distinctive imagery) has also been involved, creating 

in-game signs and logos. 

After the near-unanimous kicking the recent FIFA 97 

received from the videogaming press. it wouldn't be 

unreasonable to expect EA Sports to give the gold-plated 
license a break. As reported in E39, FIFA 64 is almost 

Gremlin's Hardwar features some innovative science-fiction design 
coupled with open-ended trading-based gameplay reminiscent of Elite 

finished. Looking at these early shots, the game looks 

promising, but the players seem to lack the detail found in 

Konami's excellent 1-League Perfect Striker (to be retitled 

International Superstar Soccer in the UK) and it will be an 

uphill struggle for the development team to ensure that 

none of the title's previous problems find their way into 

such a crucial release. Not that they'd be that worried. as 

FIFA 97, despite its obvious failings, beat C&C: Red Alert 

and Tomb Raider to the top spot over Christmas '96. 

Fans of vertically scrolling shoot 'em ups will be 

pleased to know that Data East's recent coin-op, Sku/1 

Fang, is making the leap to Saturn next month. Though its 

same faults as its forebears? 



PlayStation title Reciproheot 5000, from Japanese developer Xin& adds a new twist to the racing genre by racing 
aircraft instead of cars. Players get to use speed-ups, take risky routes and knock each other into cliff faces to win 

Sky Target, from Sega, is another 
coin-op soon to land on the Saturn 

gameplay offers nothing especially new. involving multiple 

power-ups and shields and plenty of cannon-fodder enemy 

ships to blast. there is one neat twist: the player must 

actually chase a boss through each level of the game, 

making speed more crucial than destruction. The Saturn is, 

of course. excellently suited to this kind of game. and the 

home version will feature huge, scaling, rotating sprites as 

well as a number of different modes, including 'arcade' 

which will require players to turn TVs on their sides for that 

genuine coin-op feel. 

Meanwhile, as id beavers away on ever more complex 

3D engines. its kindred spirit. Raven Software, is planning 

to use the Quake technology in its forthcoming Gauntlet-
style fantasy action title, Mageslayer. The player must 

make his way through a number of mediaeval castle levels, 

collecting five powerful relics. and may choose his 

character from any one of four clan types: warlocks, 

EarthLords. Demons or Inquisitors. Each has its own 

relative strengths and weaknesses. some possessing more 

magic and others relying on the less cerebral art of hacking .,. 

Psygnosis is bringing its highly successful PlayStation title, FI, to the PC, courtesy of the 3Dfx accelerator board. 
A beta version recently played by Edge revealed a stunning level of detail and an impressive 30fps update speed 

pre screens 

Om,kron (above), from Gallic coders Quantic Dream, is a PC action 
adventure in the style of Adeline's Fode to Block, on a bigger scale 

One of Activision's biggest releases of the year will be the 3D 
adventure shoot 'em up, Apocalypse (above), features the digitised and 
motion-captured body of 'Die Hard' action star Bruce Willis. Apparently, 
the actor has said of the project: 'When these cats at Activision showed 
me the new graphics and interaction on Apocalypse, I was blown away' 
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Though its characters are sprites, Moges/oyer, from Raven Software, makes full use of the Quake engine's strong 3D abilities. Set in a series of castles, the game bears a strong resemblance to 
Atari's classic, Count/et. It certainly makes a refreshing change from the glut of first-person games currently on the horizon, and will take fu ll advantage of current PC 3D-accelerator technology 

..i monsters to pieces. The real potential for Magestayer lies 
in its multiplayer mode, which will allow teams of 

adventurers to play on the same map. The Mages/ayer 
team is made up largely of programmers and artists from 

Raven's previous success, the first-person Doom clone, 

Hexen, as well as a number of new additions, all eager to 
get to grips with the ground-breaking Quake technology. 

The 3Dfx bandwagon is moving on apace, and will 

undoubtedly gain yet more momentum with the imminent 

release of an update of Psygnosis racer, F1. The game 

looks stunning, with bi-linear filtering, fogging effects and 

16bit colour, all running at a smooth 30fps. Visually, at 

least, it leaves the likes of Grand Prix 2 on the starting grid. 

The PlayStation also has yet another racing game in the 

pipeline, but this one's a little different. Instead of racing 

cars. the player must race aircraft in Reciproheat 5000 

from Japanese developer, Xing. There'll be four stages. 

covering courses offering mountains. canyons and snow as 

backdrops to the innovative action. 

Activision. which is currently preparing a new robot

game license. Heavy Gear, is also developing a third

person 3D shoot 'em up entitled Apocalypse. The game 

recently hit the headlines for its well-publicised use of 

Bruce Willis. The actor has had his features digitised and 

Comanche 3 for the PC is almost complete. US developer Novalogic, 
which pioneered the VoxelSpace technology, has refined the engine to 
include polygonal vehicles and buildings, and a super-hi-res mode 



Konami's efforts to introduce more original 
coin-ops looks like a trend that's set to continue. 

Hang Pilot bears a close resemblance to 
PilotWings 64 and looks excellent. Two monitors 
are included on the cabinet - one providing the 

view ahead and the other giving a detailed 
view of the ground. More on this next issue 

texture-mapped onto the player-character's face. 
(Presumably, he'll be hoping that the wonders of modern 

technology will give him some of his hair back.) 

on the coin-op scene, Sega has embraced the horror 
genre with its forthcoming coin-op - reputedly one of the 

bloodiest games ever - House of the Dead. The game uses 

Model 2 technology to create a Virtua Cop-style gun game. 

Unlike Virtua Cop, however, the player will be able to 

negotiate the 3D environment vertically as well as 

horizontally, climbing walls and balancing on ledges to 

progress. No release date has yet been set. but 
Hallowe'en might be appropriate .. £ 

House of the Dead from Sega 
uses the Model 2 technology to 
create a creepy haunted house 
for players to blast their way 
through using a light gun. 
Hammer horror meets Virtua 
Cop, with huge amounts of blood 
and gore to add to the mayhem 
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The Ninja team (below, clockwise from top left): 
Brian Tomczyk (artist), Joby Wood (designer), 
Dan Scott (PlayStation programmer), Jerr O'Carroll 
(animator), Martin Jensen (Saturn programmer), 
Del Leigh-Gilchrest (PlayStation programmer) 

]\ 

This shot (far left) reveals 
how the team has managed 
to master transparency 
effects on the Saturn. 
Shaded wire-frame versions 
of the planned intermission 
sedions (below left) 
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Those experting Ninja to be Tomb Raider 2 will be disappointed. Leading on the Saturn (the most popular 
format at Core), it was never intended to be anything other than an adion-packed beat 'em up. an extension of 
2D arcade combat platform games with traditional bosses and multiple enemies, as well as magical power-ups 

C 
ore Design, having produced one of the best games of 1996, is 
about to face its most important year ever, and a tall order: how to 
follow Tomb Raider? Ninja won't be its first attempt, (that's 

reserved for scrolling beat ·em up, Judgment Force) but the slightly 
harassed-looking five-man team piecing it together are hoping it will be 
proof enough that Core is on a roll. What they're certain of, even at this 
early stage, is that Ninja won't be Tomb Raider Goes East. 

Designer Joby wood prefers it that way. 'This is not the sequel to 
Tomb Raider,' he insists. 'Ninja is an action game. There's an element of 
exploration, but there's far less of an emphasis on puzzle solving and there 
are virtually no empty screens. There won't be a. moment when there's 
nothing happening on screen.' 

Ninja takes its cues from arcade games Shinobi and Rastan saga, 
melding tried-and-tested 2D gameplay with a realtime 3D environment. At 
least, that's the theory. At the moment, much of the specifics are yet to be 
defined. The computer screens that illuminate the Ninja development office 

Though these shots may inspire comparisons with The Last Ninja. 
Core's game has more in common with Sega's coin-op classic, Shinobi 

are filled with sketches, half-finished Photoshop textures and cut-scenes 
that still leave much to the imagination. With this is mind, a Summer 
release may seem a little optimistic. 

'That has occurred to us,' wood confesses. 'We've done the hard part. 
though - the 3D engine. we built the whole thing from scratch. People 
thought that we'd just re-hash the Tomb Raider engine over and over. It's a 
great engine. but it's only really suited to that game. and we didn't want to 
be constrained by it. Tomb Raider was constructed differently, it was all 
interiors, which is fine, but you need a different approach when you're 
creating a landscape.' 

Tomb Raider was built on a giant grid, with connecting rooms. Ninja 
consists of ten levels: some interiors. some exteriors and some a mixture 
of both, which creates as many opportunities as it does problems. There is, 
for example. a more varied visual mix. Despite its unrivalled gameplay, 
Tomb Raider's environments were never that varied or detailed, the 
emphasis being on the dynamic camera. That level of interaction won't be 

Joby Wood, designer 

possible in Ninja, and nor is it desirable in a game that relies more on 
combat than pixel-perfect leaps and dives. The in-game view is closer to 
isometric than full 3D, particularly during the exterior levels. and while the 
team insists that there's been no trade-off, this seems to afford Ninja a 
more detailed environment. 

'All the effort so far has gone into creating this detailed world. We've 
been concentrating on how we can get this world to function, to hang 
together and appear solid. We've only just got to that stage,' concedes 
wood. 'As for trade-offs, we still have a dynamic camera, but we don't 
allow the player to move it around. Originally, the in-game view used a very 
low camera, which got everybody really excited because they thought it 
looked like Virtua Fighter. The problem with that was that it became 
virtually unplayable, because we have multiple enemies attacking you from 
all sides. For that you need to pull the camera back. It's a smart camera, so 
it works it out for you. Those close-ups will be in there, but only if you're 
fighting one-on-one. we don't want aesthetics getting in the way of gameplay. 
Having said that, the world is far more detailed than Tomb Raider's' 

A glance at the beta-version Saturn engine confirms the wisdom of 
spending so much time creating such a versatile world editor. Lush forests. 
craggy mountains and sapphire-hued lakes scroll by as the ninja sprints 
around, and the detail is impressive. camp fires litter clearings, buildings 
are filled with furniture, and plants sprout from between rocks. It's an 
altogether different feel to the stark, cavernous interiors of Tomb Raider. 
The game is being developed jointly on both the Saturn and PlayStation, but 
core has always been keen on the Saturn, and its dedication to what is 
regarded by many as the inferior machine, will pay dividends with Ninja. 
'It hasn't been easy,' says wood. 'When we first started chucking ideas 
around for Ninja, the programmer, Martin Jensen, was just sat there 
thinking how an earth he was going to achieve all this stuff. He'd just got .,. 
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Creating the advanced world-building engine has occupied the team since the projed began. The world is far more detailed than the dark interiors of 
Tomb Raider, with complex textures and vast exterior levels featuring mountains, ravines, bridges, caves and castles, all brimming over with monsters 

<Ill the Saturn dev kit, and it was all new. You have to allow for that and the 
changes that come with greater know-how. Sega's libraries are getting 
better all the time, and although we don't rely on them, it helps to know 
how t11e Saturn is evolving. We've done one thing in particular that we 
know wi ll really impress Saturn owners.' 

core is now creating transparencies on the Saturn, and it's using it to 
impressive effect in Ninja's river sections. This was something sadly 
missing from the Saturn version of Tomb Raider, and many believed it 
couldn't be done. So how has it done it? Artist Brian Tomczyk explains: 
'We've used the Saturn's "Mode 7" to create the floor surfaces for the 
game [a simi lar effect to VF2J , and the performance benefit has given us 
the ability to tag objects and to depth-cue them as either above or below 
that floor level. If they're below, they have a palette change. There will be 
enemies beneath the surface that you can see swimming around. They'll 
leap up at you as you try to cross in the shallows. we've also used a similar 
effect for one of the magical weapons which creates a transparent blast. · 
It's no big deal on the Playstation, but it's a step forward on the Saturn.' 

so far, there's been little talk of a plot but that's somehow reassuring. 
The priority for this team is to get the gameplay right and to keep the 
momentum going. There'll be no in-game prerendered scenes to slow the 
pace, only tight, atmospheric cut-scenes using the in-game graphics 
engine. Jerr o 'carroll , lead animator, has a healthy disrespect for FMV 
and prefers to take the Japanese approach familiar to games like Zelda. 

'The best way to do it is to have the cut-scene as part of the action. For 
example, you allow the player to walk into a cave, and then you let the 
game take over for a few seconds, just to set the mood. You might change 
the camera angle, zoom in or out. We'll use this technique to introduce the 
end-of-level bosses. It maintains the pace.' 

And that's precisely what the Ninja team will be doing over the next six 
months. Having prepared the groundwork, they'll be piecing all their ideas 
together, and populating the world they've worked so painstakingly to 
create. 'What are we going to do now?' ponders wood. 'We're going to sit 
down, take a deep breath, relax and get all our ideas down on paper. £ 
There's a lot to do, but I know it's going to be worth it.' 

The levels vary from woodlands, mountains and icy slopes to dark 
caverns and huge temples. The level of detail is impressively high 

There's a far greater variety of enemies in Ninja than in Tomb Raider 
and each has its own variety of attacks and individual Al routines 

Joby Wood, the projecfs chief designer, claims the team have closely 
studied TV shows such as 'Monkey' to get a feel for the Ninja world 
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Even those with experience of 
the latest PC flight simulations 
will be impressed by what 
tnnerloop has achieved. 
Beautiful undulating 
landscapes stretch into the 
distance, creating previously 
unseen levels of realism. 
Henning Rokling (second from 
left in photo, below) 

The endless pursuit of fast 3D gra~hics on the PC is a uest 
tflat Spans the Videogaming WOf d. Edge jets to Norway 

to connect with a team of develoP.ers on the verge of a realtime breakthrou 
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flight simulation (left) 
Is destined to be a 
marketable title but 
the snowboarding 
and buggy demos 
(top left, above) look 
impressive, too 



At higher altitudes ifs actually possible to see the curvature of the earth. 
Terrain detail is assigned according to realistic geological data - trees 
only grow in grassy fields and below a certain altitude, for example 

T 
he PC realtime graphics field is a unique one in that is sees new 
developments occur with alarming regularity, the state of the art 
seemingly being reset approximately every six months. But despite 

the undeniable achievements of developers such as id, Epic Megagames 
and 3D Realms. not all the breakthroughs are being made in the United 
States. Edge recently flew to Oslo. Norway, to get the first look at a new 
engine whose creators claim - just as all creators of new 3D engines do -
to be better than everything than has gone before it. There is no game to 
speak of. except the gaming concepts employed to show off the engine. 
Instead. Edge has travelled almost 1.000 miles to meet a team of ex
hackers and demo coders to get a glimpse of the future of realtime PC 3D. 
And catch a bit of snowboarding too. of course. 

The sense of scale created by the buggy demo is truly breathtaking 
(top). Distant hills are clearly visible and aren't just included for effect 
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the same evel of detail' 
Henning Rokling. lnnerloop 

At lnnerloop's offices in the snowy core of the city, there's a sense of 
technological oneupmanship that what they have achieved will make 
waves in the PC development community. And it appears that such 
confidence won't go unfounded. Rather unenticingly known as Iterated 
Functions Systems (IFS) the technology relies upon a relatively new form of 
mathematics that has only recently broken out of the realms of theory into 
practical application. Basically, it renders a polygon landscape as far as the 
eye can see and seemingly with no visible performance hit no matter how 
much detail it throws at the screen - even when what is being viewed 
effectively represents millions of polygons. Team leader Henning Rokling 
explains: 'It's not actually millions of polygons per frame but it amounts to 
the same level of detail as if you had used millions of polygons per frame. 
usually you have all sorts of "pasting in" in the distance. but that's not very 
effective and we don't do it. we have fogging just for effect. because that's 
what terrain actually looks like.' 

What impresses most about IFS is the way the engine draws the 
landscape far into the distance. Edge saw it running on a fairly lowly P120 
in a defined SVGA mode greater than 320x240 and yet it managed to 
sustain a frame rate of 30fps with a breathtaking depth of vision. Naturally 
lnnerloop is reticent to discuss the exact workings of its engine but the key 
to its performance is a set of algorithms that effectively mean that every 
coordinate of the huge landscape is precalculated and can be accessed 
immediately. The system automatically combines and connects faces and 
vertices while supporting a huge terrain and multiple effects. And the 
results are are plain to see: landscapes that stretch for miles and which 
unravel seamlessly with no build-up and use of hidden fogging. 

Even more surprising is the fact that lnnerloop's huge textured world -
currently around 2600Km across - fits onto a single floppy disc. Everything 
is designed to reveal more detail the closer it appears to the camera. 
Planes appear on the horizon as a few pixels but are formed from 700 
polygons when up close (they even cast proper undulating shadows on the 
landscape, as do clouds. due to the engine's ability to have all the terrain 
information instantly to hand). Thousands of trees are scattered across the 
hills. each composed of numerous polygons and the ground textures do 
not even smear or distort when viewed up close. conversely, the player 
can fly away from the ground and. after shooting through realistic 3D 
clouds, is then able to make out a realistic and geographically accurate 
outline of the country below. 

'The main difference is the way that the data is stored.' continues 
Rokling. 'It isn't saved as polygons or surfaces in a normal 3D mesh but as 
parameters and textures in a kind of mathematical function. we have 
random access to every single point on the map and we can zoom in on a 
map to a single centimetre accuracy. Also. you can travel several thousand 
kilometres in one direction and then return to the same place. and when 
you get back it will be exactly the same - that is to say, if you've blown up 
anything it will remain blown up.' 

To showcase the technology, lnnerloop is currently working on a flight II>-
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All objects within the engine are represented by three different models, each composed of different numbers of polygons which switch depending on 
distance from the game camera. Highly detailed models (such as this plane, centre) are made up of around 600-700 polygons while others use far less 

The ;w-res VGA mode Edt:e .... 
shown es not lo I< 11bsta1111a eh erent to ll~e t,-res vers1 

<II simulation game that will be ready towards the end of the year - but its 
potential for all manner of 3D games is enormous. The key to this diversity 
are some proprietory world-building tools that allow the construction of 
authentic and artificial landscapes with ease. Edge is shown how it is 
possible to edit the landscape with the custom world builder, adjusting the 
height of the mountains and generally manipulating an impressive 3D world 
in realtime, but the team is keen to keep the nuts-and-bolts of the tools a 
secret. 'Basically, anyone who makes a 3D engine would want to make it as 
simple as possible, and this one is really simple,' says Rokling. But all the 
complexity lies in creating the tools and the database so that 90% of its 
ingenuity is in finding the data and reading it.' 

Despite running astonishingly well on a low-end Pentium, lnnerloop's 
technology will also benefit from an accelerator card which will simply 
allow for the drawing of more polygons to the screen at greater resolutions. 
'If you have a P200 you can boost the detail and have exceedingly good 
definition and shading,' adds Rokling, 'whereas if you have a slower 
computer you can reduce the detail, without affecting the gameplay, 
merely the appearance.' However, refreshingly for a state-of-the-art 
development, the low-res VGA graphics mode Edge is shown does not look 
substantially different from anything that has gone before. 'Most games in 
low-res look really crap,' concedes Rokling. 'This, however, actually looks 
good. It's running fast, it's got lots of good colours, everything looks very 
smooth and yet it's in low-res. It's extremely hard to tell from looking at the 
terrain because you never get the same pixel twice.' 

The issue of terrain detail does come with limitations, though, and is 
obviously dependent upon RAM. To get around this, 1nnerloop determines 
which parts of the landscape to spend the RAM on. For example, if San 
Francisco's bay area was modelled it's highly likely that every player would 
want to fly over or under the Golden Gate bridge, so the team will devote 
more space and time to making this more realistic. Where the technology 
will really come into its own is in joining different types of terrain - such as 
the meeting of a lake, mountains and perhaps a desert - without sudden 
unconvincing changes. 

But this is all well and good for the PC. What about consoles? Surely 
this technology could also be applied to run on machines such as the 
Playstation? 'We talked about this and it would be possible,' reckons 
Rokling, 'but we would have to lose a couple of pixel features, and we 
would have to reduce the size or the number of textures. If we actually 
made a landscape without any features - that is, no airports, snow, 
specific coastal outlines, no anything - it would take 200K, which still 
gives about the same quality when it comes to the texture of the ground.' 

The potential for 1nnerloop's technology to be licensed must be an 
enticing one to other developers. After all, progress in the development of 
external landscape engines has been slower than those limited to confined 
environments - mainly because technology has always been the limiting 
factor. Now, a game like the 16bit Mike Singleton classic Midwinter could 
actually be constructed in a believable world. command and conquer-type 
games could exist entirely in 3D and skiing games could exist in a 
landscape made up of SOO different slopes. 

'Ultimately what we've created would suit a driving game, an off-road 
game or even a skiing game or a bike game,' concludes Rokling, 'but £ 
really you can create any kind of landscape. There is no limitation.' 

The small lnnerloop team pose in the crisp Oslo winter sun (top). 
Unlike lD engines used in Commanche and Terranova, lnnerloop's IFS 
renderer has six degrees of freedom allowing unlimited viewpoints. 
It is also a stateless renderer meaning that no data is streamed into 
the engine on the fly (like Need For Speed for example) - instead, by 
using realtime decompression for every single frame, all camera 
parameters can be changed from frame to frame and all points of the 
huge landscapes are instantly accessible. Plus, it all runs at 30fps ... 
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Terracide benefits 
greatly from the vastly 
improved textures 
available with lD cards 

UK codeshop Simis is harnessing the PC's new-found power to create 
the logical extension of Descent in Terracide, a game 

which promises to bring never-before-seen visuals to the format 

At first glance, Terracide bears a striking resemblance to Descent, but myriad touches make it 
stand apart in terms of visual quality, both in static shots (these are all from the lDfx version, 
but the PowerVR and Rendition versions should be identical) and when running at full whack 

m s 3D accelerators begin to get a 
foothold in the PC market, Simis, 
like many other developers, is 

determined to establish itself in the brave 
new world of alpha blending, bi-linear 
filtering and polygon processing that it 
believes will finally afford the PC its due as 
a cutting-edge games format. 

At first glance, its first effort, Terracide, 
resembles Interplay's classic 3D shoot 

'em up, Descent. The gameplay takes 
place in a maze of tunnels and corridors, 
and follows the familiar keys-and-kills 
formula. variety comes in the shape of 
huge, cavernous arenas, underwater 
sections and Tie-fighter-style space 
dogfights that link the 20 interior levels. 
But project leader James Brooksey is 
keen to emphasise that Terracide is not 
Descent 3: 'This game is really not the 

The claustrophobia of the corridor sections is punctuated neatly by Tie-fighter-style space combat sections that 
should give Terracide a seamless continuity between its levels and afford an hugely impressive sense of scale 
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Developer Simis has opted to support DiredlD as opposed to individual cards. While this may sound like a compromise (writing to software instead 
of diredly to the hardware), the performance hit is minimal and there are surprisingly few effeds available on cards that DiredlD cannot support 

same thing at all. Descent has all these 
little robots hovering about, but Terracide 
is about huge, tough robots that follow 
you around, head you off and gang up on 
you. And we have walkers as well, that 
stomp around the floor instead of just 
floating there. I've seen Descent 2 beefed 
up with the 3Dfx card, and it's nothing 
special, not like Terracide.' 

Descent 2 was, of course. merely 
'beefed up'. while Terracide is the real 
thing, conceived from day one to be one 
of the first 30-accelerated titles, and if you 
could see it running, you'd know why. 
Those who have a dedicate 3D card will 
witness 16bit colour, reflective textures on 
the robots and bi-linear filtering, as well as 
a screen update of 25-30fps, all achieved 
via Direct3D. No card-specific drivers have 
been written for Terracide. 

Fortunately, the general opinion now 
seems to be that Microsoft has got things 
fundamentally right, and that fears of D3D 

being 'the lowest common denominator' 
have proved unfounded. 

'The problem with Direct 3D is that it's 
not easy to use,' explains Brooksey. 'The 
routines, manuals and support from 
Microsoft have been somewhat confusing. 
It takes a long time to get used to it, but 
once you've cracked D3D, virtually all of 
the effects you want are available. I think 
the only exceptions that we've found are 
realtime shadows on the PowerVR card 
and the texture doubling on 3Dfx. 
Everything else is available, and it's all 
in the game.' 

The inclusion of a death match mode 
featuring invisibility weapons (where 
opponents can only see the player's tell
tale vapour-trails) should also secure 
Terracide long-term appeal. quite apart 
from the obvious challenges associated 
with 20 maze-like levels. Hopefully, the 
welcome and timely emphasis on graphics 
won't be at the expense of gameplay. If 
Simis gets it right. Terracide could be the 
much-needed showcase title 3D card 
manufacturers desperately need to get PC 
owners to put their hands in their £ 
pockets for yet another upgrade. 

Though Terracide 
treads familiar ground, 
its visuals give it an 
immediate edge 

Refreshingly, despite the game's I &bit colour, metallic textures, 
coloured lighting and smooth update of 25-lOfps, Simis is confident 
that Terracide will be much more than a special effeds showcase 
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The detail on these player 
models is considerably 
greater than that displayed 
in rivals Adua Soccer and 
the poor FIFA '97. Motion
capture data from Wright 
and Seaman will add flair 
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As the PC sports game scene continues its rapid expansion, 
a legendary title is being exhumed that its creator hopes will 

conquer the likes of EA's popular FIFA series 

occer games have found the 
transition from 16 to 32bit to be 
an uneasy one. Gremlin started 

the ball rolling with Actua Soccer, 
employing motion capture and hybrid 
sprite/polygon technology, but many felt 
that the instant gratification of titles such 
as Sensible Soccer on the Amiga and 
Konami's SNES classic, /SS, was sadly 
lacking. Two years on sees emphasis very 
much on pace and simplicity once again. 

Kick Off '97 is the latest in a line of 
soccer sims that began on the ST and 
Amiga in 1988, and has since appeared on 
the Mega Drive, SNES, PC and soon, 
PlayStation. Kick Off 3 never quite fulfilled 
its potential, but Steve Screech of 
development house Anco is confident that 
Kick Off '97 will fare better. 

' we tried to publish Kick Off 3 ourselves, 
and we simply didn't have the resources 
to promote the game,' he reveals. 'Now 
that Maxis has stepped in, we hope to get 
the publicity that we deserve. The unique 
thing about '97 is that you can actually 
play it straight away, as opposed to most 
of the 3D soccer titles around at the 
moment. We're going back to basics.' 

The complexities of controlling a player 

e tried ubJish 
ou se es, an e s1m 

t e resources to pro 

in a 3D stadium have, according to 
Screech, taken the fun out of the game. 
Replacing the now traditional three- or 
four-button combinations is a simple two
button set up, with different moves and 
kicks available depending on the position 
of the player on the pitch. This should give 
the game the addictive hook needed to 

The PC has hardly been fertile ground for football simulations, but if anyone can bring an accomplished version to 
the platform, it's veteran developer Steve Screech. He might want to keep an eye out for Sens/ Soccer 2000, though 



Though K0'97's 3D environment looks impressive, Konami has recently 
proved (with N64 Perfect Striker) that wild camera movement isn't necessary 

recreate the pass/shoot pace of the old 2D 
games. controls aren't the only factor. The 
3D engine will have to be quicker than it 
was in the doomed Kick Off 3. 

'We've used motion-capture 
techniques for the players, using Ian 
Wright and David Seaman for the data,' 
screech explains. 'We haven't let it 
compromise the speed. The engine has 
evolved over a period of years since the 
original 3D build of Kick Off 3 and we've 
learnt a lot on the way, and now we have 
a hi-res engine that consistently runs at 
25fps on a 100Mhz PC. There's a low-res 
mode, but it's not the default. God knows 

A Highbury-style videoscreen (above). The simple control 
method should allow for some Arsenal-esque play, too 

pre screen 

The usual array of pre-match routines, such as line-ups, will appear 
in the game. Detail looks rather spartan at this stage, however 

how fast it would be then,' he muses. 
And if there are still those who hanker 

after the good old days of tiny Sensi 
sprites. Kick Off '97 provides in the from of 
an overhead camera. With Maxis on its 
side, the game should at least register in 
the FIFA-mad consciousness of PC soccer 
fans, but it's a notoriously fickle market. 
The 'back to basics' approach will 
doubtless appeal to those who fondly 
remember the likes of Kick Off on the 
Amiga, but it remains to be seen how it 
will fare with a market more used to big 
licenses and simulations than £ 
knockabout action . 
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Konami is readying itself for a full-on 32bit assault with a sequel to one the 

games that made its name. Ex-SNES owners will doubtless look 
upon its PlayStation sequel to Costlevonio /Vwith slackened jaws ... 

A prerendered intro (left) sets the scene for whafs set to be one of the PlayStation's most atmospheric games to 
date. Though the game's presentation is distinctly lD, a rich colour palette serves to give it graphical depth (right) 

Castlevania /Vs final 
showdown (middle) is 
included in the intro. 
Another boss (above) 

any hardcore gamers would pick 
castlevania as their most 
treasured of Konami's series of 

action games. Given the game's popularity 
on the NES and Game Boy, and not 
forgetting the memorable castlevania IV 
on the SNES, it is indeed surprising that it 
has taken this long for it to arrive on the 
PlayStation. One reason cited internally 
was that the company's chairman doesn't 
hold the image of the series in high 
regard, preferring to fashion a friendly 

Memory card save points are activated 
by finding coffins (above). Enemies meet 
their demise in a vibrant fashion (right). 
Some special attacks are huge in both 
visual and damage potency (top row) 

public face out of cute and colourful 
characters from games such as such as 
Goeman, Parodius and Twin Bee. 
However, a release date has been set for 
the Japanese version of Playstation 
castlevania, and a version will be released 
in the west nearer the summer. 

In terms of game structure, Dracula x: 
symphony of the Night has more in 
common with the last instalment in the 
series, Dracula x: Devil's Castle, on the PC 
Engine (E4). Opening up the linear 



Dracula J(s map is 
comprehensive (top). 
Players face a menu of 
items, etc (above) 

Dracula X could be fairly likened to classic SNES title Super Metroid in that some of 
its areas are inaccessible until a certain object or power is discovered by the player 

networks of the SNES title and introducing 
a level of gameplay depth normally 
associated with Japanese role players, 
PlayStation Dracula immerses the player in 
a richer, more expansive environment and 
includes RPG elements such as interaction 
with other characters and even making 
use of an enormous array of weapons and 
magic. For a title clinging on to its 2D 
roots, this a logical direction for Konami. 

The game's playable introduction sees 
a welcome resurrection of the final section 
of castlevania IV on the SNES. Here the 
player defeats Dracula, and after a new 
and rather spectacular final boss 
sequence, the game starts afresh with a 
whole new quest. In some respects 32bit 
casttevania owes more to the sprawling 
nature of the PC Engine version, though -
there's an enormous and intricate layout 
of the castle that self-maps as you 
progress through it, and wandering 
through labyrinthine networks of tunnels 
and corridors reveals a diversity of 
gameplay. While the whip and chains used 
to swing across gaps in castlevania IV 
have sadly been dropped (or at least 
weren't included in the version Edge 
played), the ability to transform into a bat 
permits access to previously inaccessible 
areas. Also, the player can even transform 
himself into a transparent, yellowish 
vapour allowing obstacles such as iron 
gratings to be passed through with ease. 

and feel to the backgrounds and sprites, 
as full 3D objects are spurned in favour of 
fixed layers of conventional parallax. 
Fortunately there are subtle technical 
accomplishments such as sprite rotation 
and some clever shadowing, but for many, 
it is the suite of weaponry and magic 
effects that will command most attention 
- some having devastating effect, filling 
the screen with translucent lights and 
spinning holy crosses. 

While clearly lacking some of the 
visuals that 32bit console owners have 
become accustomed to, Dracula X's 
intricate 2D graphics, wonderful CD music 
and appropriately huge quest should be 
just enough to keep the Castlevania £ 
bloodline intact. 

pre screen 
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Turning into a bat (top left) 
and yellow vapour (top right) 
opens up previously 
inaccessible sections 

Visually, at least. this 32bit incarnation 
will perhaps initially leave expectant 
players a little underwhelmed. Most 
noticeably there's an almost 16bit look The game includes some imagery that may cause offense to western 

audiences. Japanese designers have no qualms about such content 
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Obviously tired of creating isometric-30 RPGs such as Dark Savior, 
Climax has turned to the driving game, adding mayhem, 

demolition and full-scale destruction for good measure 

Most obstacles in Runabout can be smashed through or 
run over. Unfortunately, this tends to attrad the 
attention of the local police. However, they can be dealt 
with accordingly (bottom, far right). The player's vehicle 
often ends up dented beyond recognition (top right) 

Players can customise 
their vehicles (top) and 
choose from three 
different maps (above) 

F 
or a long time, developers have 
been trying to find alternatives to 
the Daytona-style racing game in 

an admirable attempt to avoid formula 
fatigue. Crash-and-smash titles like 
Destruction Derby and Twisted Metal have 
proved popular, and Konami recently 
added a new twist - the user definable 
circuit - in GT/ Club cote D'Azure. Now 
acclaimed Japanese RPG designer Climax 
has combined both variants in its first ever 
racing game: the promisingly manic
looking Runabout. 

In many ways, Runabout isn't quite as 
innovative as it might first appear: Probe's 
Die Hard Trilogy treads much the same 
ground in its driving section. Both games 
require the player to reach certain 
locations within allotted times and both 
take place in urban locations with no fixed 
circuits. In each title, then, racing is 
against the clock rather than other drivers, 
and finding the best route to the target by 
avoiding dead ends, traffic jams, etc. 
forms a significant part of the action. 

As a complete title, though, Runabout 
naturally gets more space to explore this 
intriguing new genre. For a start, the game 

offers three tracks as opposed to Die Hard 
Trilogy's single Manhattan offering. The 
first stage, named 'Downtown', takes 
place in the Chinese sector of Los 
Angeles, the second in the Shonan area of 
Tokyo (a seaside resort well-known for its 
traffic jams) and the third area, currently 
still being designed, is modelled around 
Paris by night. 

Inevitably, each of these courses 
places different demands on the driver. 
Paris is littered with tiny, difficult-to
navigate streets (and it's possible to take a 
few short cuts through the city's Metro 
system), while the Tokyo Shonan area is 
as famous for its traffic congestion as its 
seaside setting - an element successfully 
captured in the game. To keep players on 
their toes, traffic jams develop in different 
areas of the map each time the game is 
played, so potential drivers have to be 
constantly aware of alternative routes. 
Apparently, though, if all else fails, it's 
possible to drive along the beach. 

But the amusing part is, it's not always 
necessary to avoid other cars. The player 
can choose from a list of 22 vehicles -
including sports cars, family saloons, 

From top: 'Down Town', 
'Sea Side' and 'Metro 
City' are the game's 
three driving locales 



Although smashing into things is fun, the player is 
racing against the dock and must reach the target 
point within a time limit. The map in the comer of the 
screen hints at possible routes to the finishing line 

'Officer, the shop just 
leapt out in front of me' 

trucks and even a scooter and a coach -
and the larger ones can just smash their 
way through traffic. As with Destruction 
Derby, this proves amazingly entertaining. 
Crashes are complemented with a range 
of sickening smash noises. and the 
player's vehicle can come away with 
massive dents - a feature which adds 
greatly to the destructive satisfaction. 

However. the coaches and trucks do 
not always provide the best options. Each 
vehicle handles differently, and the tactics 
available to the player vary depending on 
which is chosen. A rubbish truck, for 
example. is hardly the ideal vehicle for 
navigating the narrow lanes of gay Paris. 
In any case. wilfully smashing into 
obstacles like vehicles. pedestrians and 
buildings can attract the unwanted 
attentions of passing patrol cars whose 
drivers will take pot shots at the player. 

Graphically, the game is shaping up 
well. The shabby, densely cluttered 

tenement buildings of Chinatown are well 
reproduced. with some great. detailed 
texture-mapping on the many Chinese
language signs and adverts. The second 
stage proves a stark contrast with suitably 
lush beaches and a glorious sunset 
skyline. Importantly, all the maps look 
exceptionally large, so there should be 
plenty of scope for exploration - it's even 
possible to drive into shopping malls and 
hotel foyers. something that will no doubt 
appeal to fans of 'The Italian Job' . 

There do appear to be a few teething 
problems. though. Collision detection is 
weak at the moment. and some of the 
vehicle handling - especially on the 
scooter - is frustratingly tough and 
unrealistic. but these are sure to be sorted 
out prior to release. 

If Climax can build on Runabout's 
obvious early promise. the game could 
well set the pace for a fresh new £ 
breed of driving games. 

pre screen 
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The game offers a large range of different vehicles, each with its own set of pros and 
cons. The coach (above right) will drive through just about anything, but is hard to 
control, whereas the scooter (left) is less sturdy, but much easier to manoeuvre 
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Stealth will be be an 
important skill in 
negotiating The Dark 
Project's many levels 

With every man and his dog seemingly having a Quake beater in development, 
Looking Glass' stril<ing effort distinguishes itself trom 

the pack with a heavy-on-the-strategy angle 

I 
t's fitting that Looking Glass, a 
development house situated near 
Harvard and the MIT, is dedicated 

to making games that require some 
genuine intellect as well as basic 
gameplaying skills. So it was somewhat 
surprising when the Massachussets-based 
group announced work on a first-person 
shooter apparently not too far removed 
from balls-out actioners such as Quake. 

'We've got volumetric rendering, with 
ray-cast lighting like in Quake,' says 
project director Greg LoPiccolo. 'Looks
wise we feel it's going to be very 
competitive.' Even more like Quake, this 
new game features polygonal enemies 
and a medieval setting, but according to 
LoPiccolo, that's where the comparison 
ends: 'From a gameplay mechanics 
standpoint, we're really excited about our 
concepts for advancing the state of the 
art, in terms of creating an immersive 
world where everything works.· 

In terms of background, LoPiccolo 

No support for the MMX instrudion set has yet been included, but its 
growing popularity would seem to make it an essential element 

reveals that, 'In essence you're a thief in 
this undefined medieval age, sort of 
medieval meets "Brazil" meets "City of 
Lost Children". There's some electricity, 
some magic, and some 19th century 
machinery kind of stuff.' As a thief in this 
world, the player needs to develop more 
than just a good aim. 'It's not like Duke 
Nukem,' LoPiccolo explains, 'where you 
have lots and lots of firepower. It's more 

Environments made up of slanting architedure add to the game's otherworldly qualities. While the early version 
Edge saw lacked enemies, its construction gave it a flavour that will be at least a match for id's seminal Quake 



Looking Glass' Greg LoPiccolo claims that The Dark Projecfs 3D 
engine has been designed to be 'super-reusable', so the company 
may well license its technology out to other game developers 

like you're smart, and you get smarter 
through the course of the game.' 

The player is armed with a sword, a 
knife, and a bow, and, while there are 
power-ups, players will need to continually 
improve their tactical skills to deal with 
situations. 'Much of the actual gameplay 
involves using shadows effectively.' reveals 
LoPiccolo. 'You're constantly sneaking 
around and making decisions: who to kill. 
who to sneak past. and who to trick.' 

Ideally, the Looking Glass team wants 
a deep and complex world that is also 
fast-paced and exciting. 'Essentially we're 
building a type of simulator.' says 
LoPiccolo, 'where object interactions are 
correct and physics are tied in correctly, 
but not as weak as a oaggerfa/1 thing, 
where there are zillions of NPCs in this 
large empty world. Also. our combat 
system enables you to do things other 
than just blast away at everything in sight.' 
One specific example is when a player 
draws back on a bow and the targeting 
camera zooms in. The longer the player 
draws back. the more accurate the shot. 
This enables concealed players to snipe 
enemies with amazing accuracy. 

The Dark Project will be the first game 
to feature 'Act-React' technology, an 
intricate form of engineering that bestows 
real-world properties to game items. 'The 
goal is for everything to behave as it 
should.' explains lead designer Jeff Yaus. 
'For example. things that should burn will 
burn, and then it's up to the player to 
decide to burn things, whether or not 
we've anticipated it. That's Act-React's 
real strength. We're using it for numerous 
game properties. including sound in the 
same sort of way.· 

Most of the roughly 30 types of enemy 
will be bipedal creatures. and LoPiccolo 
suggests they'll get stronger and smarter 
as the game progresses. While hesitant to 
talk about them at this early stage, he will 

explain the motion-capture editing 
process: We'll be able to do some very 
unique organic motion. Not just straight 
bipedal stuff, but some scary, creepy stuff 
with aquatic creatures and some other 
multipedal enemies.' 

At this early stage, LoPiccolo guesses 
a P90 will be the minimum system. and 
the game will support some 3D 
accelerator cards, although specific 
chipsets still have to be chosen. 

While the development focuses on 
creating a fantastic oneplayer game. 
multiplayer modes will be an option. A 
level editor may also ship with the title. 

like anybody, we have to go with our 
strengths.' LoPiccolo notes. 'Clearly if you 
want a technologically optimised, low
brain shooter. talk to id, because they're 
better at that than anyone.' Smiling, he 
adds: 'But we think we can do expressive 
worlds better. and we'll still have a £ 
fairly high adrenaline factor.' 

pre s creen 

Though the development is focusing on the oneplayer game, Looking 
Glass is looking into the possibilities of various multiplayer modes 
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Dean Devlin, of 'Independence Day' fame, is lending his 
talents tO a Space Combat Sim that could meld Hollywood 

storytelling qualities with a high-end 30 environment to die for 

Bethesda's Nesmith is particularly proud 
of the company's X·Engine: 'There are 
many different ways we can use it. We 
built [RPG] Daggerfa/1 around it. we're 
using it in an experimental car racing 
game. X-Car - we're looking for all kinds 
of ways to exploit the technology .. .' 

T 
he thing that Bethesda has right 
now that's definitely our best 
asset is our X-Engine technology,' 

claims Bruce Nesmith, 10th Planet's 
producer. X-Engine is a realtime rendering 
system of such considerable flexibility that 
it can construct virtually any sort of 
environment, for any purpose, and it's 
being put to use in a title that's part space 
combat, part wargame. 

Perhaps a more important component 
than X-Engine, though, is the way 10th 
Planet is being developed - as a co
venture of Bethesda Softworks and the 
Hollywood production company 
centropol is, probably best known for last 
year's blockbuster, 'Independence Day'. 

'Since I've been here - about a year 
and a half - centropolis has been linked 
with 10th Planet,' Nesmith explains. 'The 
producer there, Dean Devlin, has been 
excited for a long time about getting his 

hands dirty in our environment and doing 
a computer game.' 

centropolis is taking duty of 
developing the story, characters, and the 
handling of ship and alien design, an 
arrangement that has so far been a 
productive one. 'Largely the folks at 
centropolis, and in particular Devlin, have 
the understanding that the idea isn't to 
take a film and put it on the PC, the idea is 
to make a PC game,' says Nesmith. 

10th Planet sees the player as a 
privateer who helps fend off attacking 
aliens. The game's time element means 
that its planets all follow their respective 
orbits, so its overall strategic environment 
changes as planets move positions. 

The relationship history between 
Hollywood and videogames is strewn with 
the corpses of failed dalliances, but 10th 
Planet appears to have the elements £ 
in place to avoid such disasters. 

'There's a high probability that we can have fractal landscapes in the game; says Nesmith. 'This means we can have 
players fly over the surface of the moon. or any other planet. and we won't have to calculate the data beforehand' 



pre screen 

More than Command & Conquer or Warcraft II in 30, Bun_gie's latest game 
pushes the realt1me wargame genre into startling new 

directions - extreme bloodletting being just one .. . 

The game's use of a full lD environment hasn't been without problems. 'With, say, arrows in a 2D world.' explains Jones, 'all you have to do is point 
them and fire. But in a lD world, we have to make the arrows arc in flight - actually, the archers have to solve a fourth degree polynomial.. .' 

e've been calling it a realtime, 
multimetric tactical game,' says 
Doug Zartman, Bungie's head of 

marketing, of Myth. 
'That's at least enough words to make 

people think about what they're looking 
at,' agrees Jason Jones, co-founder of 
Bungie (publisher of seminal Mac Doom 
clone, Marathon) and its lead programmer 
and designer. 'The problem is that when 
you say "realtime strategy,'' people think 
of command & Conquer. Myth's going to 
be different from the typical , "Here's your 
town hall; build everything up around it; 
attack the enemy in waves." The emphasis 
is on tactics and combat. This is a game 
where you fight, period. You set up troops, 
take the high ground, meet the enemy 
halfway with guys to slow him down and 
hit him from the side. It's al l about 
manoeuvres and formations and getting 
your guys to favourable terrain.' 

While the oneplayer game follows an 
extended campaign, each individual level 
is a single battle. There are no resources, 
and no building of bases. Players receive 
an allotment of troops and fight it out with 
what they have. Reinforcements arrive 

after, or sometimes during, battle, and 
troops who survive gain experience. 

This shift in emphasis leads to Myth's 
other innovation, as Jones explains: 
'Because we don't care about bui lding 
buildings, the entire focus of our engine 
has been on visual realism - seeing every 
drop of blood that gets spilled on the 
battlefield.' Myth is the first realtime 
combat game played out entirely on a 3D 
battlefield. Every environment is 
completely texture- and shadow-mapped 
and unique in design, with hil ls, rivers, 
swamp, trees, and so on. 

Myth's engine is extremely powerful, 
allowing two or three hundred troops on 
the field at once. 'If it can't,' Jones cracks, 
'we're going to sit there and optimise the 
damn thing until we can, because that's 
the whole point.' Multiplayer options 
include LAN and Internet play, with games 
of King of the Hill, Capture the Flag, and 
even rugby played with severed heads. 

With its 3D combat, large number of 
different units and multiplayer features, 
Myth may very well be the next step 
forward in 'multimetric tactical £ 
games' on the Macintosh and PC. 

The game uses a 
player-controllable 
camera system 
somewhat akin to that 
of Tomb Raider 
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Once master of Sega hardware, Treasure is now concentrating its efforts on a 
special effects-packed N64 platformer which looks set 

to rewrite the rules of the genre 

Though for the most part the game is presented in a lD style, some stages use lD effects, including forced-perspective rotating screens (above left). 
Marina's encounter with this lava monster (main) is reminiscent of a similarly styled section in SNES tide Contra Ill - another tide by the Treasure team 

The game's special 
effects will appease 
fans of traditional 
Japanese action games 

F 
allowing its sterling work on the 
Mega Drive (with Gunstar Heroes 
Dynamite Heady, etc) and Saturn 

(Guardian Heroes), small Japanese 
codeshop Treasure is making a welcome 
debut on the Nintendo 64 with an 
innovative action game for Enix. 

In Go! Go! Troublemakers (or Yuke! 
Yuke! Troublemakers to give it its native 
Japanese name), the player will take 
control of a character called Marina, a 
robotic bodyguard who must explore a 
planet called Star Nendoro in order to 
rescue her mentor, Dr Campbell, who has 
been captured by the Nendoro people 
during a visit to their world. 

This simplistic scenario manifests in 
game terms as a side-viewed action game 
which, upon initial inspection, doesn't 
exactly ooze 64bit qualities (indeed, many 
visitors to the Shoshinkai exhibition in 
November last year thought that Enix's 
rolling video was showing a new SNES 
title). Look closer, though, and it's possible 
to pick out all the hallmarks that have 
contributed to Treasure's reputation for 
quality: fantastic use of colour, great 
character design, inspired animation and a 
surfeit of jaw-dropping special effects. 

Treasure is attempting to introduce a 
new kind of playing style to the platform 

game scene in Troublemakers: instead of 
simply killing enemies, Marina will be able 
to pick them up and throw them at other 
enemies or, if the enemy is one of the 
Nendaro race, shake it to release an item, 
which might be a bomb, a bonus, or 
something that endows a special move. If 
the player chooses not to throw or shake 
the enemy, it can even be used as a shield 
against attacks. 

Bizarre? Indeed. Possibly one of 
1997's biggest thirdparty N64 £ 
games? Most definitely. 

Treasure has sampled voices of famous Japanese actors and actresses 
to give Go! Go! Troublemakers' characters an extra degree of life 



Believe the hype. 

By now. you know exactly what's happening on March lst. Enough said. 

NINTENDO~ 
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DID NOLAN BUSHNELL STEAL PONG? 
Did a Magnavox prototype ·inspire· an 

Atari employee to in\'cnt Pong'? 
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The Truth 
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WAS M2's POWER MERELY VAPOUR? 
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FROM RUSSIA WITH LITIGATION 
The story about how the landmark Russian puuler Terris came in from 

the cold is as fraught with twists and turns as the best spy novel 

o,il.'I malh1..·111.11ii:ian ,\lc,l·~ Pujitmn 1p1l..lUrl·d hl'lnw. 

and then a ,ckdwn of \n\ 1et-h,1,1·d ·11cr· ,h ,, k the 

,arm: right-. 10 a ,·;ir .et~ ul Wc,11•111 mtrr ••.ts. 1111..·Juding 

Nintendo. Spectrum Holohyti.:. Alan. anJ \1inm,oll. 

The Truth 

~ohody knows 1he real truth (or. ;ll lca,t those\\ ho Jo ar,·n , 1dlinf), hul 

thi-. b how th1..' htigallon turned out After .. :1c:1t111g J,•rn, with :he h,~:p of 

other Soviet enthu-.i;.1-.1', PajitnO\ hcgan .:mnc,1 nc,otia1i1111' w,1h Rohert 

Slein, founllcr or ;.1 Luropcan ,on,, an: 1.:011111;.in) ... alkd \ndr1Hncda. 

T hinking he had a -.ohd deal. Stem thc:n -.old the: rights to \1irror,ott uml 

Spectrum HoloB}lt..'. When P;1Jitno\" informed olfa:1als ,.11 Uorg. t-.hon for 

Elcctronorgte1.:hnica the So,iet mini,tl) fO\'t'rninl,! tht· import and 

export of computer sol't\\are and hardware) ahout the det1I. thi:y u,urpcd 

control from him. 

Stein ended up cont roll mg the computer ri;hl'.> to J'nr,\·, wh1i:h he 

mistakenly thought indudcd tclni,ion , idt..·0~;11111.: n~h1-.. H1.· sold them 

lo Mirror,oft and Spet:trum HoloBytc. \.1irrnr~olt then ofkrt·J Amcri1..·an 

coin-op anti ham.lhcld right, to Atari Game,. am! Japane,e t:nin-op ri)!ht, 

10 Sega. In the meantime, Spcl'trum Holt,Bytt' ne~o11ated Y.ith Henl.. 

Rogers. an indcpcndent hu,inc .... m.m with ti1..·~ to~ ntcndi . to ,ell the 

Japane,c cmnputcr and tckn-.1on nthh. Ed l.o~i.:. ·1,: t..'rc_1ur o! 

Astnoid.\", then programmed an l\iES \'er,1<111 of frtn ·r Tc,gcn Atari 

Hi.:rc's the trit.:ky part. Nintendo of Ameril'.;1 1.k!»pCrah-' to ,cl'! Tnn,· 

for the Game Boy and NFS worldwide chalkngctl .\lirnir,ot't'-. daim to 

both the h,111dhcld and tek,i,1011 right, to the gmnc On l·chru<tr) 24. 19S9, 

E lorg ,cnt ;.1 lem.:r to Roger-. ,tating that no one 1..·u11trollcl.l 1he tckvi!oo:on 

and ham.lhcl<l rights to the game Roger-. oht,1ined th.: hJndhc-lJ r 1j!:hls !hen 

,oltl th,.:m to t\'inh.:ndll. ~L'\l, Howard Lincoln ,and \1inoru .\rak,n,.1 ot 

Nintendo of .\mcrii:a lh.'\\' lO \.fo,i.:ow J1HJ ,ecurcd thl.' tl..'h..·, i..,ion ri).!hh to 

the J?amc But A1an and M1rrnr,oft <lid not f.l\"C up. Clain11ng that thL' NFS 

w1, ,l L:omputcr land thu, L·on·n.:tl mu.kr \lirrur,oft', arr;lll!!l.'mcnt with 

Uor~ ), ·\tari ,ucd ~inlL'lldo for l..'ontrol of the game Sintcndo won the 

l'a•c and t'.lll ii i.:oun order that forced Tengcn h) ,top selling Id,,, 

:\lthou~h tht.: mmt popular ill'1,:ount of the -.uit (in lhn id Sd1cff s 

hnok, ·(i,11ni.: (her') take-. Ninkndn's ,1dc. il -.hnul<l he 11111cd th;.11 -11 the 

11rnt..·. ~1nh:nJo w.1-. planninl.!. IO 1ntrndut:c land had announ,.:cd) a 

kt)hoan.l. d1,k dri,c. and H,\S IC l;IO).!Uil~C cart for the NLS. So w.i-. the 

t0rmc:r r\lJri staffcr, who a-.kL·d not to be named. Still. the liccn,ing snafu-. 

Wt:re not ,o mui:h lhL· rc,ult of d1shonc-.1y on anyone·-. p,irt. t'Xl'cpt ma)bC 

say-. former Atari ,enior \'il'e pre,idcnt of ,ales and marketing, Ted Hoff 

• .\t ka,t two companic-. were in negotiation for licensing s1multilneou,ly 

~rnd the protlu1.:t wa, li1.:en,cd to two companic-.. We had manufiluurcd 

Tt:tn., anti put il on the market. Jn fact, JI hccame the number-one seller on 

thc Ninll'ntlu pl,llform. In the end. Ten.gen wa-. -.tuck \\ ith ~68,000 r.·,,i_, 
t'ilrtridgc, for the I\r:S that eventually hall to hc de-.troycd. Bcl..':.iu,e the 

follow,ng on the Ma1.:k mark.t·t u,ed \"Cr-.ions of Tengen Terri., ha\'C !»old 

for J, mut:h a\ ~.\00 in the l S In 1996, the nght, to lhc original frtri.\ 

;.:,·c1tt'tl had It" 1\lcxey PaJllno\', thc only man who du.I not nw~t· million, 

uf <lollars from the ,-:am~ P,1111no\' and R<1gcr, then formed The Tctri, 

Comrany in an effort to rt:ap from the ~amc's continuing popularit) 

~1m,t rct..'t:lltly. Pa_j1tno, (who had hecn t:rea1111g or at IL·,1,1 endor-.ing 

pu11lc £ame, for Spectrnm Holohytc I ha-. matlc the ITIO\"C' to :\fo.:ro-.uft. 

where he will no douht ,1ttempt to rcpeat h1, design ,u1..·t..'c" for Hill (;ates. 
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E.T.: THE EXTRA 200,000 CARTRIDGES? 
Were there more E.T. cartridges manufa1:tured for the Atari VCS than thne \\ crc ') ,tc·m, 111 cxi,11:n..:c'.' 

Did the unsold cartridges end up getting buried in a landfill Ill thc Ne\, Me,il'<' de,crt'' 

1ha1 a game ha,l"J on the motion p1i..:1urc '[ ·1 ""ould he 

a ~·,1.,cJlcr that they manufm.:turcd more L /' ... -anrulgc, 

th.m there were: Atari VCS (aka 1600J game 1.:011,olc,. 

When the game.: ~old poorly Atari huncd million .. of ,or1cs of the !,!amc m 

a Jc:,cn landhll. 

The Truth 

AIJn a1.:tually made ,i, million 1c:JH1u,ly Juli/. T. t.:anriJgc, Al the: l!ntt.". 

Rain lormi:r 1,.hlcf cn~mc ... ·r of Atari·, i:orn-01> d1"1,10n. lhl.' rl'11.1tilc: 

rumour around A tan \\,1, that 1hc:rc \\ere nwr..: t.. T. cannJ1,?c, 1h.rn 1h1.:rc 

1.·,ci..:u1""' h,1\~· ,1 ~ ·r~. 11: , , t ,:~ ·IJ. ... •,.,:1 

·Bull,trn "'·'l'''J,.,n,, \iri,tL 1•1.,1tl111 lhL\~h,1•1.:I-' 

J111\~· ,1 •catllrc II I I' ,·, ,, 1'1 lh ·n, "'II· t 1.01,UI Ill tnr • 

H.\0
"' IHII I• Ji, 

1:11J.._d up l'l ~1 u uni h 11 I '-1. • 1 I'• ._, 1h ., 011 .... -,1~ l.:J ,il1111 • \\llh 

PAC-MAN: IS IT AN ASSUMED NAME? 
Did Pac-Man once go by a longer monid,cr'! 

,u--Mm, wa" named 'Pu,l-Man· when II wa, fir'.'lt 

di'itribu1cd in Japan, hut Namco chani,:cd the name to 

a,·oid h.:mpttnll, wc1r,,tcrn i,:ratlill artht'i \\ ho mi)Z:ht 

IJITIJ')C'T with the ·p· 

The Truth 

.·\..:,:ording w a 11nH .1rtu:k in 1hc lntel!l.1lil1n.il HcrJhl I rihun,:. lhe name 
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SPACE WARS NOT FIRST VIDEOGAME? 
Was Space Wars really the first viucogame, or were there predecessors'? 

/UK<' \Van. a computer game which -.imulutcd h:.1ttk, m 

deep ,pace crc,1tcd in 1962 by MIT ,tucknt StcH~ 

Ru ~se ll. i, generally con!->idcrl'<l to he the flr,t comput~r 

game ever made. preccd111g c\Cn the like., or Po11g. 

The Truth 

Other pioneer, found way .. to have fun with 

computers well before Ru:-.scll created Span' ~Vun. 

M rT professor ,John M cCarthy experimented with 

artifo.:ial intelligence and began teaching a 

computer to play chc,, a:-. early a .. 1959. and A la n 

TurinJit. the legendary and eccentric computer 

pioneer, wrote a ·computer" program thal played 

chc,, a, wdl. However. !<iincc no computer at the 

time wa, powerful enough to run it, he ran it in hi, 

head, and moved the piece-. himself. 

'There were ..::crtainly at lea,t two intera..::tivc 

programs that ex"tcd before Spun- \Var., where you 

rntcra1.·te<l with switches on the computer,· "1ys 

Ru,,ell. 'You got a di..,play on the screen. and it 

i.:hangi.:d depending on what you did with the: 

switches. T hey weren't particularly designed a!-1 

gaml~s. And they weren't very popular hc..::au.,e as 

games they weren't very good.' 

One program involved push mg a hall off of a 

platform and w,1tching it bounce. 'It was a phy,ks 

demonstrat ion with a bouncing hall.· ,ays Ru"'l'II. The 

1..-omptlli!r woul<l ... 1mula1e u hall falling off the ct.lf!C of ihl' wall and 11 

\.\,llUld go houn1:c buuni.:c. h,,un..::c =in<l 1,n1uld cith,~r hounl.'c off thi: other 

s1<k nl lhl' ,nccn, or it would hounn: through ..i hole • 

'fhc 11thl·1 nros.1am v.,t, \IJmsiytnm. wh11.'h Ru, ... cll dcs1:nhc, as ·a 

Ilk t!ispla~ rrngiam that h,td a hu1Kh of ,pot, that went whirlrng .iroumJ.· 

,\, L1r had .. a, 19)8. \\, Hi~~enhothcm . an enginel·r working for thl! DOE 

in th1..• US. h;.1d l.'Ohhkd together a simpll' 

dcmon,tration program 11.agucly li~e /'ongl. 

I hat ran on an o,cillnsi.:npc. So doo Ru....,l'II 

Che,.., 1s not a vi<lcogarnc t.:omputer ,:h1..·" 

u ... es the CPU for Al. hut the pro,;!r;un docsn I 

(tct.:hni1.:,dly) even need to he run on a m,11.:hme. 

While a kw other intcral.'livl! rro~rams ma~ 

rl!ally game, as they ,m .. • known toda~ mcrd)' 

intcr.idive lkmos. with no real fad or win 

i.:rltl!ria. Span• \\an.on the other ham.I, is 

csscnllally l\\oplayl'r 1.:11mpl'tilin.· ... hooting. 

us1n~ thl' .J.\taoicl.\ 1.:ontrol mcch<tnism. It was 

di:-,1gncd lO he. and i.,, ~t fully funl.'twncd 

vickog<lllll! th;.11 re4um:, a computer (und a 

monitor) lo exist 

.\1•an· Wars ma) not have n1mc to lnution 

in a va1.·uum. hut 11 wa, 1·1!rta111ly lhl! first lime 

that jll the l'lcmcn1' assol.'iatcd with a 

vidcng-aml! \\.l.'fl! prl!,ent at thl' ,amc time 

CRIME OF THE CENTURY 
Is it possible to buy illegal CDs and cartri uges 

that co ntain hu ndreds of pirated game~·> 

oreign companie" manufacture counterfoil !sll:.S. Super 

NES. Genesis. Game Boy. and Game Gear cartridge, 

(presumahly they're smart enough to leave the Yirllrnl 

Bo) alone) that contain any\\-hcre from 40 to 150 

game ... as well as CDs that con1ain PlayStation. Saturn ;.tnd PC titles. 

The Truth 

Bolh N intendo and Scga agrl!C that counterfeit ,oflware (often ,old 

through Hong Kong. right ) is k illi ng the vidcog,1mc hus mcss in A!>.ia. and 

that enforc ing counterfeiting laws is a lop priority. According to a 

Nintendo spoke,pcrson. the company lo,c, as much as$ I bn per year from 

pmlle software. By p urchasing one p irated CD or cart, a gamer may he 

guilty of man) counts of receiving stolen merchandise (lhe pirated 

intelleclUal property of the game). Duplicating that CD add, multiple 

counts of p iracy to the hill. and the potent ia l for million, in l ine .... In 1991. 

Nintendo caught Unilc d Microe lectronics, Ta iwa n 's largest semiconductor 

manufacturer, exporting multigame NES car1ridges. The event could h;:11.c 

set off an interna ti o nal incident as the Taiwanese government held a .\Wi 

shure in UM. hut it was settled quiet ly. Whik the multigame i.:artridgcs 

current hils. In fanuary 1995, Nintendo filed su!l against Sami-.ung. thl! 

t.:nmpany that produced the cu,tom ROM chip, for !)KC, accu,mg II of 

k1arn 1 • dy ,uprlyin_11 ROM, to two ~ovcrnmC'nt·nwncd pir;H.:y op1..•rations. 
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MARIO: ALIVE & LIVING IN THE BRONX? 
Did Shigeru Miyamoto really base the character of Mario on a New York landlord'> 

The Truth 

higuu \ l i)"amoto. c.Jc~1gncr of Donkey Kmtg, tw.;cd 

;\,lario on the landlord of tht.! "iew York ap,1rtmcnt 

complex. in which he li\'cd. 

Shigcru \tiyamoto cn::ited ~fario heforc.! ever vi,iting the l!S ah hough 

hi, name wa.., 11',tl!'d a, 1 Jumpman' in /)mtJ..n Kon![ ' S in ... tru1.:1Jorl, (and he 

w~:-. d carpcn1cr, nnt a plumhcr). The name \lano c,11nc frum Mario Sl..'tali. 

tlH.' man who rcnh.~d ,1 New YlnJ.. warchou .. c to .\Jinoru \rnf..cl\.\a. thl' 

pn:!-11Jc:111 of Nimcndn of .\mcrica. \\'hen ,\raJ...,n, a ncL"dc<l -• name for r.hi...· 

charm.:1cr, he thought of the l:t11dlor<l 1who .ipparentl} horc a .. urpn,ing 

'FATHER' OF GAMES IN PATERNITY SUIT 
So there's a chance that Atari may have copied the Magnavox 

Odyssey wi th Pong, but who did the actual copying? 

The Truth 

tari rounder Nolan Bu,h ncll kicked his daughter out of 

her bedroom and used it as a workshop within which he 

created the first 'real' videogame. the ,impli,1ic huhrnd 

ball game, Po11g 

Bushnell'\ great invention wa\ the dedicated circuitry 

that made videog,1mcs cheap enough for maS\ 

prod uction . Before founding Atari, Bu\hnell ev icted 

hi s daughte r and used her room as a workshop during 

the creation of Complller Space, a coin-operated 

ver, ion of StC\'C Russell's computer game Space 

Wars. Bu~hnell marketed Computer Space through 

Nutting and Associates, but the game never caught on. 

In 1972, Bushnell and Ted Dabney founded Atari 

on a shoestring budget. As he would do many times in 

the fu ture. Bushnell approached Al Alco rn. 1he 

company ' s first full -time engineer, gave him the 

com:L'pl for a game (Po11x). and let him go ahead and build it. 

The game Bu,hnd l de,cribed, however. was less sophis ti cated than 

P1111g. It had ,implc paddles that could only knock the ball in a ,trnight 

line Alcorn impro\'ed the game by adding ,cgmentcd paddles th:lt knocked 

the hall in variou, angles, i\llow ing player, to put 

·,pi n' on the ba ll . When Bushne ll saw Alc.:orn's 

fmi,hed product. he knew he had a hit: he hud 111 itia lly 

only thought of Pon.i: <1' a trial for a future game. not 

..i, a viable product in it,ell 

While Bushnell may not have been per,onally 

rc,pon,iblc for the dc,ign of Pong. h" <lcd il·ation and 

drive. a, demonstrated hy the manuf.ic1ure of 

Computa Spau and arcade Pong. arc n:rtainl) 1.·nough 

to ensure that hi, title a ... · father of videogamc ... hear, 

some credence. 

Without Bu..,hncll', efforts. it cou ld have taken 

some lime before vidcogame:-. caught on in the way 

that they ,o famously did. 
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NINTENDO'S 32BIT SUPER CONSOLE 
Did Ni ntendo haYe a hand in naming - and designing - the PlayStation'? Was the PlayStation name kept 

after the Super NES CD-ROM deal fell through as a slap in the face to the president of Nintendo? 

Cl>-ROl\t dn,...: f111 lhe Supl'r f\iFS i,;;.llkJ thl' 

l'la)St.1111111. \\.hen th~~ p,1n111.·r,h1p ,:1,llap:-cJ. Snn~ 

dn;1t.ki.l t11 ,ks1~n an cntuc 1.:nnsolc around the drive, 

usmg t..:,.:hn-1l11t,)' rarllally ~rcatt.~J l'ly Nintendo. and kl.'pt the PlayS1ation 

The Truth 

markcl a, a partner of Philips. \Vhi.:-n th.lt rclation,tup failc:J, Soll)' 

tmerged as a nc\\ partner for 1'.intenJo. (.'fCating the PlayS1a1ion as a 

p('Tiphcral Ji:, kc for 1hc Supc-r NES. Sony soun . .:c .... however. ,.iy the 

name Pla)Stalion wa" fiT'il Jisl·usscd h;u .. ·k "-hen Sony WJ"io still working 

Sony ll'l;un1..·J ,c•,crnl cnginet:r" 1hrough all phases of Play Station 

Jt-vclopmcnc. from Jh 1991 Nin1cn<lo pha,e all the way lhrough the 

pro<lu1:t's completion Ill JI.JlJ4. 

Olll" of StHI) ·, lop l'nginecrs says he workc<l with ,ul:h Ninll'nJo 

Pl;iySration, hut d;.1ims lh;.\l all of the work Jone hy NrntcnJo wa, 

".:rappc<l and thal Sony ,tarted from ,l:rnh.:h twice hcfon.~ L"omplcting thl' 

final , l'P,n•n of the Pia) St;11ion. 

Comparing lhc lhllit Super NES to the 32hit Play Station land C\'CO 

1hc Nintendo 641 seem, 10 hear out the fact that the S\1ny PlayS1;1t1on has 

nothing tcchnolugically in t.:ommon with any :,,..;inh:nJo m,h.:hinl' 

h·erythmg poinh. therefore. to a trnc m)lh r.:x.plos1on. 

ATARI FAILS TO 'DO THE MATH' 
Did Atari turn down Pac-Man. th inking it would never sell? 

tari wa ... offered the rights to Ji,trihutc ,cmrnal mate 

game Pac·Mw, in the United State,. When lhc company 

turned it down, Namco c1,pproachcd Midy,ay Game ... 

which went on to enjoy hui!c :mcccss with the title. 

The Truth 

In shon. ic', lrue. But lhe at:tual s1Ury is more L·ornpht:ated. A ft:ud erupted 

hctwccn Atari and Namco in the ·70, owr the game /ln•11k.011t. Namco haJ 

boughl Atari's Japanese operation and manufaclun:d and di,trihUled the 

t:ompany· ... ~amcs in Japan. With Hrt•akour. hmi.en~r. ,\tari only allowed 

Namco to <listrihutc thc ~arnc ;md insisted on manufacturing thl' !!ilmc for 

its n:kasc in the US. 

When Namco prc ... idcnt Masaya Nakamura discovered that the 

Yal.uza, the Japanc,c mafi~i . was manufacturing counlcrf..:it /Jret1ko11! 

machine,, he began huilding hi" own counlerfoits to prolcct hi, hu,;inc ... s. 

Atari c:...ccutives accused Namco of stealing !heir gamc. and the twu 

companies finally mc1 in court. Alari won. Aflcr the t:oun hall lc. Atari ,ent 

an cxe,:ul ivc to '.'>IOooth relation, with Namco wi1hout signing any contrat:h 

for future deat.... Atari ,1ill saw Namt:o a .. a !<!mall-time company and felt 

th;u Nakamura had been di,honcst But hy this time. Nam1.:o ""a" one of the 

lart:,L'"I and strongest ari.:ade companie, in A ... ia. lar~cly due 10 profits from 

Hn•akouf. Namco engineers had hcgun de,·doping their own game,. 

lmprl'"scd by the quality of the new gamc,, the Atari cxet:ulivc signed a 

L·ontr;1Cl promising $1 million in cx.t:h..an~c for con,umcr right... tu future 

games. When he rcrnrneJ. he wa ... nearly fired for the a1.:tion 

Wh ile the a~rccmcnl turned ou1 to he one of the smar1c,t Jcah in 

viJeo~amc hi,tor~. hi" ,upl·rioro, were furiou,. ·11 wa ... likc Jack and 1he 

Beanstalk,' ... aiJ one l!'\~Atarian. 'We ... cnt him to Tol.yo to ,ell the \.'.OW 

and he \.'.amc.: had, "11h a fr" magil.' hcans. One of tho ... e hcam. lurncJ out 

to he J>w··Mm,. · Ama,ingly. Atari pas~cJ on 1hat 'hcan' and ins1caJ the 

rig:hts went tt, Midway. Afll'rw,mb. Atari wa, wise enough to handle lhc 

l 1S urL·aJe Jislnhution for X,·r1011s. Poh• Po.\·i1io11. A.nm,lt. and other 

NanKo games. It ,hould he noted that in passing on Pac·Ma11, At,1ri "·as 

Jemonslrating the '.'>.!Ille fcclmg:s of mo"t in the US toward'.'> the g:illlll', At 

the I 9X I AMOA, where it was first Jchuttd. ii was comidcrl·J ·1110 
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GAME OVER FOR REAL? 
Has anyone ac tuall y died from playing ~id.:ogamcs'! And what about that cpilcps} scare'' 

la~mg ,iJl.'o~aml.', .. :an 1.:.w ... c ll'flihk llll'tlu.:,tl 1·1ol•1 ·m, 

orhoth 1hc mental and ph)si .. ·,11 \,1111.:1~ ,1111 ,nc ,h,m 

lat:11 cpill.'pl11: <ri1.'11urc, 

The Truth 

A medical Journal onl.'c rcponcJ a ""w rntirmn~ t.:,1lkJ ·.\;,,,,, /, , 11 I,,, 

wri,t". )Zamc pad, arc oflcn Ul'C'uscJ nl "·,rn,in£ ·~inh..·mil1 1humti 11'1 

1hcrc u,cJ to loh of rq1orh of 'Pm. \Ian dh,,w·. hut 11on1.• ,11 

1hcM: pn1hlc111, ha\c k1Jl,.'d olll)Olll! .. \ dJi11on.1II~. 

\. iJ.:or,rntc!I. ha, l' liCL'll hlJmc:J in a numlwr of JcJ1h, 

1h,11 l'l'lUr when .111 um,1.ihlc: mJh1du,1I 1wl11 1 

h,tppc11!<. hJ pla,.. \Hkog::1mc,1 lr.ill, Mlflll'tmc. ·1 he 

Bo,1on lkralJ 011,:I.' rl.'porlcd 1ha1 ,1 man ,... h1...1 

,...,:111 on a l-.illin~ ,pre..: rra1,;1kc:d h1'.-. aim ,...nh 

\ irtlfh < ·1111 l·or ,\1mc-.• lll) t:\t.:U,l' 1, helter 1lun 

ta..,rng h:,pnn .. 1hilil)- for one's own a~uon,. and 

\ iJt:ogJmc-, hH.1~ 11~1.'I) 10 rl'111ain , .... 1pcgo,t1, ll1r ,c,m · tlllh' 

l·p1lt:p,y i, 4uitl' Jnoth1..·r manrr. \ ll 1?,1m..:, 111<la~ lll"1l \\llh 

\\,1rn11t!!" i11 tlw1r in,tn11.:l!on hook, Im pc11ph: with 1:pdcp"} While 

·, 11.h;i,gJtnL", \\ 11: not aflcc.:t ,ill cp1kpl1l·, ... l.'rla111 p,tltcrn, .and hac.:kEr1•umh 

\\1!1,.1u,c prohh:rtb lor .t ,m,111 i;1,,l1p (\\he• ,uc .. 111Hl.1rly l~ffccLl.'J fl~ 

iu 1l-11H.: JI Jn)' 1 \ ,et. tlr .u rcpl'Jtmg: r,111.:r:1' M1i:h a, n~nct1.m hlin,h, 

\1.:cnri.lrnf t•1 .1,pokl..•,pc1M111 from a \ldcogame har<l"arc 

m Ulllfji.'ltm:r. I\\O or three rcoplc ha,c t1.1J, i1.lco!!,1mc-111Liu1..cJ sc11urc, 

,111 lh • lhM,r ul l'\Cf) maJor l S lraJc ,h1_,-., \ft1:r )CJr, ol cxpcric1KC. lhL' 

,•,1ml· ,:u11~pa111\.· .. arc no lon!:"!L'f ,urp11,l."U v.hl·n th1, happen,. The~ 1.1u11.J .. I) 

1-.,11<'\I." 1111.· pl 1,pk lrom the flot11 ,111d tr~ to k'-'L'Jl them a, ..:omf,,r1,1hlc: ·" 

flt•!'>. 1llk unlil 1hc ,cuur'-' l'nd,. 

The 'i.:"', tilth\· World r.in 1hc hc:adlin..: 

·\'IIU l.·\I. Rl..\11 I) rR \l'l'HJ Ol'R SO'i I" 

HORROR WORI.J>' rl•lcuing to 1he C(•tn-op. 

(nw·n I'.\·\. lt11, io,; llllllplctd) J 1ffl'.'rc111 hall ~ame 

;1£Jlll .• 1nJ h,1" ~cl lt1 he t.:umpkld~ d,mt1cd. mc:dkall~ 

h11 11H1r1: rntonnallon on the hcallh anJ , o..:tal 

t."I fc'-·1, of nnnp111cr ,tnd \ hkotrnrncs, comuh the 

l>Jn::c:mu, <i.imc:, frJturc 111 E2S. 

HEADS I WIN, TAILS YOU START A SOFTCO 
Wa~ M k ropro,c rcall) started on a bet '! 

th1 ... ,m<l 1'11m,1r~...-111 · 

111 • · .1111,• \' .1,11·1 \ICf~ rood .1111.J hl· niulJ. niake .1 bc1h.:r onl', I Pd him lh.it 

I, , .,ulJn I untl tnh.J him if he mat.le .1 tw1h"1 ,r.11nc . I'd !-ell it · \k1a \'..tlllC 

1, , 1,:,jk\ 1 L" 11w11th, 1.,h:r \\',!h .i ).!,1rn1,;• 1..,1llcd 1/,11, o; k <' 

\\ h\'.n Ill· 1neU the J!Jffil' Stc,11 ') ,\.i,n't rar11c111 ul~ 11npr ... ·viCd H..: 

JnJJ •1·;. .. 1"1n,,...h1sh \1.1·r ,r11,,rpc•ratcJ Jk had-.;omr ~n1,J 

1111n, 1llou1 tlHn,!!,. hl-.1.• 1h1.: hulk1 .rnd 1hc turn r.1tt· :1 ;d thin!!, l1kc 

The Truth 111.11 \k1c:r r..:mcm1'1..·r~ 

:m.:adr room 11 11J w~ playl·d thh. old Ned ll,11011 gaml.' I\, I r...- ... 111. I h,Hl ., 

hip hcr M,:oreo thL'n hl' ,Ju.I.' Sll',tk) 1.:c,n1muc, lhL' h1'"h ,\. ,, " 11 · 

m.1chinc W.1!<. ,01111..'thm~ like .~2.tMMJ and I ''-·nrl!J \"l.l)Ou 1 : , 1 111 .. t,. d 1 •. ht 

pa,1 me "11h 62.000. A, a pilol. 1ha1 hurl my prtd\·. ,o v. hl:n h1.. .1hl 1h.11 

\• 111111112,1 J.!_alll'-' l k hq!an 111:111,..L'lmi! 11. ,111J \ hi..:rop1n,c: \\J, horn 

~k1l'r ll',:lnll~ left \tii..:n1pro,l' to f111111J I trn\l'•; tafllhJtc:J to 

I kl-lr11111l· .\11-.1 \h.·,1lc:~ h:11 Ultl't 1h1: ,.1lc uf \l1l·rnpw,c ltl Spcdrum 

HnJ.,h~ll :,.mJ 1, nl,,... ..:hJirman (:tml dud pla)h!,tc-n al lnlt'ra..:11\e \1.i!!ll 

- m a1azl n e March 1997 
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ARMY ARMED WITH COINS 
Ditl the lS military rt:ally pay Atari to protlu.:e a ,.:r,wn ol" Battle Zone to train soltli.:r,'! 

lh:r ,·1i.:w1ng /fo.ttt' /.om·, \l;tri ~ ~I) ,·c:l·t,,r J!r1ph1 .. :,. 

n~ baltk ,rn1u1.Uu.111. lh1.: 1 ·s \rm~ ,tppni;.11.hc,:d .\1.11 i o ,imul,1tio11. II.; uh_jt'l'h:d. k,,.'lili[: lhal \tan ,hould lltll £Cl 1m11ln~d w!lh thl' 

1

1
1'.1] 1 __ ,.,,... 

I h~ ' I rulli 

I 
\,.:' ,: •111,• 111 l .d l{othl'r:,! r:.:;,tor c11 /Jr,11h /,,,,, • .-\tiln \\J', c>mmi~sJt1n,·J 

.I """ · , "'' , ·, "" • f 11 .. ,,, /. "" thc! ·ndu,kJ ,_ "'"". l, ind 

I 
\tJl 11 • 11 , 11". h.:: <.\Ill' 

r · 1· , 1 ,:0·1, 11~ ••• ll u (fr, lin.·d,;:: It" 11, I he:\' tho,i.-Ju th:ll 

qu.: ,t <1 mnJif11.:d, n .. i~1n 01 1hc i;:a1nc !or lb~ i11 t1.11n1nc:,·. 

r'.11. i;ami: w -. ... n nw,,1011,·..: n111 hy thi.: I s 

mili1,u~ hu linalh.- hq!an ,,oik on th~ proJC:l:t 111 1981 ,1111..·1 h.'1.:c1 o11~ 

\\ot1ld nc-1..•,J 111 find ,111111..•cmc l'l"c to i.:r..:;11c 1hl' 1111.1! pr11dw.ti1111 ,c,.,11111). Ii 

{(111\.. Ko11crg three 1n,1111hs 111' i.:Oll!'<t~int w,,rk tt, Ji:\~l,1p 1hs: pn ~ ... t~ l'l' 

.. tmwJ. \i 111 J,·, Jed 111 ,ur .. u ... 1hc mll111,y ..;1m hu·- 111 .. , .... 1· _11h·..: 

l!..ihi:·i.:"" 11·,, 11 ...... ,. J ~ami: ~:: l.'J 1\ "I' \/Jn,/ Rulh,. . I, , \t,111 In 

\" th f1. Jnw \IJI x""11 1:1f•, l{11:,.:l1· Ht.·1·101 Lilli llu";.1l"ll J)t.·lman .\ftcr 

he c \ ; 1• !"..:LI a L. __ 1 •. ll' tfrccmcnt \\ .. ·1 I 'h . .1· 1 1111 1J Roth._ • , 

pro1c1.1 \\ • I 1ri~ 11.·<l HlL n:n ... nnl "i1ar \\ u.,· \n . .:\Tll lh.Jugh 1h..: pr '.ll'"-

GAME HEROINES IN PORN SHOCKER 
Do, 1cleogumc heroine, ,tar in X-ratL·d LOilll<-', and 11w1 ic, 111 Japan'.' 

. 

1 

l K. II , 10 h1g J1..·.11 lh t mmt (.imc hn11i·1l·, rou1111cl~ 

,t.,r in X rall·d .:nlt'rl,1inmcn1 w w·1 wt n ~.unc:,. 

I ht· I rnth 

11 ~ 11u1..· m t)I llu1•c,) popu1.ir fol, ~-1c.1r, hla(i-. anJ-,,h1tc 'fon-Ptl) · 

tr 1r h,nH·,·..:r tl at• 1 11~ ofliual(y i..:cn,cJ J,1rmc,c amm1.. S1rcc1 I 1ghtcr 

n,,,1c < h 11 

n C'.lll\ S1 ny h,i.. h,1J .i h.md ·1 the d"-''1)!11 ·f :"-iinti:nJo 

I ht• "I rulh 

lt''i 1rur ;11 v 11 • "it,11\' ·h1r, in the '.\f'S arHI Supl'r '\'J s hll lht.') r-· ju • 

-;ound h1:,,. I he Super :\I Sin p:1nkul.a1 hcndi\'i frn111 a Snnv PC\I ,:hip 

m~htl \\ hu.:h ~1\·c, 1 llHh.:h hc11cr .,11un,J qu.dit,.· th;in u p: •rr: .·t.ir:,- chip-. 

in the \k:_.1 Dn\·c Onl} lhl' 

!:l•n-.p1r,1l·y thconc"' w~l·rch) 

the rrc c-c(' d J Son~ chip 
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ROTTEN APPLE IN ATARI'S BARREL 
Did Apple founder Steve Jobs screw Appk co-founder Steve Wozniak 

out of thousands of dollars while tksignrng a game at Atari'! 

hilc worl-.ing at Atari. Sten) 

.Job., was prom1,cd SI .OOO 

l'or cui.:h i.:hip he i.:ould 

rcmo\'C from 1hc de,ign of 

lfrealout lk J,Ked h1, friend Ste,e Wo,niak 

for help, tdling him he'll hcl.'.'n pronfr,cd S 100 

per i.:hip, ,md pronfr.,mg to ,pin the money. 

The Truth 

The: sll·r~ .., cc1a1b arc w;-ong. hut otncrwi,c it 

,, c,.,;cntJally trui: fhc mo-,t 1.:om:l·t ,cr .. mn ol 

! the ,Lory ,,,nh quotc, lnlm Wot) appear, in 

O\\en Lin,ma~er', i.:uriou,ly named , hut 

seminal. .\pplc: h1 ... 1ory hook "The ~ac 

BJth:oom Rc.idcr· 

(,\t;1ri·, 411th l'mploycc) to dc,1g.n 

/Jrt'lll.11111 Joh, went to Wol'.niak !who then 

Hl,,hrwll w1iuld pa~ thl'IO ~I.OOO 11 lh"' ~,1mc 

., 1thout sleep. Jot,, and Wo1n1ak h:1d r~duccd 

Y.:ar, later \\;)/111..J.li. h1,>kc d11\\ll 10 tears 

,\,I" si• ,.'li..!it:int. no one w1th1n \1..1111,:oulJ 

11:•ure it ou!. ,rnd thc dei.t:•n had lo hl· 

l 

11 :,•dul·t1or: model I ,n,rked at Hewktt-Packardi and told him that 

~""'=~="'~~~~~~~~~~~~......,,....,....,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,;~~_...,......,....,,,....,,..,...,..,"'"=""""'=='"~ 

r us MARINE~s ~BATTLE oEMoNs FROM HELL I: 
Do US tax dollars pay Marines to pl.iy Doom'! 

l"hc US ~farinc Corp, ha!>. created a ,pel·1al vcn,ion of 1d 

Software·, Dor1111 for training ,uld1cr, 

The Truth 

11·, 11..i1.: . th,.; LS .\1anne Corp, ha, created a ,pec1al ,·ers10n of Dnom for 

training ,old1cr,. ,\cl"on.ling to Col. Paul HanoH~r. the: .\tarinc:-moditlc:d 

rcquirc:d to al"compli,h on the battlefield. ( It ,hould be noted tha1 all kind, 

WILLIAMS 'CEMENTS' REPUTATION 
Did Williams (literally) steamroll a batch of Marble Madness 2 hoards to destroy inventory! 

hen William, pun.:ha,ed TWI (al-.a Alan Coin-op), it 

joined an c~du,n·e group (Atari, with E.T.. ,rnd Apple, 

with the ill-fated 'Twigg)· drive), by ph),ically 

demofo,hing hardwarc (J-larhle .'t.fad11t',., 2 an.:adc 

hoards , wuh a ,1c,11nroller), lo legally dc,lroy in\'cntory for ta, purpo,c,. 

The Truth 

According 10 \lark Cern)·, who acntcJ Marble Mtld11~s.\· {nglHJ . . 'vlurhlt· 

MoJ,wn 2 "a, never manufactured. The proto1ype performed poor!) al 

test loc;it1on\, unJ Atari decided again,1 manufacturing the game At mo,t. 

ten to 12 bo,1rJ, ,ue belit:\ocd to be in cxi~tcnce. 

- · magazine March 1997 
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A meeting point for media capitalising 
on the digital entertainment revolution 

T 
his month, nostalgia clashes_ with futuri-sm, as a CD--ROM dedicated to 
James Bond and a dramatic adaptation of 'Fear and Loathing 1n Las 
Vegas· bustle for space against a satellite communicator and an 

advanced Internet phone. Also on the agenda 1s a run down on the latest hacker 
non-f1ct1on and a review of Microsoft's N1ckelodeon 30 Movie Maker £ CD-ROM. 1n which its conservative image goes out the window. 

• Produced by Microsoft 

• Developed by Microsoft 

• £40 

• Outnow 

3D Movie Maker 

T 
he do-it-yourself cartoon 
seems to be a popular genre at 
thi= moment. EA recently 

released the brilliant Simpsons Cartoon 
Maker. and Batman and the X-Men have 
both been given a similar treatment 
courtesy of Random House. Now 
Microsoft has re-entered the fray with a 
rehash of its own 30 Movie Maker, 
which features characters taken from 
Nickelodeon cartoons such as 'Ren and 
Stimpy' and 'Rocko's Modern Life'. 

Here. Microsoft never wanders far 
from accepted DIY cartoon wisdom. As 
with all other titles. the user selects a 
scene. selects a character. clicks the 
mouse button and drags said character 
about the screen. Hey presto: one very 
basic cartoon. Of course. on top of this 1t 
is possible to add more characters. a 
few interesting obJects. and even some 
speech thanks to a comprehensive 
sample library. More accomplished film 
makers can then go on to create whole 
movies with various scenes. camera 
angles and special effects thrown in for 
good measure. 

Where Movie Maker scores highly 1s 
in its sheer range of options Beneath 
the user-friendly interface lies a pretty 
sophisticated range of editing tools, and 
with perseverence some impressive 
results are possible. 

There are some problems. however. 
The visuals are not half as attractive. 
humorous or carefully designed as those 
in the Simpsons title, and it's frustratingly 
difficult to piece snippets of animation 
together. Overall, though, this is a fine 
piece of software. One thing's for sure. 
Edge never expected to find three 'fart' 
sound effects in a Microsoft product. 
This is almost worth the price alone. 

• GSC 10 0 communicator 

• Magellan 

•£1 .500 

• Available Summer ·97 

• http:/ / www.magellanp~com 

GS( 100 communicator 

ith conventional GPS (global 
positioning system) satellite 
navigation systems. you can 

find your way to the most desolate areas 
of the world. But up until now. you've 
had no convenient way of staying in 
touch once you get there. The launch of 
28 ORBCOMM satellites, due to go 
online this Summer, will change all that. 

From this tiny, handheld GSC 100 
you'll be able to send e-mails to. and 
receive them from, any Internet address 
in the world. Sending a message from 
the top of Everest or the bottom of a 
capsized yacht won't even be that 
expensive. at around 25p for a 

250-word message. Future 
developments should allow your 

e-mails to be originated by 
standard fax or even voice calls. 

As well as the ORBCOMM 
messaging service. the GSC 100 
also incorporates a state-of
the-art GPS navigation system. 
which means 1f, while at the top 
of Everest. you're suddenly 
stuck for ideas as to how to get 
down. the GSC 100 can help out. 

Naturally, this won't be the 
final word in communications 
technology. Challenging the GSC 
100 in 1998 will be a brand new 
generation of satellite telephones 
from Iridium. many times smaller 
than current briefcase-sized units. 
Size does. of course. matter. 

GSC 100 Communicator Contact Magellan, tel: 001 909 394 5000 

• Produced by Eidos 

• Developed by MGM Interactive 

•£30 

• Release: March 

Ultimate James Bond 

T 
here's a great exchange in 
Trainspotting' where Renton 
complains to Mother Superior 

about Sick Boy's complete lack of moral 
fibre. Mother Superior thinks about this 
for a second before replying, • Ah, but 
he knows an awful lot about Sean 
Connery.' It was. of course. the James 
Bond-era Connery that Sick Boy was 
interested in. and his obsession. 
documented in such a hip, modern 
book, 1s a testement to 007's 
unwavering place in the British psyche. 

Sick Boy would no doubt thoroughly 
enjoy The Ultimate James Bond: An 
Interactive Dossier. which is pretty 
much everything a multimedia product 
should be: beautifully presented. well 
cross-referenced and absolutely full of 
information. Every one of the 17 proper 
James Bond films can be studied in 
detail here. right down to the cars 007 
drives. the gadgets he uses and the 
women he ... well, kisses before the 
camera pans away (only to return when 
the couple are lying in bed puffing on 
post-coital c1gs). 
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30/ fx camera 

CJ 
emember those scratchy 3D postcards you 
used to get in the '70s? Now you can take 
your own rather unconvincing 

multidimensional snaps with this 30/fx camera. It 
works by putting three separate, small images (one 
from each of the three lenses) on each negative. 
These are combined during processing to produce 
the final 30 print. The 3D/fx comes with a flash for 
indoor photography, 1s completely reusable and takes 
standard 35mm film. 

The £40 price tag doesn't get buy much of a 
camera - it has manual winding with fixed focus and 
exposure - but considering other 30 models start at 
£100, the price is reasonable. However, using 36-
exposure ISO 400 film, you'll get 24 in-depth 30 prints 
back from the processor for a staggering £20 a roll .. 

Programmable game controller 

D 
radition says that PC owners play games, 
while Mac users sit around being arty. 
Gravis, though, reckons there are a lot 

frustated gamesters sitting in front of their PowerPCs. 
The Firebird super-joystick is just for them. 

The Firebird, apart from looking like the flight deck 
of a Harrier jump jet, has 13 programmable buttons 
for keyboard and even mouse commands. For flight 
fanatics, the stick can link up to rudder pedals for 
extra realism. It's also got a T-grip analogue throttle 
and eight-way hat switch, which at least sounds good. 

In the likely event that you forget which buttons 
you've programmed for which games, the F1reb1rd 
comes with software that will print out a reference 
card visually depicting the button configuration. The 
device should be arriving in the UK soon. 

• Mac Firebird • S90 ( approx. £56) 
• Gravis • Out now (US) 

Firebird joystick Gravis, tel: 001 604 43 1 5020 

The depth of the package 1s also highly impressive In the James Bond profile, 
for example, the user can study a guide to the secret agent's favourite alcoholic 
beverages - it's even possible to listen to dialogue clips of Bond waxing lyrical 
about vintage champagne and malt whiskies. Great stuff. 

Club tickets 

AXIS Internet telephone 

F 
or Net-heads who simply refuse to stop 
browsing even to answer the telephone, 
Uniden has just launched the AXIS Internet 

Appliance in the US. 
AXIS combines a digital cordless telephone with a 

keyboard and LCD graphic display, conveniently 
centralising all your communications needs. It will 
also automatically retrieve e-mail messages 
throughout the day, flashing an alert when there's 
one waiting. And with a 2,000-message memory, the 
AXIS should be capacious enough for even the most 
socially-in-demand users. 

Available now for around $300 (approx. £ 187), the 
AXIS will soon be able to access special pages 
carrying news services, stock quotes and even fully 
capable Web browsers. 

• AXIS internet phone • $100 (approx. £187) 
• Uniden 

£ 

Suikoden videos & CDs 

In effect, no aspect of the films is left unexamined. There are character 
portraits of all the allies, vi llains and Bond girls, as well as dozens of backstage 
photos and 55 minutes of FMV clips. Most importantly, there's plenty of intelligent 
and informative text - an element often overlooked when designers are struggling 
to produce flash graphical interfaces and FMV interludes. 

MGM Interactive has done a tremendous job of pulling together a vast amount 
of information and making it all look and sound remarkably interesting. There are 
only a couple of gripes: a broader range of film reviews would have been great, as 
would a James Bond psychological profile (one was recently written by a respected 
psychologist). Furthermore, Edge isn't really sure who this kind of product is aimed 
at - as much as there is here, fanatics and academics will want a hell of a lot more, 
and those wi th a passing interest will not want to fork out £30. Other than that, The 

. Ultimate James Bond is an excellent companion to a legendary series of movies. 

I 
n last month's Out There 
section, Edge covered an 
electronic art exh1b1tion 

entitled Video Positive 97. The event 
has a launch party at Liverpool's Cream 
club on April 11, which will include 
guest DJs as well as art exh1b1t1ons. 
Also, the event's student conference 
has its own launch party on April 16 at 
Manchester's legendary Hacienda club. 
Edge has 50 pairs of tickets for both 
events to give away. To stand a chance 
of winning, answer the following: 

m ased on the.same story as 'BOS 

cult 1V classic, The water 
Margin', 'Su1koden: Demon 

Century' 1s a fabulous animated series full of 
histrionic violence, typically apocalyptic 
scenarios and weird characters The story 
has also recently been converted into a 
PlayStat1on RPG title, aptly named Swkoden 
(E41), by Konami. In association with A.O. 
V1s1on, Edge can offer ten copies of the 
'Suikoden' Video (volume one) and the 
Swkoden game, to the first ten people who 
answer the following question correctly· 

Name one of the three DJs responsible 

for mixing the 'Cream Live 2' CD 

cream 

Which Capcom game has been translated into 

both an anime feature and a motion picture? 

\',d'~ y,v en:')' e·· C ... :. ,,.. · ( :>ee '\ ; .,.,... ..., ~~: yo ,\ · '.D .- .,, ") c 'S. v j e -, 
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The Art of Hacking :E 

ii 8 ~ us,c which gets described as 'chilled • lmtiaz Malik ., 
E our ,soften too laborious. indulgent or c Q ;::; 
"" 

bonng even for background play Dub. on the •Sigma m !though the subject of computer hacking .. .. 
other hand, has a resonance and soul m,ss,ng has slipped slightly out of the general public tlO t .. '-' from much ambient electronica 'Mystenes of •£1l consciousness of late. there is obviously stlll E 0 ~ . 

i t "' creation' ,s a bnll1ant case ,n point. Spanning a an interest 1n the activity Judging by a recent 
;: 'S range of styles from the laid-back and 

• ISBN 1-85058-538-5 
proliferation of hacking books. .. g ?, 

"' unfocused work of Mad Professor (who To start with there's lmtiaz Malik's 'Computer z: > remixed 'Protection' so effectively) to the Hacking: Detection and Protection' which very much 
creepy, near-industrial noise of New Kingdom's belongs 1n the 'hacking is the greatest evil known to 
'Black Falcon Dub', this two-CD comp1lat1on ,s a man' category. Much of the material covered here is 
great 1ntroduct1on to a greater musical genre skilfully collated from a wide range of books, but that 

isn't to say that there isn't anything new. Far from 1t: 
1' m !though drum'n'bass IS an instantly there are chapters full of new insights on security 

i 1,stenable form of music. 1t can get a issues which any system administrator should be 
little tnte 1f not earned out with some sense of aware of 1f they have UNIX-, VMS- or DOS-based 

6 expenmentat,on Tile artists on 'Quango Sport' systems. The detail 1n these chapters alone Justifies 
t: ~ 

0 ~ play ,t straight, but Just about get away with ,t the cover pnce. There are also chapters on hacking 
Q. i: 
"' "' Cool Breeze's opener. ·can't Deal With This·. itself (but not the usual stories of personalities and 
0 'S .. pretty much sets the tone for the whole their exploits) and British phone phreaking - the first c 0 .. i: compilation: sparse. laid back, pleasant. Alex 1nc1dent dating back to the 1950s. ::, 

"' O' > 
Reece, Kid Loops and Cloud Nine add to the Malik has also compiled the most exhaustive list 
near-soporific ambience. Even Tncky's sinister of hacking boxes to date, from the ubiquitous blue 
'Brand New You're Retro' has been remixed to box (used to make free long-distance phone calls) to 
sound bouncy and approachable the cheese box (used by bookies to make calls that 

cannot be traced by the police). Rounding off wi th a 
1' [;I or 'Future sour read acid Jazz. because • Eric S. Raymond chapter on encryption (perhaps one of the few 

l that ,s exactly what this mellow defences the user has against hacking), Malik has 
comp1lat1on reeks of. Tile presence of Freak • MITF'ffls provided an information source that should be read 
Power. Young D1sc1ples and Jhel,sa confirm the by professional and home users alike. 

€ d1agnos1s: ,t ,s actually sacnleg,ous to produce •£14 Approaching the subJect from a more "= 0 

"' an acid 1azz CD which doesn't contain the sympathetic angle 1s Eric Raymond's 'New Hacker's "' t 'S • ISBN 0-26H8092-0 
Dictionary' which takes a definitive look at the ::, g latter's 'Fnendly Pressure' track. While the 

;; "' songs here often verge on lush 70S lounge bewildering mishmash of hacker jargon, slang and u.. > 
mus,c ('Rise' from N1ght1mares on wax being technospeak. In some ways it could be said that 
the prime culpnt), there ,s a lazy style about creating a lexicon like this legitimises the whole 
this album which effortlessly endears ,t to the hacker ethos somewhat, and the book does tend to 
hstener Turn on. tune 1n, pass out. reinforce the common urban belief that the students 

at the MIT Al lab - who simply enJoyed finding out 

1 [;I or evidence that trance and melodic how a system worked - are the true hackers. But as 
forms of techno have much ,n common an academic work 1t 1s unsurpassed and, if you relish 

I with 1980S v1deogame music look no further Jargon and technospeak for its humour and .. 
c if. than Art of Trance's debut album. Wildlife on 1nvent1veness. the rich language on display in the 

0 
~ 'The ... Dictionary' will provide you with lots of c One' kicks off with recent club stormer. 

0 c 

~ 
~ 'Kaleidoscope', a bouncy, nchly layered track entertaining material. Highly recommended. >-

:;; 0 that sounds like a Martin Ga""ay or Tim Follin For a more objective look at the exploits of 

~ ~ C64 tune dragged into the '90S; before moving hackers and phone phreakers, 'Approaching zero', 
through the tuneful excesses of 'Glona·. recently re-released by Faber and Faber, is a must. 
'Octopus' and ·cambod,a' Those craving more Whereas most current books focus on the high-profile 
variety, however. may prefer volume one or cases of hacking, here the early days of the act1v1ty 
two of Plat,pus' own comp1lat1ons instead are recounted in detail, providing a welcome 

• Bryan Clough. Paul Mungo background to some of the cases and events you 
> 1' m unter S. Thompson's vivid tale of drug· may have read about elsewhere. 
...J ~ ~~LM,itt./6-..s c 

fuelled paranoia has been released ,n • Faber and Faber Unlike the previous books, 'Approaching zero· .. ~ t!!>)!~. ~ this spoken word form ,n celebration of the also widens its scope to take in other data-crime c a. :.c E book's 25th anniversary Harry Dean Stanton •£5 issues. For example, a large section of the book gives :. 0 f f I exudes slow obliviousness as the narrator, the most concise account of the development of the 0 ..c .., >- • ISBN 0-571-1681 H .., vi while Jim Jarmusch ,s suitably sardonic as computer virus to date. Beginning with the first c:: .. ~ 

documented attack, 1n October '87 at the University of ., Duke. and ·s,mpsons· regulars Dan 'Homer' .. 'E .. Delaware, and moving on to more recent onslaughts .. ::, Castellaneta and Harry 'Barney' Shearer u.. :,: 

provide flavour around the periphery. Never as (which seem to grow more malicious as the years go 
worthwhile an expenence as the book, but Just by), this section is a gripping read in itself. 
the ticket for those who can't be arsed to read ,t. Written in a very accessible style, reminiscent of 

'The Hacker Crackdown' by Bruce Ster1ing, 

" m fter dnft,ng aimlessly through the world 'Approaching zero' offers much information that you 
i of ambient for the last few years. Alex may not have encountered before, most notably the 

Paterson has steered his collective back on details surrounding the UK Prestel hack (where a 
course, wtth a fiercer and more exc1t1ng spin on computer user managed to hack into Prestel, get 
that unmistakably spl1ffed-out sound The dub himself super user privileges and then access the 

c:: backbone remains. and none of the playfulness Royal Family's accounts). Rounding off with the 0 _Q 

.E 0 has been lost. But gone are the sprawling authors· own account of the infamous E911 
=e .. 

document trial of the Legion of Doom, this 1s a worthy ..c build-ups and strung-out structures. replaced 0 >-
with a more direct and almost techno-based add1t1on to your library on computer hacking. 
approach. A return to roots with a nod to the 
future The Orb are back ,n business. 



Righteous 3 
The Monster 

Slayar 
Introducing Righteous 30. Whether 
you're into serious flight sims or 
hardcore mutant-blasting, there's nothing 
in the galaxy that can pump more 30 
reality into your games. 

• Revolutionary 30 technology 
• Real-time interactve rendering 
• Full motion frame rate performance 
• Full feature simultaneous 30 

acceleratiol)lil 
• Windows 95 Direct 30 support 
• Transparent operation with VGA ... ~!!,iiP}r" 

accelerators 

"Righteous 30 •••••.• the sort of 
impact that can't be 
measured •••• it has to be experi
enced." 

•fut, fut, fut" 
January 1997 

"Orchid's Righteous 30 card is an 
impressive piece of hardware and 
is yet another feather in the cap of 
the Orchid development team" 
January 1997 ...---..11:1 ___ .._,,,. .. 
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test screen 

E 

ei MDK 

The monsters feature impressive 
texturing and amusing animation 

MOK features a variety of gameplay elements, 
including the superb gliding sections, which often 
call for leaps from genuinely dizzying heights 

L 
ooking at MOK, it's not difficult to see why 
Shiny Entertainment is considered one of the 
most accomplished development houses in 

the world. For a company that's produced actually 
very little in terms of ground-breaking titles, its first 
foray into the notoriously over-subscribed PC market 
deserves to be a resounding success. Murder Death 
Kill (to give it its full, but unofficial, name) is addictive, 
imaginative and shines with the black humour that 
devotees of Earthworm Jim will already be familiar with. 

At first looks, MOK is a straight-out shoot 'em up. 
The first level begins with the player skydiving onto a 
huge alien ship, already serving up swift and certain 
death to the people of Earth. This sub-game appears 
initially weak, reminiscent of a weedy FMV title, until 
the player begins to realise that this is simply a 
dangerous bonus stage, that the ground is not a dead 
texture, but scaleable, and that it's getting steadily 
closer. The searchlight that strikes out from the alien 
ship becomes a menace as missiles home in on the 
hero, Kurt. weapons fly past, and must be collected 
before the inevitable happens, and the player 
plummets to the ship below. If it's done well, Kurt will 
begin each level with grenades, enhanced weaponry 
and full health. 

Already, Shiny is asking players to forget about 
playing the game for distance, and asking them to 

remember how games used to be played; pick up 
everything, no matter how unreachable it may seem, 
or how insignificant; ki ll every monster; search every 
room thoroughly; and always take the higher ground. 
This is something that many people may find difficult, 
for such is the visible splendour of MOK that there's a 
strong temptation to ignore these details and head 
straight for the next visual overload. 

once on the ship, the game gets into its 3D stride. 
The vast, weird architecture of the alien ships form a 
series of huge arenas and strange corridors. Texturing 
is handled with care, filling just enough to give each 
level its own feel and to highlight the route without 
maxing out the frame rate (a lthough Edge would love 
to see MOK using 3Dfx). The designers have been 
particularly clever here, giving the player a narrow 
but deep field of vision, eliminating the need for 
any distance fogging and allowing for some unique 
play mechanics. 

The two most vital components to gameplay are 
Kurt's sniper mode and his ability to gl ide. The first is 
one of the most startlingly original concepts to appear 
in a game for years, and will no doubt have the likes of 
Core and even id taking notes as the player moves 
from the third-person sprite perspective to the first
person, zooming his crosshairs in on the distant 
explosives and alien sentries that, with a characteristic 



sense of humour. often appear to be taunting the 
hero. Once the target is locked, robots can be killed 
with one shot to the head. Without sniping, they could 
take many more, which gives the game much of its 
tactical weight, as the player strives to find the perfect 
'grassy knoll' from which to pick off the most 
dangerous enemies. 

MOK most resembles a 3D platformer when Kurt 
glides and leaps across the rooftops to reach pick-ups. 
It requires considerable skill to perfect and gives the 
player access to kind of complex moves that fans of 
Tomb Raider will already be familiar with. Often, Kurt 
will have to string a number of fancy jumps and glides 
together at once, while avoiding the frenzied attack of 
a horde of flying, stomping, and very often bomb
laden, aliens. Each hit throws him off course, and as 
the ledges narrow and get further apart (particularly 
on the later levels), there's an awful lot more to think 
about than where the fire button is. 

As with Shiny's previous creation, Earthworm Jim, 
MOK's game play is varied. The skydiving stages give 
way to the 3D levels, which in turn contain more 
skydiving sections, surfboard level links and top-down 
3D bombing raids accessed by commandeering one of 
the alien fighte rs. It's all done with aplomb, and more 
than a touch of comedy. The Earthworm Jim pick-up, 
for example, drops a huge cow onto unsuspecting 
aliens, and if used at the wrong time, even drops a 
cow on Kurt, killing him. The bosses that feature in 
eac,h of the seven levels are beautifully drawn and, if 
handled properly, find themselves at the mercy (or 
not) of Kurt's sniper rifle, as Shiny encourages players 
to indulge their more sadistic urges. 

MOK really is one of a kind, and though not fully 

Some of the aliens are huge 
(above), and can only be killed by 
explosives or a well-placed 
sniper shot to the temple. Some · 
levels feature aliens in floatation 
tanks (with impressive 
transparency effects) and strange 
walkways floating in space (left) 

explored here, a grateful nod must go to the incredible 
artwork, the perfect pace, the originality of the aliens 
and their creepy, truly alien world - and of course to 
Shiny, a team that has not only embraced 3D, £ 
but mastered it first time out. Dazzling. 

Edge rati ng : 

Nine out of ten 

More innovation: the sniper mode allows Kurt to 
zoom in on his enemies and shoot them from afar 

Format PC Publisher: Interplay 

Developer: Shiny Ent. Price: £40 Release: TBA 

test sc reen 

There's no shortage of imagination 
in the Shiny camp, as these mind
boggling levels demonstrate 
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testsc r e en 

·i Ecstatica 2 

Ifs when opting for viewpoints such as this (top) that the control system problems really 
become apparenl The ellipsoid system proves excellent at depicting skeletons (above right) 

rn ehind the original Ecstatica's enthusiastically 
bloody scene-setting and cartoon appeal, the 
fixed viewpoints rendered gameplay 

remarkably similar to the aged Alone in the Dark 
series. Since then the likes of Fade To Black and, more 
recently, Tomb Raider have taken the third-person 
action adventure beyond these confines, using 
improved PC processing capabilities to power full 3D 
engines capable of tracking player movement in 
realtime. PC gamers have tasted a new genre which 
offers the dynamism of Quake, yet brings all the 
benefits of actually being able to see the protagonist 
on screen. Which begs the question, can there really 
be a place for the statically viewed Ecstatica 2? 

Early signs are positive. The 3D engine retains 
ellipsoids, but now sports full SVGA clarity, something 
which the artists have taken full advantage of. In 
Ecstatica 2 the curved motif is used throughout, the 
sleek lines of the various creatures mirrored in every 
brick and cobbled pathway of the castle. It's a simple 
idea. but one which furthers the feeling of graphical 
individuality. The extra resolution hasn't resulted in any 
appreciable speed loss, either, animation remaining 
achingly smooth on all creatures in the game, from 
horses and trolls to the Errol Flynn-esque hero. 

The dimensions of the game world have also been 
ramped up, with nearly 2,000 locations in comparison 
to the original's 80. The hero's repertoire of fighting 
moves is similarly impressive, bestowing an almost 
beat 'em up level of complexity to combat. Sideways 
rolls. spinning kicks, and a whole range of weapon 
attacks can be used against the array of enemies, 
which range from rats and giant spiders to green
skinned ores and hulking great demons. such diversity 
in assai lants and possible moves adds greatly to 
skirmishes, with each creature type possessing its 
own strengths and weaknesses, some attacking singly, 
others in groups. As with the original there's much 
blood letting, but then held against Resident Evil's gore 
the images here seem far from shocking. 

Sad ly, the minor gameplay flaws which plagued 
the original Ecstatica also blight this sequel. Actually 
lining the hero up in the right direction is awkward at 
the best of times. nigh on impossible to achieve when 
in a tense fight-or-flight situation. It's a problem 
further compounded by the many viewpoints which 
reduce the player to a speck in the distance. and by 
the accuracy necessary to actually inflict damage on 
opponents. All too often it's possible to die at the 
hands of a monster simply because a sequence of 
lunges with a sword missed by a couple of pixels. 
Given the complexity of manoeuvring a character 
through 3D environments, a more forgiving system 
wou ld have been expected. 

Even the multitude of subtle touches in the game 
can give rise to frustrations. Why, for instance, is it 
possible for our hero to pick up a nearby rat. but 
weapons held by slain monsters remain out of 
bounds? The abi lity to plunder those defeated in order 
to gain better weaponry would have added greatly to 
the sense of progression. Too often the player 
discovers potentially useful objects, on ly to discover 
that they exist merely for decoration. 

And then there's the decision to stick with that 
fixed viewpoint system. It's an understandable move, 



test screen 

There are around 35 different types of enemy, one or two of which are actually vaguely human (left). The ellipsoid system proves invaluable in 
creating solid-looking characters. Used with exemplary animation, the fight scenes make up some of the game's most interesting-looking aspects 

given the overhead associated with using ellipsoids 
rather than triangular-based objects. And such 
detailed and diverse locations would be impossible to 
replicate using a realtime 3D system. But the quality of 
the environment in Tomb Raider isn't that inferior, and 
the benefits of a dynamically tracking camera would 
have solved many of Ecstatica 2's problems. Certainly 
navigation and combat would have worked far more 
effectively, whi le the loading delays that precede each 
new location would have been eliminated. 

And yet Ecstatica 2 remains hugely appealing, 
simply because it's obviously been conceived with 
such care in every other area. and because the 
balance between fighting, exploration and puzzle 
solving has been remarkably well judged. Few games 
can spin out an epic story so well, the blend of 
cinematic viewing angles and genuinely interactive 
gameplay proving hard to resist. And those el lipsoid· 
based graphics rea lly are a cut above the usual 
generic polygon-based mush. For once game 
characters actually look like they exist within the game 
world - the way the hero strides up stairwells. battles 
it out in courtyards and strives to recover his beloved 
Ecstatica from the clutches of the final demon is 
pure filmic magic. 

Although the prerendered graphics are naturally 
limited, they allow for some glorious scenes 

The challenge Ecstatica 2 poses gamers is 
tremendous, and those curious ellipsoids have once 
again proven to be a refreshing alternative to the 
mainstream 3D style. But the time invested expanding 
the game world might have been better used ironing 
out the problems posed by that control system. 

Like its predecessor, Ecstatica 2 is a game with 
more balls than most. But maybe that's no £ 
longer quite enough. 

Edge rating : 

seven out of ten 

Andrew Spencer Studios has used a blend of fractal algorithms and those ubiquitous 
ellipsoids to generate scenery. The result is a host of unique and atmospheric environments 

Format PC Publisher: Psygnosis 
Developer: AS Studios Price: £40 Release: Out now 
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test screen 

E 

·, Dark savior 

Garian can only move along the four 
compass points, meaning that 
gameplay can prove rather strid 

The variety of locations in Dark Savior is one of its distinctive qualities - the lurid colour schemes of this 
showgirls bar (main), situated in the game's underground prison complex. is in marked contrast to the 
more naturalistic tones elsewhere (above right). The caged Bilan (left), whose passage you are overseeing 

[;] 

uilding on its previous isometric arcade 
adventures - Land Stalker on the Mega Drive 
and Lady Stalker on the SNES - Japanese 

developer Climax obviously knew just what it wanted 
to achieve with Dark savior. Using the same mix of 
story-driven RPG wrapped around a core of problem 
solving and combat, the game owes everything to the 
time when Ultimate first afflicted Sabreman with 
lycanthropy in Knight Lore. Now, of course, the 3D 
effect isn't restricted to merely a clever programming 
trick, having been elevated to creating a proper 
environment capable of being viewed from any angle. 

And it's the 3D world of Dark savior that impresses 
most. Unlike previous games of this type - Equinox on 
the SNES, for instance - the locations in the game 
really are proper settings, not merely a series of 
abstract, unconnected rooms. Getting across a 
yawning chasm doesn't mean jumping on the usual 
nondescript floating blocks, but requires negotiating a 
functioning crane or a series of decidedly unsafe
looking girders. While the game engine does suffer 
slightly from the usual Saturn glitching and slight 
slowdown when there's too much going on, it doesn't 
detract from the overall effect. The problem of judging 
distances and alignment of obstacles that has always 
plagued isometric 3D games is also negated somewhat 

Being able to temporaily view your position 
from different angles is a very welcome feature 

Sub-plots include the appearance of a female 
bounty hunter, but might have been improved 

by allowing you to temporarily adjust your viewpoint 
and better gauge what action to take next. 

Fortunately, the RPG element is just as inventive 
as the 3D environment, further illustrating the gap 
between the Japanese and western approach to 
justifying a game scenario. The fantastical and the 
conventional are easily integrated into the story as you 
assume the role of bounty hunter Garian, escorting the 
dangerous monster Bilan to its place of execution on 
the remote Jailer's Island. Add to this a smattering of 
disgruntled prisoners, a mad warden and a rival 
female ninja and, while you may not have the most 
taxing tale, it certainly makes a change from the 
stereotypical space-marines-out-to-kick-alien-ass 
attitude so popular with western designers. The 
importance Dark savior places on its story is also 
reflected in the way it tries to escape the usual RPG 
problem of replay value. Depending on how you 



complete the prologue adventure at the beginning of 
the game (as Bilan escapes from the boat transporting 
him to his execution). the rest of the adventure differs 
quite radically. Multiple routes mean that you could 
play up to five different versions of Dark Savior - albeit 
with some common scenes - with over 100 different 
endings. Edge finished the first 'parallel' in just over a 
day, so even playing through all of the game's many 

A blue bird called Jack accompanies Garian 
throughout the game, offering snippets of 
advice and even rescuing him at certain points 

Climax obviously tried to add depth to 
the fighting sedions of Dark Savior, but 
simply hitting buttons at random often 
proves to be an effedive combat option 

tes t screen 

The English translation is better 
than in many RPGs - but only just 

Edge finished the first 'parallel' in ,·ust over a day, 
so even playing through al of the game's many 

variations shouldn't present too much of an endeavour 

variations shouldn't present too much of an 
endeavour. but it's a neat touch nevertheless. 

As if to confirm its middle-ground stance between 
action game and RPG. Dark Savior strikes an uneasy 
balance with combat. Like its turn-based cousins. 
fighting takes place on a separate screen. but instead 
of choosing attacks from a menu, bouts involve a 
best-of-three-rounds. SFll-style button bash. However. 
while Garian can 'capture' opponents - thus giving him 
the ability to fight as different characters as well as 
performing blocks and special moves - furious. 
random button stabbing seems to serve just as well. 

If the individual parts of Dark Savior occasionally 
fall short of the mark, when brought together they 
make an engaging whole. and the game deserves to 
sell enough to encourage Sega to officially distribute 
more action-RPG crossovers such as the £ 
upcoming Grandia and its own Shining Holy Ark. 

Edge rating : 

Seven out of ten 

The game involves a mixture of adion elements, such as jumping between platforms (above 
left and centre), and more sedate encounters with numerous NPCs that appear throughout 

Format: Saturn Publisher: Sega 
Developer: Climax Price: £45 Release: Out now 
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test screen 

·i Die Hard Arcade 

Sneaking up behind enemies allows 
you to handcuff them (top), 
eliminating them immediately. 
Not all enemies are human (above) 

Playing games of Deep Scan 
beforehand allows you to earn as 
many game continues as you want 
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Up to four enemies can be engaged at once, although one or two is more common. In twoplayer mode, 
the number of charaders on screen can become confusing, but the Saturn handles such adion perfedly 

D hough Die Hard Arcade is a perfect Saturn 
conversion of the ST-V coin-op, to call it 
anything but a very competent arcade game 

would be inaccurate. With the exception of a few 
options to bypass certain sections. it is a strictly linear 
affair, making for a very predictable experience. 

Limited as it is in this respect, Die Hard Arcade 
boasts extraordinary depth in other areas. The number 
of attacking moves that the good guys possess would 
qual ify them for entry into most straight one-on-one 
beat 'em ups. From complicated punch and kick 
combinations to throws and throw-breaking kicks, 
there's more to the three-button control scheme than 
there might at first appear. 

But the game doesn't limit itself to hand-to-hand 
combat: included in the levels are a whole arsenal of 
both offensive and more makeshift weaponry. For 
instance, the machine and hand guns cause fairly self
explanatory damage, but broomsticks. assorted items 
of throwable furniture (a grandfather clock at one 
stage) and the self-assembly flame thrower help make 
the game far more interesting and varied than the 
many of its type that have gone before. And for those 
more conscious of correct police procedure, swift 
manoeuvring can also see enemies firmly handcuffed 
and out of the game. 

However, as accomplished an arcade game as Die 
Hard Arcade might be. serious questions have to be 
asked of it as a Saturn release. With plenty of 
continues (an unlimited supply can be earned 
beforehand in rounds of the antique submarine game 
Deep Scan). the game can be completed by a total 
novice in under 20 minutes. Although the idea then is 
to finish in quicker and more life-economic times. that 
kind of replay play is never as satisfying as the 
exploration of new areas. True. the excellent 
twoplayer game adds a lot - friendly fire becomes a 
danger here if the option is turned on - but. again, not 

as much as 20 more levels and a range of alternative 
routes would have done. 

Die Hard Arcade is another fine Sega coin-op, well 
converted to the Saturn. Unlike such arcade/Saturn 
hits as Virtua Fighter and Sega Rally, though, it doesn't 
look fully at home, at home. For this type of £ 
game. Guardian Heroes still holds the honours. 

Edge rating: 

Six out of ten 

Items available for colledion are highlighted in 
red (top). Oddly, one stage sees you fighting 
your way through a public convenience (above) 

Format: Saturn Publisher: Sega 

Developer: In-house (AM1l Price: £45 (UK) Release: ·Out now 
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test screen 

E 

·1 Raystorm 

Raystorm takes the basic conventions of the vertical scroller and embellishes them with much visual innovation. Hence, a staggering complexity In 
realtlme backdrops (left) and great set pieces such as this waterfall (right), where the player's craft plunges over a precipice before reaching a boss 

Backgrounds range from seascapes 
(top) and deep space (middle) to 
huge light-sourced spacecraft 
slowly orbiting planets (above) 

hen Taito chose to convert its vertical 
scrolling arcade shoot 'em up, Rayforce, to 
a home system, it quite wisely chose the 

Saturn. One of the main assets of the game was its 
use of depth. with enemy fighters approaching from 
above and below the player, and the Saturn's sprite
scaling abilities handled this magnificently. For the 
coin-op sequel, though, Taito switched from sprites to 
polygons and the Playstation has taken over as the 
format of choice for a home conversion. 

The game looks even better in the home than it did 
the arcade. taking the basic ideas of depth and 
perspective from the original title and dressing up the 
whole concept up with some marvellous graphical 
touches. Enemy craft now reap the benefits of 
realtime light-sourcing, plunging into shadow beneath 
the player and reflecting lasers blasts and sunlight 
when they swoop back up. This effect is most 
effectively employed on level four, where finely 
detailed giant spaceships slowly rotate beneath the 
player all the time exposing different aspects of their 
chassis to the sunlight above. 

Other graphical touches are also put to marvellous 
use. In level two. for example, enemy craft slowly rise 
from beneath the ocean and many cruise along just 
beneath the surface. taking full advantage of the 
Playstation's transparency effects. Even when not 
revelling in visual tricks. RayStorm looks stunning: all 
its craft are cleverly designed and the backgrounds 
constantly surprise with their variety and invention. 

Most importantly, though, Raystorm is a 
thoroughly addictive experience. The dual shooting 
system (missiles Jock-on to targets below the player, 
while the blaster takes out enemies on the same level) 
works brilliantly here, constantly demanding that the 
player fights two wars at once. Added to this, the 
screen is a constant mass of beautifully lit explosions, 

projectiles and enemy craft. Though thoroughly 
derivative in its structure (eight levels, bosses at 
preset intersections), Raystorm achieves enough to 
keep players pumping away at the fire buttons for 
days on end. It's everything Philosoma should have 
been: a classic genre emblazoned with every trick in 
the PlayStation's book. 

The vertically scrolling shoot 'em up is perhaps the 
most recognisable videogame experience - one that 
can be traced all the way back to Space Invaders - and 
a whisper of its basic theme can be found in every 
single modern shoot 'em up. Which is perhaps why 
companies like Taito are still taking this archaic genre 
and exploiting it to produce enjoyable - if £ 
limited by their very nature - games. 

Edge rating : 

seven out of ten 

The saeen has a tendency to overload with 
aaft, laser fire and explosions at some points 

Format: PlayStation Publisher: Taito 
Developer: In-house Price: ¥5,800 (£30) Release: Out now (Japan) 



m fter the sterling work Reflections did on 
Destruction Derby 2, crafting a stunningly 
quick engine and complementing it with 

action-packed racing, Monster Trucks has some great 
expectations to deal with. With early details of a free 
orienteering mode, over landscapes formed from 
half a million polygons and covering, to scale, a six
mile square, Edge hoped to be reporting on a very 
specia l title indeed. 

Sadly, it wasn't to be. Instead. a title that seemed 
almost certain to crush Gremlin's mediocre Hardcore 
4x4 under its tyres stumbles badly in a number of 
important areas. 

The game is divided into three different modes: 
Circuit Racing, Endurance, and Car crushing. The last 
option proves the most forgettable, involving driving 
backwards and forwards over car wrecks, garnering as 
many points as possible before a time limit expires. 
Competition in this level is limited to keeping up with 
the scoring of another truck, which is taking part in the 
event in the other half of the arena. Just like 
Destruction Derby's bowls. this USP also proves to be 
an unwelcome and. frankly, tedious distraction from 
the real game. 

Circuit Racing, wh ich is as traditional as the game 
gets. is much better and shows off the game engine's 
strong points - its independent suspension system 
and physics. At first the handling is tricky, with lots of 
oversteer, but once mastered the frequent jumps and 
competitive racing provide some spectacular 
entertainment. There are flaws, though. Slowdown. for 

The rescue helicopter (top) is called at the touch 
of a button and deposits you elsewhere in the 
Endurance landscape. Clever lens flare (above) 

test screen 

Monster Trucks 

The Circuit Racing mode confines the player to a track featuring cliffs and unclimbable 
hills. These elements also manage to curtail some of the game's worst pop-up excesses 

one, and an over-sensitive damage meter that sees 
many races end in mechanical failure - not a 
disastrous state of affairs, but frustrating nonetheless. 

Endurance, on the other hand. cruelly exposes the 
engine's weaknesses. despite actually being the most 
enjoyable mode. Pop-up, the bane of many a driving 
game, prevails. Where circuit-based games can 
compensate with cunning track and scenery design, 
Endurance's wide open spaces give the engine no 
such cover. and the results can prove shocking. It's all 
very well challenging the player to find their way 
around impassable hills, but if you can't see the terrain 
until you've hit it, there's little scope for planning 
ahead. Perhaps this is why the races themselves. from 
checkpoint to checkpoint. take on such a familiar 
circuit flavour. The only way to ensure success is to 
follow the leading truck. who knows his way around, 
until the last straight. Ultimately, all Reflections· 
impressive talk of freedom and flexibility boils down to 
nothing more than the odd bit of corner cutting. 

There are other glitches. too. Take a wrong turning 
and you could end up in a strange alternative 
dimension of clashing polygons - a collision with a 
building can result in an infuriating bundle of fused 
shapes - and should you see too many of your 
competitors there's another generous helping of 
pace-sapping slowdown. 

Reflections' ambition in Monster Trucks is laudable 
but the game turns out to be far less so. It would 
appear that the genre simply does not lend itself to 
gameplay thrills as comfortably as the likes of £ 
Rage Racer and Sega Rally. 

Edge rat in g: 

Six out of ten 

Format: Playstation Publisher: Psygnosis 
Your travels take you through the 
occasional hamlet (above). The Car 
Crushing mode in full effect (top) Developer: Reflections Price: £45 Release: Out now 
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test screen 

ei Micro Mach·nes V3 

What can't be conveyed by these screenshots is just how impressively fluid Micro Machines vJ 
is. The PAL machine runs at a constant SOfps making it the smoothest polygon racer to date 

The breakfast table element makes 
a return in MMvl, now with cheese 
jumps and milk-spill skid-pans 

I 
n retrospect, the Micro Machines series 
almost seemed to mock the 16bit systems it 
dominated. Tiny vehicles, simplistic circuits 

and 'O' -level-Art-standard characterisation added up 
to an atmosphere that could best be described as 
cheap and cheerful. 

Though the Micro Machines toy-line license was 
hardly the hottest in town, CodeMasters had some 
killer cards up its sleeve: heaps and heaps of 
beautifully accessible gameplay presented in a 
balanced multiplayer environment. 

The leap from 16 to 32bit looked difficult, and the 
announcement that the game would be polygon based 
posed several questions. How would CodeMasters 
polish up the game up without losing its diminutive 
charm? would the gameplay survive the transition? 

After two years in development the game has 

Each time all but one of the players is destroyed, the remaining vehicle does a vidory jig 
(left) which goes on slightly too long. Ifs one of the game's few genuinely annoying traits 

- >· ---__ , 
materialised and its graphics remain endearing, while 
simultaneously managing to be highly impressive. 
Edge wouldn't have shed any tears if the characters 
have been dropped, but new renders have been 
drafted in and hit the cheese-spot harder than ever. 

Fortunately, despite these innovations, playing 
Micro Machines v3 feels almost exactly the same as 
playing its forebears. The slippy handling of the 
vehicles on offer is just right, as is the amount of 
difference between the way each type behaves. 

The third dimension does make itself felt in a 
number of constructive ways, though. some courses 
now have bumps which need to be taken into account 
when cornering; jumps abound; and CodeMasters has 
taken the opportunity to thrust the everyday items 
which make up the courses further into the fore than 
ever, making for some hugely distinctive tracks. 

The multitap-compatible multiplayer mode (which 
allows for up to eight-way races) - always the series' 
ace in the hole - is excellent, with better balanced 
weaponry and some really challenging courses that 
ba lance against many more open and forgiving ones. 

Naturally, it's not perfect. The camera occasionally 
abuses its new-found freedom, taking up obscure 
angles in during oneplayer games and making things 
difficult for the leader in party-play modes. 

These are minor criticisms, however. Micro 
Machines v3's blend of simplicity and variety in 
gameplay, plus its range of over 30 considerably 
different circuits, ensures that ultimately it gets £ 
Edge's firm recommendation. 

Edge rating : 

Eight out of ten 

"' Format PlayStation Publisher: CodeMasters 

Developer: In-house Price: £45 Release: March 





TIRED OF THE 
SAME OLD LINKS? 

CHANGE COURSE. 

THEN CHANGE IT AGAIN. AND AGAIN. UNTIL YOU'VE BUILT THE ULTIMATE 1 B HOLES. 

With SimGolf you can customise endless courses, making them as handicapped or as heart-lifting as you like. 

Once you've finished your masterpiece, prepare to tee off with the unique MouseSwing™, the ultimate power 

tool for real, excitement building golf. And this means you've got a life time membership at the world's most 

unique courses. 

After all, you built 

them. SimGolf, and the 

comprehensive Course Architect™, lets you design and 

play your own custom courses. You can even round up 

a foursome over your LAN, or perfect your swing to 

show off on the ultimate public course: the Internet. 

Maxis Ltd., Caledonia Hause, 223-231 Penlanville Raad, Landan, Nl 9NG 
• Telephone: 0171-505 1500 • Fax: 0171-505 1600 • Web Address: http://- .maxis.com • 



scorcher 

Players race around the 
tracks in Scorcher on 
futuristic bikes (below). 
Scavenger's Zyrinx team 
has created a lD engine 
that moves at a 
surprisingly swift rate even 
on relatively unambitious 
set-ups. Note the effective 
use of spot lighting effects 
(left), which further the 
game's odd atmosphere 

m s the dream that was Scavenger collapses 
under its self-generated expectations, 
Scorcher is released. For a futuristic 

motorbike racing game it would be unfair to expect 
anything original, but within the tight constraints of the 
racing genre, Scavenger's internal Zyrinx development 
team has created one of the most enjoyable yet simple 
titles for quite some time. 

Scorcher's main strength is its well implemented 
difficulty curve. The six tracks start at a challenging 
but rewarding level and as you progress through the 
race. taking out obstacles and dodging the pits and 
jumps that appear lap by lap, everything becomes 
temptingly harder. The near-perfect physics of the bike 
complement this brilliantly. Gravity and speed are well 
matched, the centripetal acceleration hurls you round 
corners, and the track edges are always threatening 
but never infuriatingly impossible to navigate. The 
whole affair belts along at a very respectable pace 
for a PC title, too. 

Although Geoff Crammond's Stunt Car Racer still 
represents the ultimate in off-the-wall, strangely 
designed, gravity-controlled action, Scorcher gets 
closer to most efforts in attempting to take the crown 
for many years. It's an enjoyable game that attempts 
and succeeds in giving the PC something more £ 
than a shoddy and unoriginal console port. 

Edge rati ng : 

Seven out of ten 

Format: PC also for Saturn ·, Publisher: GT Interactive I Developer: 

I Price: £35 I Release: 

scavenger 

Out now 

NBA Hangtime 

E 
ven though NBA Hangtime was made by the 
creators of the original NBA Jam, they weren't 
allowed to use the Jam name due to legal 

reasons. However, the lawyers couldn't stop the 
developers from using the same exact engine and nearly 
identical gameplay. 

If you've played NBA Jam. then you've played most of 
NBA Hangtime. New to Hangtime are features like fade
aways and dribbling manoeuvres that give the player 
more control than ever before. However. none of this 
really makes much difference.since the usual shove-and
dunk core gameplay of the series doesn't wait long before 
making itself known. A design-a-player option is perhaps 
the game's biggest difference to the titles it succeeds. but 
it ultimately proves of novelty value only. 

The fourplayer action of Hangtime is its saving grace. 
especially on the N64 where the readily available four 
controller ports make multi player gaming extremely 
simple. Beyond that. the game has little right calling the 
N64 home: the simple 2D sprites and digitised heads don't 
use half of the power available, and the poor frame rate is 
just unforgivable. In fact. the far inferior SNES plays host to 
a version that looks as almost as good and plays even 
better due to its more user-friendly controller. 

There are certainly worse things to do with your N64 
than enjoying a fourplayer game of NBA Hangtime (try 
Cruis'n USA for one). but remember that you could buy a 
second-hand SNES and the original NBA Jam (which gives 
Hangtime a run for its money, to say the very least) for 
nearly the same price as this cart. Assuming, of course, 
that you really want more of this kind of dated, £ 
and occasionally plain dull, gameplay. 

Edge rat ing : 

Five out of ten 

est scree n 

Hangtime's biggest draw is likely to be its enormous range of quirky 
mocfes of play - a hallmark of the Jam series - including this 'big 
head' option (top left). An attempt at an ambitious dunk (top right) 

Format: Nintendo 64 
Publisher: Midway Developer: In-house 

Price: $70 (US) Release: out now (US) 
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next month • next month • next month 

the Internet magazine 

• See the all-new lntemet 
Internet II ls already under development -
find out what It can do and when you'll 
be able to get your hands on It 

• How to tart up 
your computer 
Personalise your PC or Mac with sound 
and graphics from the Internet 

• Holiday! 
Org1nlse the perfect holiday over the Net 

Spr ing Issue on sale Thursday 6 March 
L !.50 with CD -ROM • £2.50 without 

http:/ /www.futurenet.co.uk 

Wiii It be Prime Minister Major or 
Prime Minister Blalr7 Find out how the 
lntemet wlll help the nation decide 
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The City of Lost Children 
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Playing a 12-year-old girl in a hostile world necessitates a rather different style to, say, the vicious scuffles 
of Alone In The Dark. Hiding, sneaking, stealing and manipulating the affairs of adults are paramount 

T 
he City of Lost Children is based loosely on 
the cinematic fantasy of erstwhile graphic 
novelists Jeunet and Caro. Taking its cues 

from Resident Evil and Alone in the Dark, it uses 
prerendered backdrops and moody angles in what's 
practically a recognisable 30 adventure format. The 
effect is richly atmospheric, even if it doesn't always 
capture the decrepit grandeur of the movie's elaborate 
computer-enhanced sets. 

However. Lost Children is yet another depressing 
example of emphasising graphics to the detriment of 
the game. Thanks to her conspicuous animation. 
controlling 12-year-old heroine Miette is a real test of 
patience Even a simple task like turning on a light 
switch becomes a chore of bumping into walls, shifting 
left and right, finding exactly the right spot to stand 
and direction to face while enduring repetitive 'I can't 
manage it' messages. Such clumsiness undermines 
any sense of realism or naturalism. 

The lack of freedom also introduces elementary 
game design faults. To escape a warehouse, Miette 
needs to climb a set of boxes. However, the first box 

A camera icon means multiple views available, 
helping to disguise the scarcity of locations 

Taking its cues from the likes of Resident Evil, Lost Children 
uses prerendered backdrops and moody angles in 
what's practically a recognisable 3D adventure format 

can only be climbed from one particular side, for no 
good reason other than Miette's animation is set up to 
be viewed from that angle. 

And, sumptuous as it may be, the environment 
often inhibits play. Important objects and switches are 
sometimes impossible to make out. with nothing to 
distinguish vital hot spots from the melange of non
interactive background objects. The worst excesses 
leave you struggling to negotiate unseen obstacles 
with a tiny sprite because the designers, thinking like 
film makers rather than players. have decided that a 
particular location would look better as a long shot. 

Perseverance reveals little more than some 
unintuitive puzzles with singular solutions. At one 
early point you're completely unable to progress 
until you've discovered an 'invisible' metal bar (an 
action window only appears when standing right 
over it). Intelligent puzzle-solving is no more likely 
to reap rewards here than desperate trial and error, 
or even blind luck. 

And regardless of whether it's sloppiness or lack 
of familiarity with the hardware, there's really no 
excuse for a single saved-game file demanding an 
entire memory card to itself - quite inexplicable in 
such a linear affair with so few possibilities. 

The City of Lost Children's creators are obviously 
more interested in making movies than designing 
games. Indeed, on the evidence given here, it makes it 
difficult to imagine that they play games at all. £ 
Overall. a tragic waste of misdirected talent. 

Edge rating : 

Four out of ten 
Format: Playstation Publisher: Psygnosis 

Interaction is accompanied by 
CD-streamed dialogue, although 
disc access is a little uncomfortable Developer: Psyg. France Price: £45 Release: out now "' 
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crypt Killer Playstation 
Publisher Konami 
Release March 
Price £40 

In onami was on to a loser from the start with this 
I.a;! coin-op conversion, which can lay claim to be 
pretty much arcade perfect, in as much as it's just as 
poor as the original. The same blocky sprites leap out 
from weak polygon scenery, wave their arms about 
and throw spears with some of the worst animation 
yet seen on the PlayStation, and either explode on 
being shot or get so close to the front of the screen 
that they resemble nothing more than a mush of tiles, 
reminiscent of Wolfenstein 30 on a 386 PC. 

The Saturn, even with its tricky polygon 
processin& set the gold standard for light-gun games 
with Virtua Cop and its impressive sequel, and 
Konami's PlayStation effort is so far behind in every 
department, it's almost laughable. Add to that the fact 
that anyone with even the most basic hand-eye 
co-ordination could easily complete this in just £ 
a couple of hours, and Crypt Killer is DOA. 

Edge rating : 

Four out of ten 

Heroes of Might and Magic II PC 
Publisher Studio 3DO 
Release Out now 
Price £35 

D here was a time, a couple of years ago, when 
solid, highly respectable strategy games were 

the PC's staple diet. Today, good examples are a rare 
commodity, and Heroes of Might and Magic II fits 
squarely in this category. 

At the most basic level this is a standard fantasy
based, resource-management game with turn-based 
combat interludes. HOMM/1 feels refreshingly 
unconstrained for this type of game, and players have 
freedom to explore, try any tactic and manage the 
entire world. There are a huge number of well
balanced and interwoven elements that are a 
pleasant throwback to the old days, when the likes of 
Populous hogged computer monitors. So it's a 
continuing surprise that developers fail to see what a 
demand there is for this sort of PC game which, when 
well-executed, can command a huge £ 
following. They should open their eyes. 
Edge rating: 

Eight out of ten 

Legacy of Kain Playstation 
Publisher BMG Interactive 
Release March 
Price £40 

m ow do you repackage old games for a new 
audience? Legacy of Kain's twist is to make its 

protagonist an anti-hero, a rapacious vampire who 
needs to sustain himself on the blood of innocents. 
Such desperately controversial elements have already 
won it an enthusiastic Stateside audience - where it 
benefits from a dearth of competition. 

Kain marries old-fashioned 20 overhead 
hack'n'slay mechanics with sub-Zelda puzzles, each of 
its trap-laden dungeons rewarding the player with a 
new weapon, a death spell or a traditional vampiric 
form. Such spoils typically reveal secondary powers to 
break boulders or scale walls, thus opening up 
previously inaccessible parts of the world map. 

It never surpasses what it imitates, however: take 
away the FMV and you could be playing any SNES 
action-RPG circa 1994, a lack of fiair detracting £ 
from an otherwise amusing romp. 

Edge rating : 

Six out of ten 

sonic 3D Saturn 
Publisher sega 
Release April 
Price £40 

D here's an interesting story behind Sonic 30. 
Sega wanted Sonic on the Saturn and, after the 

awful mess that the American Sonic Team made of 
Sonic Extreme, Sonic Team leader Yuji Naka 
decided to quickly produce a Saturn version of the 
Traveller's Tales Mega Drive title, Sonic 30. 
So, apart from a few new graphical effects, more 
colours, better sounds and a whole new 30 bonus 
round (very similar to the one seen in Sonic 2 on the 
Mega Drive), Sonic 30 is little more than a 
straightforward conversion. This presents something 
of a dilemma. Should Sega be criticised for producing 
nothing more than a l 6bit upgrade or should gamers 
swallow their pride and enjoy the game for the 
playable, if basic, affair that it is? A bit of both, actually, 
although the feeling is that Sega will have to come up 
with a stronger Sonic-based title than this £ 
before the year is out. 
Edge rating : 

Six out of ten 

KKND PC 
Publisher Electronic Arts 
Release out now 
Price £35 

~ elbourne House marks its triumphant return to 
lW the international gaming scene (the company 
was previously known as Beam Software) with an 
excellent Command and Conquer clone. KKNO 
('Krush, Kill 'n' Destroy') is set in a post-apocalyptic 
Australia where battles are fought between humans 
(the 'Survivors') and mutants (the 'Evolved'), and 
distinguishes itself from the ubiquitous classic by 
virtue of a subtle sense of humour and a superb 
oneplayer game, thanks to some brilliantly written Al 
routines. The units, too, are some of the best of the 
genre, displaying a wide variety of strengths and 
weaknesses that create a perfectly balanced realtirne 
wargame. Melbourne House, which was perhaps 
previously best known for its Sbit beat 'em up, Way of 
the Exploding Fist, is looking stron& and may even 
see the all-conquering teams over at £ 
Westwood taking a few notes after this. 

Edge rati ng: 

Eight out of ten 

Batman Forever Saturn 
Publisher Acclaim 
Release out now 
Price £45 

11':'1 ased on one of Acclaim's first ventures into the 
l!.I world of arcade games, Batman Forever looks 
every inch a coin-op title. 

Acclaim's in-house motion-capture studio was set 
to work on the character details in the game, and the 
outfit is obviously a competent one, as some of 
Batman Forevers animation is impressive. 

In gameplay terms, though, wandering through a 
bland landscape rapidly pressing the same button 
and ultimately waiting for boredom to creep up won't 
be what Saturn owners would hope for from such a 
potentially strong license. 

So, while the graphics and effects are fine and 
certainly make good use of the Saturn's excellent 
sprite-handling capabilities, the game should have 
stayed where it was originally intended: in the 
arcades. It's simply not suited to a long session £ 
in front of a television at home. 
Edge rating : 

Four out of ten 
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UK (Nationwide), Canada & USA 
C/C++/30/AI 

PSX & SATURN PROGRAMMERS 
WIN 95/3.1 PROGRAMMERS 

30 STUDIO/LIGHTWAVE/DPAINT/PHOTOSHOP 
SGI/ ALIAS/SOFTIMAG E 

TALENTED GRADUATES 

R4400 150MHz 
XZ24 Graphics 
96MSGRam 
2G HO & Floptica/ 

20" HR Monitor 
HP DAT Drive 

Call Graham Allen at ADA 
Tel 01625 583351 
Fax 01625 583361 

creative people for technology ... 
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lntemet - Web page designers and site developers. 
Multimedia - project manarrs, designers and good all
rounders for contents producbon & interactive work in 
Director & Authorware. 
Programmers - C/C ++, Lingo, Visual Basic,Java, CGI. 
Permanent, freelance & contract ••• your skills are in 
demand for jobs in London & the South East. Good rates, 
agency software helpline & lots of work. 

Call NOW to register 

0171 371 7161 
fax cv on 0171 371 7181 

Workstation Solutions pie 
::::= 4 21 New Kings Road, London, SW6 4 RN 
~ emai l: recruit@workstation.co.uk 

We are• newly formed games developer with a passion for fun gamN 

Artlata 30 Studio r4/Max, Deluxe Animator/Dpaint. Photoshop. 

Programmers fluent in C'/Assembler, Win95 or Playstation experience is an 
advantage. 

We offer a great working environment.producing titles for one of lhe industry's most 
prestigious publishers. Salaries negotiable up to £28.Sk and are complemented 
with project and annual profit related bonuses. 

Our oflices are located in Chiswick, West London, close to Underground and 
Mainline stations and the North Circular Road. 

Please send a CV and any supporting material (show reel, demos etc.) 
to : 

Mr. Fube, Fube Industries Lid, PO Box 13774, London NW11 9WR 
Tel I Fax : 0181 731 7806 E-mail : mrlube@fube.demon.co.uk 



Team Leader £neg; Long established legendary company seeks 6 -8 
Programmers, £var, Warks programmers at various levels. Must have a goad 

degree or games experience. 

Artists, £va r, Warks 2D Illustrators 
3D Modellers - Gamegen, 3DS or SGi 
Animators 
We are looking for 15 people over the next few 
months. 

PC Prog, £neg; Bizarre Creations lof F 1 fame) seek enthusiastic 
Tools Prog, £neg, Liverpool and motivated individuals. Race to it!! 

3D Programmers We seek two programmers for this start-up 
£30k & £45k, Liverpool company backed by leading publisher. 

Programmers A small company headed by an experienced industry 
£20·30k, Bristol veteran seeks enthusiastic games programmers urgently! 

Progs and Producers, £neg Divisions of a large publisher seek good people 
Uverpool, Leeds, Midlands of all shapes and sizes! 

Top Games Progs, EA Canada are looking for top people with 
Can$ lots, CANADA experience. 

Programmers, Artists SQUARE, the creators of 'Final Fantasy' 
CALIFORNIA are recruiting.Telephone for details! 

Please contact 
or send your CV to: 

A divisi on of 

Justin Hill in complete confidence, 
GamesPeople 
Datascope Recruitment 
36 Langham Street 
LONDON Wl N 5RH 

TEL: 0171 636 6944 
FAX: 0171 580 6068 
datascope@dial.pipex.com 

eople 
PSX Prog, £20 ·30k; The UK's leading publisher is still growing 

3D Artists (£neg), London and needs people for its new studio. 

C++ Games Prog, £open This is a small rural based company run by 
Cambs a world-famous games individual. 

Experienced Artist Wor~ing with industry legend. Games experience 
£open, Cambs. required. 

3D Programmers Large company, PlayStation development 
£20·45k, London in C/ Al. 

Programmer Small team, just completed an exciting 
£24k + bonus, N. London game for US company. New premises. 

Senior Programmer World-leading publisher requires senior 
£neg, Slough programmer to lead teams. 

Programmers Criterion Studios of Renderware fame seek 
£various, Guildford experienced games programmers - exclusive! 

3D Programmers/ Artists 3D programmers working with B Render 
Isle of Wight & artists required . Telephone for details. 

Senior Producer, c £40k We need solid games experience for this 
Surrey well managed division of a household name. 

Please contact 
or send your CV to: 

A division of 

~ 

Justin Hill in complete confidence, 
GamesPeople 
Datascope Recruitment 
36 Langham Street 
LONDON Wl N 5RH 

TEL: 0171 636 6944 
FAX: 0171 580 6068 
datascope@dial.pipex.com 

I N T E R A C T I V E 

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT STAFF NEEDED 
BMG Interactive is currently looking for Producers and Technical Managers of the highest calibre. These positions will 
report directly to the Director of Product Development and A & R. Based in London, the work will involve travel to 
external development groups both in the UK and abroad on a regular basis. 

PRODUCERS 
Responsible for identification, acquisition and management of new games for the home computer and console markets, 
the Producer manages all aspects of production from initial concepts through to final production. The ideal candidate will 
have experience in the acquisition and development of software titles with a proven track record for delivering successful 
products to market. 

TECHNICAL MANAGER 
Responsible for all technical aspects of product development, the Technical Manager will work with Producers and 
external developers during the creation and management of Technical Design documents. Keeping a constant link with 
teams during the development process is vital and the Technical Manager acts as BMG's primary contact for all technical 
issues relating to both hardware and software. The ideal candidate will have programming experience, as well as broad 
knowledge of the major hardware platforms, and current software techniques. 

Salary and benefits are highly competitive. Interested candidates should send their CV to "Product 
Development Positions", BMG Interactive, Bedford House, 69-79 Fulham High Street, London SW6 3JW. 
No phone calls please. 

BMG Interactive has an Equal Opportunities Policy and welcomes applications from all sections of the community. 

A Unit of BMG Entertainment 





Go To: !http://www.intermetric:s:.com 

Net Search 

TERM ET 

2 Years Experience 
S1J.Ocessf1Jl Published Games 
Strict Attention to Detail 
Creative Problem-Solving 
Extensive 3-D Knowledge 
Strong Team Skills 
ALL OF THE ABOVE 

Boston 
Houston 
Los Angeles 
Philadelphia 
San Diego 
Seattle 

People Software 

Search E gine TM 



~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
HOW CAN A NORTHERN AGENCY HAVE SO J 

f MANY CONTACTS IN THE SOUTH AS WELL? 
f 1. By being around a long time. 2. By being one of the best 

Don't think that because we're "Oop North" we can't assist you in.finding a career opportunity in the South! 
We have after all, been around since 1989. Over the years we've gained an extensive network of industry 

~ contacts and clients, nationally. In fact we have many clients based in and around London for example, 
~ several of whom use our services exclusively, and the bottom line is that if we don't have your details on 

file you simply cannot be considered for these opportunities - many of which are never advertised. 

f H & DS 
PlayStation Prog to £35K + bonus 
Saturn Prog to £32K + completion 
American Co - New Office - 30 Progs 
3DS Artist c£25K 
Games Testers £10-14K 
PC Strategy Progs £16-27K (Southwest) 
Softimage Contract (6 month) £Neg 
Producers (x2) £25-35K + benefits 

20 Artist (Cinematic Game) £20K 30 Progs £18-25K 
AI Programmer to £37K External Producer to £35K + bonus 

Senior Games Designer/Manager c£25-32K 68000/C Prog £ l 8K 

1 a/L. p £26K Team Leaders (x2) £40K + royalties 
av mgo rog 30/20 Artist £16-19K + bonus 

Flight Sim Prog £20-30K Junior 30 Artist £12-14K 
C++ Prog, Consoles £22-28K Head of Comms/Networks £25K 
Network Specialist £18-24K Games Testers c£12K 

QA Manager £32K+ 

Alias Artists £15-27K 

PSX Programmer £25K 

Traditional Animator £22-25K 

Games Designer £23K 

Senior Softimage Artist £25-30K 

Development Manager £40K+ 

AfM: Opportunities in USA, Canada, Germany, France & Denmark. Our service to applicants is free of charge 

J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J Z,04et HU,44; tUa. '1H4~ tp,Wl, ~ 4 ~ a e~ ~ .. 

Aardvark Swift Consulting Ltd, 75-77 Station Street, Swinton, South Yorkshire S64 8PZ 

co1,o.,ro;;1441 ,., ;;;; <~i~09) ~s:.s2r::::11~sto"@t:.i:;1rt:o;:~~~t~:u1< ~-
ore vacancies at www.ardswift.co.uk ~ 

"11( "11( "11( ~ "11( ~ ~ ... "11( "11( ~ ~ ~&': 

We have developed for some of the biggest 
they include Microsoft, Sega, Elec:lronlc Arla 

LucasArts, Interplay & Nlnflndo 
We are expanding, and the following appointments 

are available on a number of high profile titles 

• Windows Programmers 
• System Programmers 

•30 Artists 
Playstation o, Saturn experience valuable but by no means 

urgently needs new staff, 
including researchers, technicians, 

graphic artists and animators. 

Please send CVs and, if 
appropriate, disks or tapes to: 

Estelle Whewell 
THE COMPUTER CHANNEL 
Hewland International Ltd 

PO Box 91 
E14 9TN 



if you are interested in working in a relaxed, friendly environment on projects ranging from 
top movie licences to stunning arcade conversions then send your CV's and samples to: 

Personnel Dept., Travellers TaYes (U.K.) LTD, 
Unit 11, Shakespeare Centre, 45-51 Shakespeare Street, Southport, Merseyside, PRB 5AB 



arti5ts 
reQuired 

(and prograMers) 
experienced people wanted to join a veRy 

experienced ream developing games for the 
no.I lJsA on-line pC gaming network, plaYstation, 

satuRn and spectrum. 

excellent salary package, c .v .'s in strict confidence to: 

DEVELOPMENTS 

greencoat houSe, 183 clarence 5treet, king5ton, 
sUrrey, kf I lqf o 181 q1Lt q160 
j obs@syroxdev.dernon.co.uk 



red lemon 
STUDIOS 

Red Lemon Studios are the newest and 
most exciting game developer in the UK, 
based in the coolest*city in the country. 

We're looking for the right people right now 
for the following positions: 

3D Artists 

2D Graphic artists 

Programmers 

Musicians 

Production staff 

Experience preferred, but talent 
is much more important. 

Send your c.v and examples of work 
Red Lemon Studios, 141 St James' Road, Glasgow G4 OLT 
E-mail : jobs@redlemon.com 

*Minus twenty in the winter 

PICTURE HOUSE SOFTWARE 

Picture House was founded by Simon Pick, designer 
and lead programmer of one of 1996's top five selling 
PlayStation games. Our aim is to produce high 
profile, fun, playable games in a small, lively working 
environment. 

We are looking for people who, like us, love what 
they do and take pride in their work. We want people 
who excel in their area of expertise, but more 

importantly have commitment. drive and enthusiasm. 
At Picture House we know that good ideas matter; 
it's your game, and what you think counts . 

What about the money? We know you would 
probably do it for free, but we will pay you anyway. 
You will earn a competitive salary and receive 
royalties (which will reflect your input and hard 
work). 

Based in West London, Picture House has vacancies for: 

PC Utility Programmers • Game Programmers 

Level Designers • Bitmap Artists 

3D Modellers· Texture Mappers 

Send your CV or equivalent via E-Mail to simonp@picturehouse.com 
or by post to 160 Pinner Road . Harrow. Middlesex. HA 1 4JJ. 



or B'USiness Card to: 
Dave Hill 

Interacti.ve Personnel 
7-11 Kensington High Street, London W8 5NP 

Tel: (0171) 411 3184 Fax: (0171) 937 2579 
Specialist conndtanu to the G- Indiutry 

for experienced and Senior -.If 

STUDIOS 

3DARTISTS 
DESIGNERS 

PROGRAMMERS 
Btts Studios Ltd is currently developing new tltles for platforms including 
the Nintendo 64 and PC using state of the art tools. We now have 
opportuntties for experienced games specialists to join our development 
teams in the following areas: 

• Designers 
Industry experienced Video Game Designers and Interactive Scripters 
required for forthcoming major N64 tttle. Knowledge of Adventure/Action 
or 30 Action genres a plus, an appreciation of console RPGs a distinct 
advantage. 

• Game Programmers 
For PC and Nintendo 64 experienced in use of C and Assembler and 
30 programming, knowledge of the Nintendo 64 and Silicon Graphics 
systems would be advantageous. 

• Art Director/Lead Graphic Artist 
Experience required in 30 modelling packages, animation and real time 
30 games, Multi-platform experience and tradttional 20 bitmap skills 
would be advantageous. 

For all positions a good track record of published games would be useful, 
strong self-motivation and genuine enthusiasm for game making and the 
general gaming scene essential. Posts from Junior to Senior available. 

Please submit your CV to: The Personnel Department 
Btts Studios Ltd. 
112 Cricklewood Lane, London 
NW2 2DP 

Need a job? 

Got what it takes? 

PC, PSX or Saturn programmers. 
Artists,Animators or 30 modellers. 

Send, FAX or e-mail CVs to: 
Jon Mullins (jbm@mail.on-line.co.uk) 

On-line Entertainment Ltd, 
642a Lea Bridge Road, London, E1 O 6AP. 

Tel: 0181 558 6114 (Ext 26). Fax: 0181 558 3914 

Computer Animation Programmer 
FrameStore is one of London's top digital video and film FX 

Studios - a market leader in the creation of award winning 

commercials, title sequences and feature film effects. Recent work 

includes "Gulliver's Travels", "GoldenEye" opening titles, "The 

Adventures of Pinocchio" and commercials such as John Smiths 

Extra Smooth "Glamour/Jeopardy" and Solpaflex "Twisted". 

We are looking for a skilled, innovative and resourceful 

programmer to join our award winning 3D animation team. The 

successful candidate will need a thorough understanding of the 

theory of 3D graphics and rendering and will probably have either 

studied in this area to postgraduate level or have at least 2 years' 

experience working in an appropriate field. The position will 

involve shader writing and programmed special effects. We are 

looking for a highly motivated individual who is capable of writing 

original programmes which push the boundaries of animation and 

effects programming. A knowledge of Softimage Mental Ray would 

be an advantage. 

Please send Showreels and cv's to: Stephanie Bruning, 

FrameStore, 9 Noel Street, London,WIV 4AL. 

www.framestore.co.uk 



I oughta be ASTOUNDING 

Strutting my stuff ••• 

Climax is developing ground-breaking 
games on the· PC, Saturn & Playstation 
for GT Interactive, EA, Namco, Segasoft 
& Sony. 
Our studios are set in idyllic rural 
surroundings just 60 minutes from 
London, we offer a top notch employment 
package plus liberal doses of fun I 

I'm skilled •• 
I'm clued .• 
I'm wired •. 
I'm so hot, I'm 

COOL! 

So WHY am I stuck 
in this RAT **SEO JOB fff 

I oughta be reaching 

New in house positions now open 
for :- 7 programmers, 4 artists, 
2 producers, 1 game designer. 

No agencies please. 

In the games biz 
I'm a FLINT-JAWED ••• 

This is doing my 
head in. 

••• HEIGHTS If 

'q; 

HOLY MEGABYTES f 
I oughta be writing to 
these dudes! 

, Send your CV and Demo's to:-
Personnel, Climax Development, 
North Park Business Centre, 
Wickham, Fareham, P017 SLE. 
Tel: 01329 83SOOO extn. tSO 
Fax: 01329 83S001 
Email: personnel@climax.co.uk 



'-VE'RE -S1\I..L 
""1A\"TING Fo,i: 

"THE F\RS, 
S\Gl'-IS OF LIFE~ 

Psygnosis is seeking experienced development staff to join our rapidly expanding team. We need the people who can help us 
repeat our triumph as 'Developer of the Year' next year and every year. In other words we need the best. 

On offer is the chance to work with the highest spec. equipment, on Leading PC and PlayStation titles, in an expanding and secure 
organisation. There are vacancies for 

Producers. Artists and Programmers 
at all our studios (Liverpool, Stroud, Chester, Leeds, London and Paris) where you'll find an excellent working environment and all the 
professional back up you need to create great games. 

To join us you'll need industry experience and a commitment to excellence in all that you do. Salary will obviously depend upon track 
record, but is unlikely to prove an obstacle for the right candidates, as the packages we offer are second to none in the industry. 

So if your ideas and skills are out of the ordinary, get in touch . We're sure you'll fit in round here . 

• STUDIOS* 

Initially send a full CV, with samples of work if possible, to: 
Janet Webb, Psygnosis Ltd., Napier Court, Wavertree Technology Park, Liverpool, L13 1EH. 



ANS 
DEVELOPMENT SITE MRNRGER LOA £1ook package 
Possibility of a main board position awaits an 
effective man-manager, preferably with a 
technical background. You should possess sound 
business acumen and a good knowledge of 
software development. Ref. 1115 

EUROPERN DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR west of London 
£50k+package 
Proven track record in general management and 
man-management required, together with a 
sound games industry base. Start-up opportunity, 
so experience of building all aspects of a develop
ment function is an advantage. Ref. 1081 

DEVELOPMENT HRNmR Midlands £neg + package 
Programming background and proven success in 
software management (not necessarily games). A 
charismatic communicator at all levels, with an 
established career path and man-management 
skills developed over the past 4 years. Salary 
expandable to fit the right person. Ref. 975 

PROGRAMMERS UK, USA, Far East £neg 
Good game coders, tools, utilities and 30 
programmers are required by many of our clients, 
ranging from the multi-nationals to start-up 
companies. Experience in development for one of 
the following is required:- Playstation, Saturn, 
Ultra 64, M2, PC-CD ROM, DirectX. 30 experience 
is always useful on any format. We can put you in 
touch with the right job, with the right salary. 

TERM LEADERS Midlands £25-£35k + Royalties 
Lead programmers required to be team leaders on 
game products One hit game to date a must. 
Could double salary with royalties. Ref. 974 

WINDOWS ENGINEERS south £neg 
Able engineers required to develop windows 
applications for part of an multinational company. 
Applicants must possess good C and C + + skills, 
and experience in Direct X routines would be an 
advantage. This positition is not with a games 
software producer. Ref. 1133 

WINDOWS RERLTIME SOFTWRRE ENGINEERS London 
Up to £30k+bonus 
Work on tools, methodologies, engines, motion 
capture, networks and 30 graphics. Ref. 771 

PROGRAMMERS USA 
$50k-$1 OOk+bonus+profit share 
Ultra 64 programmers required (or good PSX 
experience) to work on a brand new project . 
Green card assistance is available to the right 
candidate. (Los Angeles area) . Ref. 1131 

PC CORON London/South £neg packages 
Competent programmers required to work on the 
above platform. Ref. 820/883 

LERO/SENIOR PROGRRHMERS UK to nsk+bonus 
PC CDROM and Playstation. Industry experience, 
30 published work a plus. Ref. 882/888/891/892 

HERO IROGRRMHER London to £40k+bonus 
An experienced games programmer with man
management experience urgently sought - more 
details on application Ref. 1058 

PLRYSTRTION PROGRAMMER London £neg, v.good 
Exceptional PSX person with 30 game to his credit 
required. Salary will not be a problem for the right 
individual. Ref. 937 

l ··, 
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TECHNICAL 
PLHYSTRTION PROGRAMMERS London £neg 
Experience or interest in producing football 
products required. Ref. 1128 

PLRYSTRTION PROGRAMMER North East nok+bonus 
Experienced person required for small develop-
ment studio. Ref. 1084 

TOOLS RNO EN61NE PROGRAMMERS uK to £35k+bonus 
Experienced tools or engine programmers 
required for leading software companies. Ref. 962 

DIRECT X PROGRAMMERS UK to £40k + bonuses 
Good understanding of Direct X under Win 95. 
Experience of Direct 30 an advantage Ref. 992 

ARTIST/PROGRAMMERS Midlands £neg+bonus 
Playstation, Saturn and M2 artist/programmers 
required . Experience in one or more of these 
formats essential. Ref. 111911120 

Answers Ltd is the 
leading international 

recruitment consultancy 
specialising in the 

interactive and 
multimedia 
market place 

PROGRRMMERS/RRTISTS North East to £30k+bonus 
2/30 artists and programmers with console 
experience required . Softimage knowledge would 
be usefu I. Ref. 1037 

PROGRRMMERS/RRTISTS Midlands c£25k+bonus 
Either industry experience or 2: 1 degree a must .. 
Artists must be able to draw and all must have a 
genuine interest in games. Ref. 1038/9 

RRTISTS/PROGRRMMERS Scotland £neg+profit share 
Experienced personnel required for impressive 
expansion plans, working on new technology. 
Artists must be experienced in Alias, Softimage 
or 30 Studio, programmers must have min 1yr's 
games background. Working in a picturesque 
location, salaries will be competitive. Ref. 991 

ARTISTS UK, USA, Far East £neg 
With experience within the games industry, your 
talents, whether 20 or 30 are actively required by 
our long list of clients. The type of software 
package which you are proficient with will be 
varied, but skills in model creation, animation, 
high and low polygon work, bitmaps and sprite 
creation, are always in demand. Exceptional 
opportunities await exceptional people. 

ARTISTS USA $50k-$100k+bonus+profit share 
Low polygon 30 work and at least one game to 
your credit essential. (Los Angeles area) . Ref. 1130 

ART DIRECTOR Denmark £neg 
Required to run art department of major Europ
ean developer. You must have man-management 
experience. A knowledge of Silicon Graphics · 
would be a plus. Ref. 1085 

HERD RRTIST North East to £35k+bonus 
Games artist with good knowledge of Softimage 
required to take charge of art content for games 
studio. Must have previous man-management 
experience as you will be responsible for the 
recruitment and training of artists. Ref. 1057 

WEB DESIGNER London £76k 
Competent graphic designer with layout and 
typographical skills is required, together with 
knowledge of Illustrator and Photoshop or 
equivalents. Ref. 1129 

PRODUCER/PROJECT MANAGER London/south 
c£30k+bonus 
Must have at least two published games to your 
name, a sound technical background and an 
outgoing personality. Ref. 1042 

TOP-CLASS PRODUCER London area 
£35k-£40k+car+bonus 
Experienced producer with man-management 
skills required. Very exciting position for the right 
person. More details on application. Ref. 1132 

INTERNAL/EXTEANRL PRODUCERS UK £25k-30k 
Required for prestigious games developer. 
Needed to maintain impressive expansion plans, 
from initial design to final mastering. Ref. 912 

PRODUCERS North East to £30k+bonus 
Games producers required for busy northern 
studio, must have previous games producing 
experience. Ref. 1036 

PROJECT HRNRGERS UK c£30k-35k+bonus 
Control creative teams, liaise internally, negotiate 
with licensors and day-to-day management. 
Proven track record in entertainment. Program-
ming background desirable. Ref. 750/770/835 

DEPUTY STORE MANAGERS Knightsbridge £neg 
Excellent opportunity for management calibre 
retailers with customer service skills to join a 
progressive national group selling a broad range 
of quality entertainment products. Ref. 970 

STORE MANAGERS X 4 South East £neg 
Top games retail group requires professional 
customer service oriented managers. Capable of 
running your store autonomously, you will come 
from a sales background, be outgoing, creative 
and comfortable owning customers and problems. 
Retail experience an advantage, personality 
essential. Ref. 969 

Please submit your CV with demo 
material on disk, video or paper, 
quoting ref. no.'s, to Pascal Cranney, 

Answers Limited, 
The Old Bakery, Spratton, 
Northampton NN6 SHH. 
Tel: 01604 843336 
Fax: 01604 821848 
E-mail: recruit@ answers.u-net.com 
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Bring (with official ID) or send by post 
with SAE for cash to: 

COMPUTER EXCHANGE 
65 Notting Hill Gate 

London W11 3JS 

tr0171 221 1123 
NOTHING LEGAL REFUSED! 



Nintendo 64 
Sony PlayStation 

Sega Saturn 
New & Secondhand 

The World's first classic Sof1ware & Hardware Retailer 

First UK Pictures of the Sega SG1000 8. 3000, 
Atari VCS Remote Prototype, lntell ivision 

Keyboard, and the Soundic Console 
Only in Issue 8 Out Now 

The World's first fanzine dedicated to collectors of 
computer/video games, hardware, handhelds and 

gaming memorabilia. Full of features on the history of 
gaming, dassic company biographies, retroreviews, 

forgotten facts, and lots more ... 
At the back of every issue of Retrogames you will find 
our directory of over 3000 collectable items of hardware 

and software. From Atari & Coleco to Vectrex &. 
Videopac, if they don't make it anymore - we sell it. (64 
and Spectrum games from !Op. Atari 2600 games from 

£1.00 Nintendo Handhelds from £6.00 
Vectrex machines 8. mufti-carts in stock 
International orders welcome (6$ - 600Yen) 

If you would like to receive a copy of the Retrogames 
fanzine incorporating the full Retrogames price list then 
please send a cheque or postal order for £2.50 lind P&Pl 

made out to 'J Moore', care of 

Retrogames: 61 Baccara Grove : Bletchley 
Milton Keynes : MK2 3AS 0181 203 8868 

GAMESTATION 
Sell or trade in your used video games 
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;~~~ ~'~\t ~~ rn 1; 
hollywoodjg ~g ~4 

street 
street 
s1ree1 

~~~~~/ . 

ha 25 13 18 
30 20 24 
28 17 21 
18 8 13 
22 10 15 
30 20 24 
30 20 24 
ts 7 10 
25 tJ t8 
15 7 10 
35 22 26 
20 tO 13 
JO 20 24 
30 20 24 
30 20 24 

su~rsomc racers 

::k~:~ 2 
theme park 
tilt 
time commando 
}g~n1~6's1 
tom"braider 

mr~f~je~ 2 
:g::I ~6flpse 
track & ?ieJd 
true pinba I 
tunnel bl 
twisted metal 
vjctory .boxing 

~J~~rri~~er 

28 17 2t 
30 20 24 
28 t7 21 
12 6 8 
25 13 18 
25 13 18 
18 9 12 
25 13 18 
13 6 8 
17 8 12 
28 18 22 
30 20 24 
28 17 21 
30 20 24 
30 20 24 
t2 5 8 

arca~YcTfs~~ ~g 19 ~1 
mmander 25 13 18 

t 15 7 10 
I 2097 35 22 26 

, r cupgolf 24 12 17 
~T1s 20 10 13 
W\~t i 25 13 18 ~·t in your house {g 2y it 
xcom 28 17 21 

;e~gdi~ide {8 2g 2
, 

20 10 13 
28 17 21 
30 20 24 
30 20 24 
13 6 9 
30 20 24 

1g 29 13 
JO 20 24 
20 10 13 
30 20 24 
28 t7 2t 
25 13 18 
26 tJ t8 
28 17 2t 
28 17 2t 
28 17 21 
20 10 tJ 
27 15 20 
28 17 21 
28 17 2t 
30 20 24 
20 10 13 
28 17 21 
28 17 21 

a~lng ~g 19 H 
[~6~nliro~:!c_rictory goal 38 2g 2l 
;,onr,a~ 28 17 21 
j~~; s iat~~i~~~l~e ~g T~ 24 
~eio ?rring squadron 2 28 17 l f 
l~~cr.;rs' l ~ H n 
madden 97 30 20 24 
ma~ic i:;arpet 25 13 18 
ma~ic the ~atheri~ 30 20 24 
~fii~ion of idden uls ~3 H }8 
~~~~~mbat 2 ~~ n lf 
myst 20 10 13 

~
1
i~~Ton f~ 13 ~? ~c: ~ax~eme ~g 1g 1; 

nlf'<l lo, s~ JO 20 24 
~h11,~1~ c club ~g ~~ 1~ 

ors 30 20 24 
JO 20 24 

lerceptor 1g H {g 
cer 22 10 15 

pan mJ.nium 30 20 24 

~:~,5.~ d~:1ggg 2 H , b rn 
~r,'r;r~"6each 801r l~ lb H 
PpR~,rcd 

3g 2S 2! 
I 18 

r:ar~n;ite red i8 15 24 

~:~rii~ball ~~ 1~ ~1 
r~vojut1on x ~g j ~ ~~ 
~ig r~sh 30 20 24 

;~boe~. H 13 18 
scorcher 28 17 21 
sea bass fishing ~~ g T~ ~,n~ffr 20 to 13 

t~,n~· sg ~!<scJom ~~ rn ~g 
S In IX 20 10 tJ 
s oc wave assaul1 26 17 21 
s·~m ci1y 2000 28 17 21 
s eletor:, warriors 25 14 18 
samnJa 28 17 21 
s 30 20 24 
s 30 20 24 

~t r I h ~~ ~b n 
St ! ~h! 2 30 20 24 

i ii iii ll anom ]b 28 H 
28 1 7 21 :~~~r mot9r j8 lb n 
j8 }b ~J t

1
h
0 

e
1

rr me park 2
30

5 13 18 
28 17 21 ;1 20 24 

dark 28 17 21 titaiwa.rj 28 }b 21 
areft 30 20 24 (g~in~tn er ~g 13 1; 
~~~~~n~~gs ii 1~ H tv·~."nboengx/,""b!lall j285 11037 ~l 
batman fo,eve, 28 17 2t vato,es otf 28 17 J? 
~r:ri~tm:s1ers ~; l} j r v,r1ua c p 25 12 18 
ball) mai:;hine head 28 17 21 ~t~~: i gun jg ~B ~~ 
b az~n~~a~ons 30 20 24 ~i~:~: 2,+ gun 4g 22 28 i~t::~:~~;, H l~ 1; ~:;:~: ;ds H J ir 

vjrtua . 20 10 13 
cf:sper 30 20 24 v1rtua r crng 20 10 13 
C a~ cott~ol. 28 15 21 vjrtual ighti!r remix 15 7 10 
cocwor ni~r1 10 5 7 rt ~If 28 17 21 
~~~m~~rd & n~g~~~er jg lb n ~lrt~: gn 28 ~ ~ 21 
cr1mewave 28 17 21 ~r:,ual tennis ~g 17 ~l 
cy~r.speedway ~g {~ U w, ut 15 

1
~ 10 

~ na 28 1 7 21 :o~ ~Re~~iseball E 12 
20 

arius 2 24 13 17 wor series baseba 2 28 17 }? 
arius gaiden 28 1 7 21 wor wide soccer 30 20 24 

i
aytonll champed 32 20 24 28 17 21 
:r~g~3susa l~ 1~ H :~~r~mani\ 2s 13 15 
fth~~~~~lgg~by jg ~g ~: ~v~e~n your ouse ~g T~ 1; 

mn i If you w ish to buy a used game 
ram us, this is the price you wi l l pay 

umn ii If you are sel ling a game for cash 
this is the amount you will rece ive from us. 

n 111 if you are trading your game 
against another (new or used), this is the amount 
which your game is worth off the price. 

send your game/orders to: 

mm: GAMESTATION mm 
68 James Street Bradford BDl 3PZ Tel: 01274 741040 

Please include a handling charge of £1 .50 for the first game and SOp per game thereafter. 
Allow 14 days for delivery. We strongly advise you to use registered or recorded delivery as we cannot accept 

liability for games lost in the post. All our games are guaranteed to be in good working order. Any faulty games 
sold to us will be returned at your expense. All prices correct at time of going to press and are subject to change 

without prior notice. We reserve the right to refuse any sa le/purchase. 

Callers 11elcome al our stores al Ktrkgale, LEEDS • Gtllygale, YORK • Prospect St, HULL • James Slreel, BRADFORD 



s 
3DO S T 

NINTENDO 
V G R 

A PC 

•••• COHPUTER & VIDEO GAHES 
IHPORTS AND EXCHANGE 

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 
9 Wilton Parade, High Street, Feltham, Mlddx. TW /3 4BU 

"B' 0/8/ 893 2/00/844 2S7S ~ 018/ 844 /944 
AFTER HOURS LINE 6PM-IOPH 0973 SS2398 

l;owest prices - please call 
Latest games available 

Mario <>4, Mario.!@!:t Waverace 
Cruis'n USA, NBA Hangtime 
Kille Instinct Gold, Star Wars 

GoldenEye, Turok 
IMPORT SPECIAUSTS 

Controllffl, Memory cards, RGB leads, 
Transfonners WE SELL THEM ... 

GUARANIIED NEXT DAY DELIVERY 
MADEIRA GAMES 

Lym Road, Headlam, Norfolk PE31 7JF 
Tel 01485 570243 0831 444041 anyt;m, 

Fax 01485 570256 
Email STAINS8Y@MSN.COM 

li[j VISA 

Tel/Fax (01252) 621421 
E-Mail: GameConsol@aol.com 

SONY 

SIU ( Nintendo') 

Playstation, Saturn, CD Rom, 
Nintendo 64, SNES 

Consoles and Software available 
Business Hours Sam - Spm 7 days a week 

CLASSIC GAMER 
For all your Retro-Gaming Software and Hardware needs 

ISSUE THREE ON SALE NOW 
cfJ>t1t .J {YJntain ~ f,;te.17'()(lJlit7 Ji,t/1() r!Ji,,m'nt inc/«dtJ: 

CONSOLE WAR• - lllE AT ARL ACETROl'OC & JNfEWVISION ARE PUT TO 
THE TEST. WHICH ONE IS THE BEST OlOICE FOR RETRO-FANS~ 

VECTREXIATARI VCS MULTI.CARTS HAVE ARRIVED' 
CGTAKES AN IN·D£PTH LOOI( AT 'THE HOLY GRAIL' FOR CLASSIC GAMERS 
CG PAYS A VISIT TO THE MUSEUM Of MOVING IMAGE'S CLASSIC GAM ING 

EXtllBITlON. WHAT IMPACT WILL IT HAVE ON THE RETRO INDUSTRY? 
Q.ASSIC NEWS, FEATURES. FACTS AND LOADS MORE .. 

Tiw;Fanrine1ttTillenby1enuinehfelongenthus1awforthecxpcrienced 
Rctro-collecrorand !hose curious iofindout what 111 the hype is about 

- ClasslcGamtr rutstbroughthtjargon. 

CG C[Lf.BRA'IT.S ITS HAI.F YEAR A~l\lVERSARY BY Gl\-1NC AWAY FRIE 
GA,IES wrrn EVERY ORDER Pt.ACtD, DON'T MISS OUT!!! 

STOP PRESS! 
ISSUE THREE m' CG CONTAINS THOUSANDS OF 

HARDWARE & SOFTWARE ITEMS, AND l'RICES RJ<J',IAlN AT 
T IIEIR LOWEST EVER LEVEL ON ALMOST EVERYTIIL'IJG! 

You will find everything you need in the pages or CG. 
CO!JPL£TE HARDWARE SET·IJl'S FROM 11$410 

CU, SPECTRUM A.ND luHSTRAD GAMES f'ROJI AS UTT LE AS IOP.1 
ATARI 1600 GAMES FROM lNJO! 

Yli'lTREXIATA. RI MA CHINES A.ND MUlTl·CA.RTS ARE NOW IN STOClf..'.' 

To1ta1>1:your<Xl!))' oici!ll
11e!:::':.:';::clr:!4p1ew1endachcqueor 

poMalardttfr,,USO(n;p&p) .... po.,...to 
'REyrt'ai: 

471 Mawney Road, Romford, Essex RM7 8QA 

We buy, we sell, we part-exchange 
• CARTRIDGES • 
•SOFTWARE• 
•HARDWARE• 

SEGA, NINTENDO, 3DO, NEO GEO, CDI, 
IAGUAR, GAMEIOY, GAME GEAR AND 

NEXT GENERATION ••• 
NEO GEO STAR, SONY PLAYSTATION, 

SATURN, ULTRA 64 

WE HAVE MOVED TO 
BIGGER PREMISES; 

UNIT 5, 9 SLATER STREET, 
LIVERPOOL L 1 

o .. s .. -7oa oogg 

Wt stock I llrgc 1angt of lMd softwll't & hardware for tht 
Sony PlqSution., Stga S.tum & 3DO pl,tfonns 

Gamdan (US /mpo,t N!JilziM avai/.lbk 1 month bdore UK strut 
clattJ .... Ordffl~n 

Tel / Fax, 016'n 871544 9.00am-6.30pm 
0378 549398 any other time 
-- Estubl~l992 --

Turok the Dinosaur 
Blade & Barrel 
Starfox 
Tetris 
Blast Corps 

=t. 
"' """' 



retro view 

















Rely on Edge to cut through the technobabble. Write 
to Q&A, Edge, 30 Monmouth Street. Bath, BA 1 2BW 

r., I have been following the 
~ emergence of 30 graphics 
cards and have two questions: 
1. Would I be able to install 3Dfx 
[below] and PowerVR cards and 
switch between the two easily, or 
is it a difficult process? I want to 
get the best set-up possible ... 
2. If I buy an MMX-enhanced 
Pentium, can I still insert a 
graphics accelerator card or will 
this prove incompatible with the 
new MMX technology? 

Robin Holt. 
via e-mail 

1. As long as you have two 

ports free, it is theoretically 
possible to place both cards in 
the PC at once. The pro<:e9 is not 
entirely straightfoiward, however, 
because, in order to use one, 
you11 have to disable the other. 
Disabling the Video Logic 
Apocalypse3D is easy - when the 
card is in your PC. a small box 
wiH appear on the right-hand side 
of the IMn 95 task bar giving you 
the option to switch the card off. 
Howewr, according to technical 
support engineers at Diamond 
(Monster3D) and Orchid 
(Righteous3D), neither 3Dfx
based card can be disabled in 
that way. As soon as you place a 
CD-ROM in the drive and the 
3Dfx card detects either Direct3D 
or Glide code, it automatically 
takes over the display. It may be 
necessary, then, to use the 
Apocalypse3D card only for 
PowerVR 'Extreme' titles (ie those 
that use all the custom features 
of the technology and don't 
employ Direct3D), leaving most 
games to the 3Dfx card. This 
option will no doubt prove too 
expensive and wasteful for most 
uselS, though. 

Furthermore, it is worth 
bearing in mind that. the more 
cards you have in the PC. the 
more chance there is of it 
assigning information to the 
wrong places. 
2. No, accelerator cards are not 
incompatible with Inters MMX 
technology and it is perhaps still 

WOl1h purchasing one if you want 
to use your PC just to play games. 
MMX helps mostly with things 
that the PC is doing in software 
right now - movie playback and 
30 calculations, for example. 
Graphics cards, however, can deal 
with rendering. sorting. etc. as 
well as custom visual effects. As 
eminently promising as Intel's 
new technology is. cards like the 
Apocalypse3D, Monster3D and 
the Righteous3D all boast 
features not provided by 
MMX technology. 

r., Could you please shed 
~ some light on the 
somewhat confusing issue of 
frame rates. It is my 
understanding that the human 
brain is only able to process 
images at a rate of about 26 
frames per second, so if this is 
the case why do developers 
always aim for a 30 or sometimes 
60fps screen update in 
videogames? Two games which 
supposedly (in their native NTSC 
versions) run at 30 and 60 hertz 
respectively are Soul Edge and 
Tekken 2, and to me there is a 
marked difference between the 
two - Tekken 2 being much 
smoother and realistic. But surely 
this contradicts the 26Hz 
threshold for the human eye. 
Also, is it true that televisions and 
monitors have varying update 
speeds, and how does this affect 
the whole issue? 

Stephen A. Mackintosh, 
University of Edinburgh 

As you correctly note, the 
human can detect the 

difference between 30fps and 
60fps otherwise the difference in 
fluidity between Soul Edge and 
Teklcens 1 &2 (and Virtua Fighter 
and Virtua Fighter 2, for that 
matter) would go unnoticed. In 
movies (where the action is 
filmed at 24fps), you'll 
occasionally notice a jerkiness 
when the camera pans aaoss a 
larldscape, but on the 
whole 24fps is sufficient 
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